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INTRODUCTION  

 

The human papillomavirus 
 

The human papillomavirus is a non-enveloped, double stranded DNA virus infecting deeper 

layers of the skin and inner mucosal lining of organs. The viral genome has several open 

reading frames, see Fig 1.  

 

Figure 1: Organisation of the HPV genome. (Courtesy Alan Cann, University of Leicester, UK.) 

 

Depending on the time of expression two groups of genes are defined. After infection and 

entry in basal cell of the epithelium the early genes (E1, E2, E4, E5) are expressed. Only in a 
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later phase the late genes (L1 and L2) are expressed. E1 and E2 are involved in DNA 

replication and the regulation of the early transcription. E4, expressed in a productive 

infection, associates with cytokeratin filament collapse. E5, E6 and E7 are oncogenes and 

their expression induces cell immortalization and transformation.(1)  L1 and L2 encodes for 

the capsid proteins that form the viral particle. Currently more than 200 HPV genotypes 

have been identified. Figure 2 shows the phylogenetic tree of papillomavirus types where 

different levels of relationship are presented. Two HPV isolates can belong to the same 

subtype, same type, same species, same genus or to a different genus. The genus of Alpha-

papillomavirus comprehends HPV types that cause mucosal and cutaneous lesions in 

humans and primates. Forty preferentially infect stratified squamous epithelium of mucosa 

and skin of the cervix, vagina, vulva, penis, and perianal areas. A clear distinction between 

benign (low-risk, LR-HPV) and malignant (high-risk, HR-HPV) HPV should be made. HPV16 

and HPV18 are the most common HR-HPV types causing in the pre-vaccination era 70% of 

the cervical cancers. Among oropharyngeal, anal, vaginal, and penis HPV induced cancers 

HPV16 is the most prevalent genotype. HPV6 and HPV11 are examples of LR-HPV types 

causing genital warts. During the last International Agency for Research on Cancer working 

group meeting on the evaluation of carcinogenic risks to humans thirteen HPV types were 

categorized as carcinogenic; i.e. HPV types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 

66.(2) These genotypes belong to Alpha species α5, α6, α7, α9, and α11, as illustrated in 

figure two. There is no epidemiological evidence of cervical carcinogenicity for HPV 

genotypes belonging other species.  

The natural history of a HPV infection 
In 2012 cervical cancer was the fourth most common cancer in women, causing 528 000 

incident cases and 266 000 deaths worldwide (3). HPV viruses are abundant and it is very 

hard to avoid a HPV infection. Indeed, in many industrialized countries, the rate of prevalent 

HR-HPV infections in young adult females is as high as 40-80% and the lifetime probability of 

ever encountering HR-HPV is as high as 80-90% (4). Fortunately most of these infections 

clear spontaneously without clinical signs or symptoms. Only women who become 

persistent carrier, estimated to be in the range of 4-10%, are at risk for cervical cancer and 

probably other HPV-related cancers. As the time lag between the peak of HPV infection and 
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cancer incidence is up-to 20 years there is sufficient time to screen and identify pre-cancer 

lesions.  

 

 

Fig. 2.  Phylogenetic analysis based on the L1 ORF sequences of 170 HPV types, as well as 

single animal papillomaviruses, using the maximum likelihood method. The tree was 

constructed using the MEGA5.1 program. Adapted from: Cross-roads in the classification of 

papillomaviruses. de Villiers EM. Virology 2013 Oct; 445(1- 2):2-10  
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Secondary prevention, cervical cancer screening and 
treatment. 
Before the introduction of HPV vaccines looking for abnormal cells in a cervical or pap smear 

was the only intervention to avoid invasive cervical cancer. If abnormal cells were detected 

the infected tissue was removed or destroyed during colposcopy or a surgical intervention. 

These screening programmes substantially reduced, among participating women, the 

number of death due to cervical cancer. Cytology based screening, having limited sensitivity 

and specificity is now being replaced by HPV DNA testing which allows for a high sensitivity 

to detect HPV infections. As it is expected that due to HPV vaccination the number of HPV 

positives will be reduced drastically in the coming years it is obvious that using cytology as 

first line screening test in the post vaccination era will become impossible. Indeed, with a 

very low prevalence of HPV infections we will observe for each real positive case 99 false 

positive cases (5).  This can easily be overcome by first selecting women who had HPV DNA 

positives sample and subsequently only perform in this subset a HPV cytological test. Even 

in unvaccinated women over 30 years old there are advantages of using HPV DNA testing as 

primary screening test. Certainly, due to its high sensitivity to detect HPV infections 

screening intervals can be extended up to 5 or even 10 years(6) if no HPV DNA is detected.  

An additional advantage is that it has been proven that HPV DNA testing on self-samples 

provides the required clinical sensitivity. Accordingly, self-sampling has become a valuable 

alternative to reach women otherwise not participating in a cervical screening programme 

(7).  

HPV primary prevention.  
As long as the origin of the cervical cancer was unknown primary prevention was not an 

option. Only 30 years ago a link between cancer of the cervix and an infection with high risk 

human papillomavirus (HR-HPV) types was established (8). This created, as for viral hepatitis 

B, the option of using vaccination to preventing this infectious disease-related cancer. 

Indeed, two commercially available prophylactic vaccines, a bivalent and quadrivalent 

vaccine, have been tested on large cohorts and are licensed in the US, Europe and many 

other countries. Clinical trial data show that both vaccines can very adequately prevent 

vaccine type-related cervical pre-cancer stages.(9-11) End of 2015 72 countries had 
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introduced HPV vaccine in their national immunization program, 39 countries had started a 

pilot programme and more than 200 million doses have been administrated.  

It is believed that the current available prophylactic HPV L1-based vaccines protect from 

getting infected by the virus. Indeed, both licensed HPV vaccines induce a high antibody 

concentration and there are strong indications that infection is prevented by an antibody 

mediated sterilizing immunity. Animal studies did confirm this theory. Indeed, naïve 

recipients that received passive immunization by immunoglobulin purified from immunized 

animals were protected against high-dose viral challenge.(12) Currently, it is not known 

what minimum level of anti-bodies is required to provide this protection. Indeed, only a 

small number of vaccine breakthroughs have been reported, and these may also be 

explained by unobserved already established infections. So the immune correlates of 

protection still need to be defined (13). In addition to the currently available bi- and 

quadrivalent vaccines, a next generation HPV nonavalent vaccine has recently been 

developed, and is being introduced. The vaccine has been shown effective in preventing 

persistent infection and precancerous lesions associated with HPV types 

16/18/31/33/45/52/58 and genital warts caused by HPV types 6 and 11.(14) 

Secondary prevention therapeutic vaccination 
No therapeutic effects are observed when using the currently available prophylactic 

vaccines to vaccinate women already having a persistent infection. This means a large 

number of people worldwide that have already a persistent HPV infection will not benefit 

from these prophylactic vaccines. Furthermore, current therapeutic interventions in women 

with high-grade cytological abnormalities are surgical and can cause unwanted side-

effects.(15) Thus, non-invasive effective treatment strategies such as therapeutic vaccines 

are a desirable option. Indeed, as it takes 10-20 years between HPV infection and tumour 

development potentially a lot of women could benefit from a vaccine that would help the 

infections and therefore also the risk for progression by a simple vaccination. A 

comprehensive overview of completed and ongoing clinical trials in therapeutic studies is 

provided in the review of Khallouf et al.(16) Interestingly, virological end-points have not yet 

been introduced in the majority of these studies. 
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Challenges for the follow-up of HPV vaccination programmes 
As we discussed above prophylactic HPV vaccines are relatively new and major progress at a 

scientific, technological and implementation level is ongoing. This requires additional clinical 

studies to address pending vaccine-related questions such as: 1) one or two doses versus 

three doses; 2) infant or children vaccination versus adolescent or adult vaccination; 3) 

bivalent and quadrivalent versus nonavalent or x-valent vaccines; 4) use of non-VLP vaccines 

based on viral capsomeres or polypetides versus VLP vaccines; 5) alternative administration 

routes, e.g. intradermal; 6) L2 vaccines containing cross-neutralization peptides; 7) use of 

HPV vaccines in already infected or treated patients; 8) documentation of long-term 

protection; 9) sustainability of the immunization programmes; etc.   

An expert meeting to discuss primary end-points for prophylactic HPV vaccine trials was 

organized at the World Health Organization and International Agency for Research on 

Cancer (IARC) in 2013.(17) As nearly 100% of cervical cancer cases is caused by a viral 

infection with a high risk HPV type, preventing viral infections should also divert 

development of premalignant and malignant disease. There was an agreement that 

persistent infection of 6 months or longer is very likely to act with high fidelity as a 

surrogate for detection of advanced disease/cancer. Subsequently, the value of persistent 

infection (6 months or 12 months) as viral end-point compared to CIN2+ as end-point was 

confirmed in the vaccine efficacy trials.(18-23) At the level of cervical cancer prevention, 

vaccine efficacy determined by the viral end-point was similar to CIN2+ end-points for 

vaccine types and similar or lower for non-vaccine types, the latter due to partial cross-

protection of the vaccine. Besides of providing similar evidence on impact as clinical end-

points, additional benefits for using type persistent infection instead of CIN2+ as end-point 

in trials were stated by the IARC working group. Indeed using viral end-points could results 

in: 1) shortened follow-up phase after final dose by 2-3 years, 2) more than 10-fold 

reduction of the sample size, and 3) substantially reduced complexity of study 

management.(17) 

Interestingly, in the majority of therapeutic HPV vaccination studies virological end-points 

have not yet been introduced. Only for the PC10VAC01 study, the clinical response is 

reported as high viral clearance. The patient population of this trial included HPV 16 and/or 

18 positive women with normal cervical cytology. Therefore, efficacy could not be based on 
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cytological or histological response.(24) It is also important to notice that the current 

therapeutic vaccine trials are phase I or II studies with limited number of participants, 

whereas future larger studies may need less burdensome monitoring and would gain from 

very feasible virological end-points. It is obvious that alternative sampling, including urine 

sampling, then becomes attractive. 

The rational of urine sampling. 
Dr Papanicolaou, who gave his name to the Pap-smear, wrote in the American Journal of 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology in 1943: ‘On the other hand, the vaginal smear presents a 

distinct advantage because of its simplicity and the facility with which it can be applied as a 

general routine method. The vaginal smear can be prepared at any time and as frequently 

as desired, without discomfort to the patient, and the procedure can be entrusted to a 

nurse or even the patient herself.” (25) It should be specified that he was comparing in this 

article the use of vaginal smear to an endometrial smear for the diagnosis of cancer. 

Nonetheless, the benefits of one type of sample over another are nicely expressed and 

clearly can also be transposed when comparing urine versus a cervical sampling. Indeed, 

urine has the advantages of being non-invasive, without discomfort for the patient and 

allows the option of self-sampling. Interestingly, in the same paper he also justifies the 

rationale for using vaginal smears: “The diagnosis of cancer of the uterus by vaginal smears 

is based on the fact that, like all the epithelial tissues of the body, the superficial cell layers 

of the tumor are subject to continual exfoliation. The exfoliated cells mix with the secretions 

of the uterus and cervix, find their way into the vagina and may be recognized in a smear of 

vaginal fluid.” (25).  This is written decades before the link between HPV infection and 

cervical cancer was made and at a moment that no molecular methods were available. In 

this thesis we take the rationale expressed by Dr Papanicolaou one step further and claim 

that debris from exfoliated cells from metrix, cervix or vagina can accumulate around the 

uterus opening and contaminates the first voided, i.e. initial stream, of urine. In addition, we 

will investigate by using sensitive molecular methods if we can detect HPV DNA in urine of 

women who have had a positive cervical sample.  Studies have demonstrated that women 

prefer providing a urine sample over a vaginal sample (26, 27).  Especially, if the aim is to 

follow-up HPV detection in young girls a speculum examination or even a vaginal samples 

may not be an option, whereas urine is.  
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The term first void urine is sometimes used to indicate the first urine of the day. In this 

thesis we use the term first void urine specifically to indicate the initial stream of the void, 

regardless what time of the day it is collected.  

Aims of the thesis. 
The aim of this thesis is to study feasibility of detection of HPV DNA in urine and its possible 

applicability as proxy to monitor the impact of prophylactic and therapeutic HPV vaccination 

programmes. In order to use urine for HPV DNA testing we aimed to address a number of 

questions: 

- Can HPV DNA recovery and or detection, in urine be improved and standardised? 

o Does the fraction or part of the urine void matters for the detection of HPV 

DNA 

o Is HPV DNA stable in urine or do we need a preservative. 

- Is urine sampling feasible and acceptable for girls and women?  

- Can we demonstrate the validity of HPV DNA testing in urine? 

o Can we show based on urine samples the impact of a HPV prevention 

vaccination trial? 

o Can urine be used for the follow-up of the impact of a HPV therapeutic trials?  

- Is there a correlation between the amount of HPV DNA detected in urine and the 

amount detected in cervical samples?  

Outline of the thesis  
In order to address these different research questions we first performed a systematic 

review of all available studies looking at HPV DNA detection in urine. The results of this 

review are presented in Chapter one. In Chapter two A we report on the optimization of 

HPV DNA detection in urine by improving collection, storage and extraction. Chapter two B 

further explains why the first void fraction is important for detection of HPV DNA in urine. 

In Chapter three we describe the advantages and challenges of using urine in the follow-up 

of preventative HPV vaccine trials. Chapter four confirms the feasibility of using HPV urine 

testing in two large cohorts of vaccinated and unvaccinated girls in Rwanda and Bhutan.  In 

chapter five we present long-term follow-up of HPV infection by urine and cervical 

quantitative HPV DNA testing in a cohort of women participating in a therapeutic HPV trial. 
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In this chapter we also discuss the correlation of the amount of HPV DNA in urine versus the 

amount in cervical samples.  

Background of the experiments, trials and cohorts used in the 
thesis.   
This “project” started within the framework of an Industrial Research Fund for Strategic 

Basic Research entitled: ‘Creation of a translational platform for integrated vaccine 

research’. Ten percent of the projects budget was provided by GSK Biologicals as industrial 

partner. The development of a method for detection of HPV DNA in urine to monitor the 

impact of intervention programmes was defined as one of the challenges within this project 

and became the topic of my Phd. During the kick-off meeting of the IOF-SBO meeting in 

March 2009 the first research plan was presented. Already at that moment the advantages 

of urine sampling in terms of acceptability and feasibility were confirmed, i.e. an easy to 

collect and non-invasive sample. Especially with the aim of using urine sampling to monitor 

HPV vaccination programmes in sexually non-active girls a non-invasive sampling method 

would clearly have benefits. However two challenges were raised at this meeting. First, 

most probably the detection of HPV DNA in a urine sample would be less sensitive than 

detection of HPV DNA in a cervical sample. The second challenges was uncertainty to what 

level there was a correlation between what could be detected in urine and what could be 

detected in a cervical sample.  

The access to urine samples from a cohort of participants in a therapeutic HPV vaccine trial 

was vital to compare extraction methods, preservatives, urine fractions and storage.  

Based on our review and confirmed by our initial lab results we became convinced 

standardised first void urine collection and immediate mixing of the urine with a 

preservative were essential prerequisites before using urine sampling on a large scale. 

Therefore we formulated this as a thesis subject for a student in product development 

(Artesis, Antwerp University College). The task was to design a device that captured 10-15 

ml of the first void urine, and immediately mixed this urine with a preservative. The device 

also needed to fit in a letter box so that it could be distributed by mail. This has led to the 

first proto-type of the Colli-PeeTM first void urine collection device that is now being 

marketed by Novosanis, a spin-off company of the UAntwerpen. 
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A unique opportunity of rolling out our initial findings and using the proto-type of the Colli-

Pee on a large scale was shaped following a discussion with Gary Clifford at the International 

Papillomavirus meeting in Porto Rico end of 2012. IARC was setting up to a study to monitor 

the impact of HPV vaccination programmes in Rwanda and Bhutan and was considering HPV 

testing in urine samples.  The freshly started spin-off could supply just in time over 2000 

devices to sample the cohorts of young girls in Rwanda and Bhutan.  

Finally, the systematic collection of urine samples in the cohort of women participating in 

the therapeutic HPV trial between 2012 and 2016 allowed to have paired urine and cervical 

samples over a three year period to study the possible correlation between cervical and 

urine samples.  

Topics not addressed in this Thesis 
Although some of the observations regarding the use of urine for HPV DNA testing for 

example non-invasive, user-friendliness, easier programmatic implementability, may be 

transposable for the setting of cervical screening, this was not the aim of this research and is 

not further developed.  

The use of HPV urine testing for men is also not further developed in this work. We did look 

at this during one study and showed that in contradiction to urinary HPV testing in females 

this was not successful in males: much less human DNA and HPV was found.   
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Abstract 
 

Detection of Human papillomavirus (HPV) DNA in urine, a specimen easily obtained by a 

non-invasive self-sampling method, has been the subject of a considerable number of 

studies. This review provides an overview of 41 published studies; assesses how different 

methods and settings may contribute to the sometimes contradictory outcomes; and 

discusses the potential relevance of using urine samples in vaccine trials, disease 

surveillance, epidemiological studies, and specific settings of cervical cancer screening. 

Urine sampling, storage conditions, sample preparation, DNA extraction and DNA 

amplification may all have an important impact on HPV DNA detection and the form of viral 

DNA that is detected. Possible trends in HPV DNA prevalence in urine could be inferred from 

presence of risk factors or diagnosis of cervical lesions. HPV DNA detection in urine is 

feasible and may become a useful tool but necessitates further improvement and 

standardisation. 
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Introduction 
 

The human papillomavirus (HPV) is a non-enveloped, double-stranded DNA virus infecting 

deeper layers of skin and inner mucosal lining of organs. Of the over 100 known HPV types, 

40 preferentially infect stratified squamous epithelium of mucosa and genital skin of the 

cervix, vagina, vulva, penis, and perianal areas.  HPV infection is very common and in most 

cases transient or self-limiting. However, 10-20% of HPV-infected women develop a 

persistent infection and continue to shed HPV-DNA from the genital tract for 24 or more 

months (1). In many populations, over 50% (up to 80%) of sexually-active women, and 

probably a similar percentage of men, are infected with HPV at some point of their life (2, 

3).  

Cytology-based screening, enabling the early detection of cervical pre-cancerous or cancer 

lesions, was, for decades, the only tool to reduce the incidence and mortality of cervical 

cancer. Most women with abnormal cervical cytology results received surgical treatment, an 

expensive intervention with a potential negative impact on subsequent pregnancy outcome 

(4). In the 1980s, the link between HPV and cervical cancer was established (5). Currently, 

the use of HPV DNA testing to specifically identify cervical infections with high-risk or 

carcinogenic types is being evaluated in cervical screening programmes.  

Two HPV vaccines, a quadrivalent vaccine protecting against HPV types 6/11/16/18 and a 

bivalent one directed against HPV types 16/18, have become available for primary 

prevention of HPV 16/18-related cervical cancer.  

Virological endpoints, such as incident and persistent HPV infections, constitute important 

surrogates to monitor and investigate the impact and implementation of vaccination 

programmes. It is essential to have established efficient methods for HPV detection and 

genotyping that yield high analytical sensitivities. HPV DNA assays, optimised to detect HPV 

DNA in cervical cytological samples, are less suitable in vaccine trials because detection 

thresholds may have been adjusted to identify only women with clinically relevant 

infections (6, 7). 

Using urine as a sample for HPV DNA testing has a number of advantages. Urine can be 

included in a non-invasive self-sampling method. As such, this approach would permit 

frequent sampling and sampling of large populations, e.g. to measure the impact of HPV 

vaccination programmes. Moreover, urine sampling, unlike cervical sampling, is a method 

that is preferred and better accepted by women, (8) which may lead to better population 

coverage in screening programmes. Urine samples are acceptable in clinical practice and are 
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used to screen for Chlamydia and Gonorrhea.  HPV DNA detection in urine does not 

interfere with the natural history of the infection, whereas scraping cells from the cervix, 

vagina or gland may create micro-lesions or induce an inflammatory reaction. Finally, in 

certain settings, it might avoid the need for a pelvic examination and/or a visit to the clinic.   

However, DNA detection in urine also implies a number of challenges. First, it is a diluted 

sample and contains both known, such as urea and nitrites, and unknown PCR inhibitors (9). 

Further, the DNA can be deteriorated by contaminating bacteria and/or endonucleases (10, 

11). If HPV DNA detection in urine is to be used in a cervical cancer screening programme, 

additional disadvantages are that sample is not collected at the original disease site and only 

contains spontaneously exfoliated cells. Furthermore, the presence of HPV DNA may also be 

indicative of a HPV infection of the urinary tract or the lower genital tract.  

Objectives 
The objectives of this paper are 1) to provide an overview of all published studies reporting 

on the detection of HPV DNA in urine; 2) to assess how the different settings and methods 

contribute to the contradictory outcomes; and 3) to discuss the potential relevance of using 

urine samples in the HPV field.  

Materials and Methods 
A literature search was performed with Endnote X and X3 software on April 6th 2010 using 

the databases Pubmed and Web of Science. Any field (Pubmed) or the 

title/keywords/abstract fields (Web of Science) were checked for ‘HPV’, ‘detection’ and 

‘urine’. All reference lists of identified papers were screened manually.  

For each paper, available data were extracted at the level of the reported cohorts or 

subgroups, i.e., same gender, similar lesions or similar risk of being infected. The data were 

either entered as presented in the paper or calculated based on the provided information. 

Per identified cohort, the following details were entered in SPSS 16.0: number of subjects, 

gender, risk of HPV infection (normal = no specific indication; low = pre-adolescent or not 

sexually active; high = partner of HPV-positive patient, HIV-positive, attending a STI clinic, or 

referred to a colposcopy clinic; mixed; or not relevant = in case of known HPV infection), 

lesions (not specified, none (none or atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance 

(ASCUS)), low grade (low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL) or low grade cervical 

intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN1)), high grade (high grade squamous intraepithelial lesion 

(HSIL) or high grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN2-3)), cancer, or condylomata), 

type of DNA detection (conventional PCR, nested PCR, real-time PCR, or Hybrid Capture 2 

(HC2, Qiagen [formally known as Digene])), used primer sets, number samples human DNA 
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positive, number samples tested for human DNA, number of HPV DNA-positive samples, 

number of samples tested for HPV DNA, original paper, and publication year. 

Studies detecting human DNA in less than 85 % of the urine samples or using less sensitive 

HPV  PCR primers (GP5/GP6), were considered as substandard.  

The possibility of statistically testing and quantifying relationships between HPV DNA 

detection in urine and the different subjects groups and methodologies was investigated. 

Bubble graphs were created to explore possible relationships between HPV DNA detection 

rates in urine and the different subjects groups (Microsoft Office Excel 2007).  

Results and discussion 

PAPERS STUDIED 

Forty-four papers dealing with HPV DNA detection in urine were initially selected. The 

papers were published between 1991 and 2009. Specific studies and patent applications on 

improvement of DNA detection in urine were also taken into account. Papers providing 

insufficient details on the methodology, HPV DNA detection rates or using previously 

collected and published data were excluded (12-14). Table 1 gives the details of the 41 

papers considered in this review (8, 15-54). Table 2 summarizes the various methods and 

settings.  

URINE SAMPLING 

The majority of the papers did not mention which fraction or type of urine was analysed. 

However, human DNA levels in urine are not constant during a void, as reported by Johnson 

et al (55). For most subjects the first-void fractions contained higher amounts of DNA than 

the midstream or total void (55). This study also confirmed that urine of men in general 

contains less DNA than urine of women, as reported by Brinkman et al (18). Midstream 

urine – i.e., the standard for diagnosis of metabolic diseases and urinary tract infections - is 

preferred by some authors since it is thought to contain less PCR inhibitors. Three studies 

using midstream urine did not report on human DNA detection (46, 47, 51).  

Due to the high degree of variation across the studies and the lack of relevant information 

on this topic in the studies, it is difficult to determine the most appropriate urine fraction for 

analysis. If the goal is to analyse a maximum of exfoliated cells, it seems reasonable to use 

the first-void fraction.  

STORAGE CONDITIONS 

Milde et al. showed that human DNA in urine containing 40mM EDTA stored at room 

temperature for 8 days, was less degraded than the DNA in urine samples without EDTA 
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frozen at -20°C (10). EDTA, known to be an effective nuclease inhibitor, is a chelating agent 

of bi-valent cations, cofactors of DNA nucleases. Cell-free DNA is more likely to be exposed 

to degradation than intracellular DNA. Several patent applications have been submitted to 

conserve DNA integrity in urine (56-58). The million-fold inhibition described by Brinkman et 

al. is most likely due to nuclease activity (18). Spiking experiments in our laboratory 

confirmed the quasi-disappearance of free HPV plasmid DNA in urine after Amicon Ultra 

filtration (Millipore N.V., Brussel, Belgium) and QIAamp DNA mini kit extraction (Qiagen 

Benelux B.V, Venlo, Netherlands) as also performed by Brinkman et al. Addition of EDTA to 

the spiked urine fully eliminated this so-called inhibition [A. Vorsters and I. Micalessi, 

unpublished data].  Spiking urine with cancer cells as described by Daponte et al. and 

Vossler et al. did not lead to such a dramatic reduction in detection rates,(20, 52) as also 

observed in our laboratory. Although many authors are aware of possible inhibitors in urine, 

presence of nucleases is often not taken into account. Conversely, in studies investigating 

cell free transrenal DNA, i.e. DNA from the blood circulation that has passed the kidney 

barrier, collected urine is immediately mixed with EDTA to a final concentration of 10mM 

EDTA in order to inhibit possible nuclease activity (59-61). The impact of storage on the 

detection of beta-globin and HPV DNA in urine was demonstrated by Brinkman et al, 

overnight storage at 4°C was the most favourable method (18).  

Storage conditions of urine have a major impact on DNA detection, and hence should be 

optimised and properly reported in papers. To conserve cell-free DNA, an appropriate 

storage buffer needs to be applied as soon as possible after collection of the urine sample.  
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T Table 1: Details of papers describing detection of HPV DNA in urine. 

 

First 

author 

Subjects/patients Country, city Mean age and 

range 

 

DNA extraction methods 

tested/used 

Storage Amplification/primers 
hDNA positive  

% (# pos / # tested) 

HPV DNA positive 

% (# pos / # tested) 

Alameda F, 

2007 [15] 

50 women referred to a 

gynaecology clinic. 

Spain, 

Barcelona 
36 yr (28 to 55 yr) 

Pellet extracted with 

Genomica kit (Genomica, 

Madrid, Spain) 

Urine was collected in  

30ml Preserv Cytyc (Cytyc 

Corporation) 

PCR MY09/MY11. Not determined 

22% (11/50) overall; 

0% (0/20) with ASCUS; 

6.2% (1/16) LSIL; 

81.8% (11/14) in case 

of HSIL.  

Astori GC, 

1995 [16] 

70 asymptomatic male 

partners of HPV DNA-

positive women. 

Italy, Udine Not reported 
Proteinase K Phenol 

Chloroform extraction.  

Pellet suspended in 0.1 NaCl, 

10 mMTris-HCL, 1 mM EDTA 

and stored at -20°C 

PCR L1 consensus primers MY09/MY11.  

Beta-globin was tested with PC04 GH20 

primers.  

79% (55/70) 
33%  (18/55) of 

adequate samples 

Brinkman 

JA,2002 

[17] 

101 HIV+ women 

attending a HIV outpatient 

clinic 

US,  New 

Orleans 

20 to 40+ yr (50% 

between 30-39 yr) 

Amicon concentration 

filter (Millipore), 

followed by Qiagen DNA 

mini kit.  

 At -20°C at least 24h before 

extraction.  DNA extractions 

stored at -20°C. 

L1 PGMY09-PGMY11 consensus 

primers labelled with biotin and GH20-

PC04 beta-biotin primer 

73% (74/101) 65% (48/74) 

Brinkman 

JA, 2004 

[18] 

Different patient 

populations (HIV+ women, 

male/female students, 

college-age women and 

women enrolled at a local 

family planning clinic) and 

urine spiked with cloned 

HPV DNA.  

US,  New 

Orleans 

Different groups 

studied, age not 

reported 

Different techniques 

tested. Phenol-

chloroform; QIAamp DNA 

mini kit, QIAamp RNA 

mini kit; phenol-

chloroform and QIAamp 

DNA Mini Kit extractor; 

and benzyl alcohol-

guanidine HCL DNA  

extraction).  

Overnight refrigeration is 

better than immediate 

processing or freezing  at -

20°C for 24 h.  

L1 PGMY09-PGMY11 consensus 

primers labelled with biotin and GH20-

PC04 beta-biotin primer 

Qiagen DNA mini kit 

15/30 (50%) AM + 

QIAgen 10/30 (33%) 1/3 

PBS AM QIAgen 19/30 

(63%) cohort A; storage 

conditions: direct 

processing 46% (24/52), 

overnight at 4°C 62% 

(32/52) and overnight at 

-20°C 46% (24/52) for 

urine of cohort B and 

using PBS dilution, AM 

and Qiagen 

HPV was found 

respectively in 13%; 

20% and 30% of the 

different extractions 

for urine in cohort  A; 

and 13% (7/52); 17% 

(9/52) and 10% (5/52) 

for the different 

storage conditions  in 

urine of cohort B. 
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Costa FAM, 

2009 [19] 

Asymptomatic men 

infected with HIV-1 

attending a HIV ref centre 

and outpatient clinic of 

HIV 

Brazil, Sao 

Paulo 

7 (18-29 yr); 49 (30-

39 yr); 167 (40+yr) 

Genomic Blood DNA 

purification kit 

(Amersham Pharmacia 

Biotech, Inc) 

 -70°C 

PGMY9 and PGMY11 (450 bp of L1) 

adapted to real-time PCR using SYBR 

green. Positive samples were amplified 

with type-specific PCR for 6, 11, 16, and 

18 …. 

Not determined 30.9% (69/223)  

Daponte A, 

2006 [20] 

Women with abnormal 

cervical cytology (ASCUS 

or worse) referred to a 

colposcopy clinic. Women 

were HIV-negative. 

Greece, 

Larissa 
Not reported 

Diluted urine pellet 

extracted with QIAamp 

Viral RNA Mini Kit 

Extraction 

24-48h at 4°C 

In-house PCR for HPV 16 and 18 or 

commercial PCR kits. Also specific E6 

genes of HPV types 6,11,16,18, and 33 

were tested with commercial multi plex 

(Maxim biotech). Beta-globin was 

detected using in-house PCR (509 bp 

PCR product).  

Not all samples tested 

88% (8/9) in patients 

with cancer; 44.8% 

(13/29) in patients 

with high grade 

lesions; 12.8% (5/39) 

in patients with low 

grade lesion. 

Daponte A, 

2008 [21] 

100 patients referred for 

colposcopy and positive 

for HPV-16 (15 cancerous, 

36 high grade and 49 low-

grade lesions) were 

recruited 

Greece, 

Larissa 
Not reported 

Diluted urine pellet 

extracted with QIAamp 

Viral RNA Mini Kit 

Extraction 

Not disclosed 

HPV 16 primers specific for E1 and E6 

genes classic PCR and QRT-PCR were 

performed. Viral load is expressed as 

copies/µg DNA but how µg DNA is 

determined is not disclosed. 

Not all samples tested 

Overall 63% (63/100); 

Cancer 93.3% (14/15); 

High grade 83,3% 

(30/36);Low grade 

38.8% (19/49) 

D'Hauwers 

K, 2007 

[22] 

HPV positive women and 

male partners  

Belgium, 

Antwerpen 
Not reported Roche Amplicor protocol Not disclosed 

Real-time PCR for beta-globin detection 

(in-house primers, PCR product is 

167bp long). If positive then MY 9/11 

consensus primer. If positive then type 

specific PCR.  

Females 71.0% ();22/31 

males 66.7% (20/30) 

Females 3.2% (1/31); 

males 0% (0/30) 

Fambrini 

M, 2008 

[23] 

Women with HR-CIN 

before and after 

treatment (laser CO2 

conization). Excluded: 

patients with diabetes, 

HIV+, chronic steroidal 

therapy. 

Italy, Florence 37.9 yr (18-59yr) 

EZ1 DNA Tissue kit 

QIAGEN; automated DNA 

purification BioRobot 

EZ1, QIAGEN. 

Urine stored overnight at 4°C 
PCR kit Bioline first L1 consensus 

primers 
Not determined 80.8% (42/52) 

Feng Q, 

2007 [24] 

Women with biopsy-

proven cervical neoplasia 

(9 CIN1, CIN2-3 29, ICC 72) 

and 19 without cervical 

neoplasia on biopsy. 

Senegal, 

Dakar 
46.8 yr (+/- 10,9yr) 

Cell pellet resuspended 

in STM digene, 

proteinase K, Qiagen 

Amp blood micro 

column. 

At 4° C; processed within 24 

h; cell pellets resuspended in 

STM (Digene) and frozen, 

shipped to Seattle; remained 

at -80°C there until 

processing 

PCR  MY09, MY11, HMB01 and 

PC04/GH20 beta globin 
99.2% (128/129) 

69% overall; in 5/19 

(26%) neg and 

atypical; 5/9 (56%) 

CIN-1; 22/29 (76%) 

CIN-2 and CIS; and 

56/71 (79%) ICC. 
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Fife K,  

2003 [25] 

Men attending STD clinic. 

Three groups were 

established. GI visible 

external genital warts at 

time of visit and no history 

of treatment. GII history of 

warts with successful 

treatement. GIII no clinical 

history of warts. 

US, 

Indianapolis 

Between 18 and 

50yr 

Qiagen quick DNA 

purification method. 
Not reported 

PCR HPV type-specific primers HPV L1, 

E6 and E7 detection by dot-blot 

hybridization. Beta globin was used to 

determine sample adequacy.  

93% (56/60) 
Not relevant only HPV 

6 and 11 tested 

Forslund O, 

1993 [26] 

Group I : Military 

conscripts 143. Group II 

attending an adolescent 

clinic, 12 females and 8 

males. Group III: 343 

women referred to a 

colposcopy clinic. Patients 

were seen more than 

once, in total 489 paired 

urine and cervix samples 

were taken. 

Sweden, 

Malmö 

GI: 21 yr(20-23yr); 

GII 19yr (17-22); 

GIII: 37yr (17-79yr) 

Pellets were treated with 

proteinase K. If samples 

were beta-globin PCR 

neg,  phenol free DNA 

extraction was 

performed 

 Stored in refrigerator before 

further processing on the 

same day, after 

centrifugation pellet frozen at 

-20°C 

PCR used TS primers for 6, 11, 33 and 

16 - 18 (run separately). Third tube E6 

primers selected from published 

sequences and beta globin (PC 03, 

PC04).  Fourth tube used consensus 

primers. Bovine serum albumin (0.2 %) 

was included in PCR mix, has been 

shown to overcome inhibitory activities 

of unknown origin in archaeological 

samples. 

GI military conscripts 

after phenol extraction 

of the 18 negative 

samples 96.5% 

(138/143) were positive; 

GIII samples of 343 

women referred to a 

colposcopy clinic, after 

extraction of the 56 

negative samples  95.5% 

( 489/512)  were 

positive. 

GI: HPV DNA was 

detected in 5.8% 

(8/138); GIII: 38.2 % 

(187/489) 

Geddy PM, 

1993 [27] 

73 male patients attending 

a genitourinary clinic. 
UK, Leeds Not reported 

sediment washed, 

digestion buffer and 

proteinase K, phenol 

chloroform extraction 

and DNA precipitation.  

4°C up to 4 hours 
PCR (consensus primers HPV and beta 

globin for hDNA) 
55% (40/73) 0% (0/73) 

Giuliano A, 

2007 [29] 

Men (recruited via 

advertisements in city and 

university newspapers etc) 

18-40 yr old. 

US, Tucson Between 18-40yr Not disclosed  
At 4°C before storage at -

80°C.  
ND for urine 51% (n=226) 0.4% (1/226) 

Golijow DC, 

2005 [30] 

Male patients attending 

the urological department 

with HPV-positive sex 

partner (n= 112) or HPV-

associated penile lesions 

(n=73) 

Argentina, La 

Plata 

GI: 31yr (17-71yr);  

GII: 27yr (20-56yr) 

Pellet was washed, 

proteinase K digestion 

and boiled. 

Samples stored at 4°C and 

processed on the same day. 

Cell digests were stored at -

20° 

DNA quality by amplifing  thymidine 

kinase gene. HPV DNA was analysed 

using  nested PCR First MY09/11 (450 

bp) second round GP5+/6+ (150bp)  

100% (n=185) 

73% (135/185); 68.8% 

77/112 for men with 

HPV+ partners and 

79.5% (58/73) for men 

with penile lesions 
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Gupta A, 

2006 [31] 

Women with histologically 

confirmed invasive cervical 

cancer and their husbands, 

and a control group of 30 

age-matched women with 

normal or inflammatory or 

negative cervical cytology 

and their husbands. 

India, New 

Delhi 

Women 42yr, males 

46yr 

Pellets washed, 

proteinase digestion, if 

required phenol-

chloroform extraction. 

Not disclosed 
HPV-L1 consensus primer and in-house 

beta-globin primers. 

In total 98.3% (118/120); 

in urine samples of cases 

93.3% (28/30). 

82% (23/28) for 

women with CC; 

66.7% (20/30) 

partners of women 

with CC; 26.7% (8/30) 

healthy control 

women; 26.7% (8/30) 

partners of healthy 

control women. 

Hernandez 

BY, 2008 

[32] 

Male undergraduate and 

graduate students 

(Univeristy of Hawaii) 

US, Hawaii 29yr 

Not disclosed, 

commercial extraction 

kits (Qiagen) were used.  

Not disclosed 

All specimen were tested using GH20 

and PC04 primers. PCR for HPV DNA 

was done using the PGMY9 and 

PGMY11 primers. 

Not reported 10% (20/200) 

Hillman RJ, 

1993 [33]  

Men attending a clinic for 

the sugical removal of 

anogenital warts. 

UK, London 28.6yr(16.1-61.6yr) 

Sediment resuspended in 

TRIS-HCl, NaCl, EDTA 

buffer. Pronase E 

digestion, phenol 

chloroform extration. 

Not disclosed PCR GP5/GP6 

Not determined 

 

6.7% (1/15) 

Hillman RJ, 

1993 [34] 

100 men with gonorrhoea, 

32 men with penile warts 

and 37 men with  genital 

dermatoses 

UK, London 

GI: 26,7yr (17.0-

55.6yr); other 

groups similar 

features 

Sediment resuspended in 

lysis buffer, pronase E 

digestion,  phenol 

chloroform DNA 

extraction. 

Not disclosed PCR GP5/GP6 

Not determined 

 

12.5% (11/88) men 

with gonorrhoea; 0/5 

men with penial 

warts; 13.5% (5/37) of 

men with genital 

dermatoses. 

Hillman RJ, 

1993 [35] 

Men undergoing genital 

biopsy at a genital 

dermatosis clinic  

UK, London 
35,9 yr (18,6-

68,6yr) 

Sediment resuspended in 

lysis buffer, pronase E 

digestion,  phenol 

chloroform DNA 

extraction. 

Not disclosed PCR GP5/GP6 Not determined 10.2% (6/59) 

Iwasawa A, 

1997 [36] 

47 male patients, 29 with 

urethral condylomata, 3 

with penile condylomata, 

15 controls without any 

symptoms or signs.  

Finland, 

Helsinki 
25.2yr (20-47yr) 

Sediment resuspended in 

Tris-HCl, EDTA buffer, 

sonicated, proteinase K 

digestion, phenol 

chloroform extraction.  

Collected in sterile plastic 

containers and stored at -

70°C 

PCR MY09/MY11 Not determined 75.9% (22/29) 
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Jacobson 

DL, 2000  

[37] 

Adolescents recruited 

from 37 women attending 

a STI clinic and 63 women 

attending an adolescent 

clinic for pelvic 

examination 

US, Baltimore 17.5yr (11-20yr) 

Digestion with proteinase 

K 3µl used in PCR. For 

HCII as recommended by 

vendor. 

Time between getting the 

urine sample and processing 

not revealed (immediate?); 

pellet resuspended in 0.5 ml 

Digene transport medium 

stored at -20°C 

PCR: MY09/MY11/HMB01 HPV L1 

consensus primers  and beta-globin 

PC04 and GH20. Detection by Hybrid 

Capture Probe B (13 cancer associated 

types) 

Not reported 

HCII: 46.8% (37/80); 

PCR: 75% (55/80); no 

lesion (32/49); ASCUS 

86.7% (13/15); SIL 

100% (15/15) 

Jong E, 

2008 [38] 

HIV-infected women 

recruited from different 

clinical settings, varying 

from  outpatients of a HIV 

clinic to patients referred 

to colposcopy because of 

cervical dysplasia.  

The 

Netherlands, 

Amsterdam 

(20-40yr+) (more 

than half older than 

40yr). 

DNA was isolated using 

Roche viral nucleic acid 

isolation kits.  

Not clear at -20 °C in 

SurePath? 

PCR SPF10 (Kleter et al, 1999) and part 

of the beta-globin gene. The use of 

PhHV-1 (seal herpes virus) was used to 

check inhibition.  

Not reported 81.5% (22/27) 

Jong E, 

2009 [39] 

HIV-infected men and a 

control group of 231 men 

without known risk factors 

for HIV attending a 

urology outpatient clinic.  

The 

Netherlands, 

Amsterdam 

45yr (24-74yr) Not disclosed At -20°C prior to processing PCR SPF10 and beta globin Not reported 

27.5% (67/243) HIV-

pos men and 12.6% 

(29/231) HIV-neg men 

Lazcona-

Ponce E, 

2001 [40] 

43 male college students 

and 77 male industry 

workers from an 

automobile factory. None 

of the males had evident 

external genital lesions 

upon clinical examination. 

Mexico, 

Cuernavaca 
14-55yr 

Presumably PCR was 

initially done on crude 

cell extraction after 

freeze thawing.  Some 

beta globin-negative 

urine samples were 

tested using the high 

pure PCR template from 

Boehringer 

Pellet suspended in PBS 
Beta-globin (209-bp amplicon) and 

GP5+/GP6+ 
14% (17/120) 

11.8% (of initially 17 

beta-globin positive 

urine samples two 

were HPV positive). 

After DNA extraction 

12 additional urine 

samples became beta-

globin-positive; in 

none HPV DNA was 

detected:  6,9% (2/29) 

Manhart L, 

2006 [41] 

Sexually active women 18-

25 yr 
US 18-25yr 

Cell pellet resuspended 

in 600µl STM (digene) 

digested with protease K 

and DNA isolated using 

QIAamp blood DNA 

microcolumn.  

At reception by the lab 5 ml 

of urine was aliquoted and 

frozen at -70. Shipment was 

on dry ice. 

PCR MY09/MY11/HMB01. Beta-globin 

PC04/GH20  
95.8% (3585/3741) 28.6% (934/3262) 
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Melchers 

WJG,  

1989 [42] 

Male patients attending a 

STI clinic for condylomata 

acuminata in the urethrae. 

Control group 14 male 

volunteers from the 

department of pathology 

at  the Diagnostic Centre 

SSDZ Delft. 

 

The 

Netherlands, 

Rotterdam 

Not reported 

Sediment resuspended in 

PBS, SDS added, Pronase 

digestion, phenol 

chloroform extraction. 

No info, urine sediments 

were suspended in 0.5 ml 

PBS. 

Type-specific primers HPV 6 and HPV 

11 were used 
Not determined 88% (15/17) 

Nakazawa 

A, 1991 

[43] 

Male sexual partners of 

HPV 16 or 18 positive 

patients with cervical 

cancer. 

Japan, Osaka Not reported 

Proteinase K digestion, 

phenol chloroform 

extraction.  

Sediment suspended in 2ml 

PBS and stored at -20°C 

HPV 16 18 E6 PCR detection by 

Southern Blot method. 
Not determined 22% (2/9) 

Payan C, 

2007 [44] 

Cervical scrape samples 

and first-stream urine 

samples 5-10 ml  from 

women consulting a 

gynecologist.        

France, Anger 

and Brest 
Not reported Qiagen RNA mini kit 

Urine stored at -80 °C before 

extraction 

Real-time PCR. Mx4000 (Stratagene 

Europe) and Light Cycler (Roche 

Diagnostics). SYBR green using 

modified SPF10 primers  and GAPDH 

primers  

85% (150/177) 37% (66/177) 

Payan C, 

2009 [45] 

Women refusing a pap 

smear. 

France, 

Morlaix 
25- 65yr 

EasyMag extractor 

(BioMérieux) 
 Real-time PCR  Not reported 19% (222/1169) 

Powell J, 

2003 [46] 

Children with vulval 

(lichen sclerosus) LS and 

with non-LS vulval disease  

and  as control girls with 

no recorded vulval disease  

UK, Oxford 2-11yr 

Guanidinium 

isothiocyanate/silica 

(Boom method) 

Not disclosed 

Nested PCR MY09/MY11 and 

GP5+/GP6+ negative samples were 

checked for quality by beta globulin 

DNA PCR.  

Not determined 

25% (8/32) with LS;  

6.4% (2/31) other 

vulvar diseases;  24% 

(7/29) healthy 

controls 

Prusty BK, 

2005 [47] 

Sexually inexperienced, 

unmarried college girls 

and 55 normal healthy 

(negative pap smear) 

sexually active married 

women.  

India, New 

Delhi 
18-25yr 

Non-organic method. 

Urine smears DNA 

extracted by boiling 

method.  

At 4° for 2-3 hours before 

processing. Cell sediment was 

washed twice with sterile PBS 

and smeared on paper, 

stored at RT. 

Type-specific primers HPV  (sequences 

shown) and consensus L1 primer in-

house PCR procedure 

Not determined 

6% (6/100) of sexually 

inexperienced girls 

and 9% (5/55) of 

sexually active women 
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Rintala MA, 

2002 [48] 

Healthy men undergoing 

vasectomy. Mean age 40.3 

yr.  

Finland, Turku 40.3yr (33-49yr) 

Lysing using proteinase K 

at 37 ° overnight proteins 

precipitated with 

saturate 6 M NaCl,  

 Pellet stored at -20°C  

Nested PCR MY09/MY11 and 

GP5+/GP6+ Samples were checked for 

quality by beta globulin DNA PCR.  

Not reported 22.2% (4/18) 

Sellors JW, 

2000 [8] 

Women referred to a 

colposcopy clinic at a 

teaching hospital because 

of abnormalities upon 

cervical cytology 

screening. 

Canada, 

Hamilton 
31.5yr (SD 9.4yr) Procedure of HC II assay 

Urine stored at 4°C for 

maximum two weeks, 

shipped at RT before 

processing. 20ml of urine was 

mixed with 20ml of urine 

preparation buffer solution 

Digene Corp.  

Hybrid capture II; results for PCR with 

consensus HPV L1 primers and beta 

globin are not provided. 

Not reported 

35% (69/200); HSIL: 

44,8% (26/58); LSIL: 

54.2% (13/24); normal 

25.4% (30/118) 

Smits PHM, 

2005 [49] 

Male HIV patients with 

CD4 count below 100 per 

mm3 taken during routine 

visit. 115 HIV neg males 

served as controls 

(provided anonymously) 

The 

Netherlands, 

Amsterdam 

Not reported 

Guanidinium thiocianate 

lyses binding to silica 

particles and washing 

and elution as described 

by Boom et al.  

Urine stored at -20°C 

SPF10 and genotyping (LiPA) followed 

by qPCR with SPF10. Beta-globin gene 

was amplified to assess the presence of 

human cells. Beta-actin was used to 

determine the number of human cells.  

100% 

39.4% (41/104) for 

HIV-pos men; 9.6% 

(11/115) for HIV-neg 

men. 

Stanczuk 

GA, 2003 

[50] 

Women with invasive 

cervical cancer were 

enrolled from 

gynaecological clinics at 

the university hospital. 

Zimbabwe, 

Harare 
44yr(24-70yr) 

Qiagen DNA extraction 

kit 

Urine samples were stored at 

-20°C before processing 

Conventional nested PCR , reagents 

from Roche, degenerated nested 

primers as described by Williamson and 

Rybicki 1991. PCR for human cytokine 

gene was used to assess the presence 

of DNA (Perrey et al 1999). 

81% (35/43) 72% (31/43) 

Song ES, 

2007 [68] 

Women visiting the 

department of Obstetrics 

and Gynecology; 100 with 

adequate cervical swabs 

(beta-globin positive) and 

biopsy proven histological 

diagnosis were selected 

for this study. 23 chronic 

cervicitis, 48 CIN and 29 

ICC including 3 

adenocarcinomas. 

Korea, 

Incheon 
45.2yr (26-77yr) 

Wizard genomic DNA 

purification kit 

(Promega). Using a 

detergent lysis buffer and 

protease digestion,  

ribonuclease treatment. 

No info on storage or 

immediate processing 

HPV DNA chip PCR-based DNA 

microarray system (Using HPV and 

beta-globin primers) 

90% (90/100) 

52.2% (47/90); 

Cervicitis 13% (3/23); 

CIN: 62.8% (27/43); 

carcinoma 70.8% 

(17/24) 
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Strauss S, 

1999 [51] 

Women (16-57 year mean 

age 26 yr) attending  a 

genitourinary hospital, 

selected at random 

without considering 

clinical history or current 

signs of HPV infection.  

UK,Cambridge 

26yr (16-57yr) 

 

Several methods tested 

including proteinase K 60 

min at 55°C and boiling 

at 95°c for 10 min  

No info on storage 

Nested PCR: first round MY09 and 

MY11, second round GP5+ and GP6+. 

HPV DNA-negative samples were tested 

for beta-globin.  

Not reported 

15% (20/136) first 

round; 65% (89/136) 

with nested PCR. 

Vossler JL, 

1995 [52] 

Female patients (19-82 yr) 

seen in the gynaecological 

offices.  15 patients 

showed evidence of 

condylomata, dysplasia or 

invasive carcinoma.  

US, New York 19-82yr 

Sediment resuspended in 

and washed with Tris-

EDTA buffer. Proteinase 

K digestion. Phenol-

Chloroform extraction. 

Samples negative for 

beta-globin further 

treated with gene-clean. 

Stored at 4 °C for up to 24 

hours prior to processing 

PCR MY11 and MY09  Beta-globin was 

amplified using GH20 and PC04 

primers. 

45% (10/22) initially 

after using geneclean 

95% (21/22) 

76% (16/21 beta-

globin-positive 

samples); 87% (13/15) 

of patients showing 

evidence of 

condylomata, 

dysplasia or invasive 

carcinoma; 50% (3/6) 

of patients with 

negative or benign 

lesions 

Weaver 

BA, 2004 

[53] 

Heterosexual men 

attending a sexually 

transmitted disease clinic 

for optimization; and male 

university students. 

US, Seattle 
18-25yr (both 

groups) 
Not reported 

Some left at RT before 

processing (max 6 hours) 

after centrifugation pellet 

first at -20°C or immediately 

at -70 °C 

MY09, MY11 and HMB01 and beta-

globin PC04 and GH20. If positive for 

HPV then amplified by PGMY09 

PGMY11 and beta-globin PC04 and 

GH20 primers.  

86,6% (26/30) ; 99,7% 

(313/314) students 

3.8% (1/26); 5.7% 

(18/313) 

Zambrano 

A, 2002 

[54] 

Male undergoing surgical 

treatment for prostate 

cancer.  

US, Long 

Beach 
62yr (52-69yr) Not reported 

Urine samples were stored at 

4°C; before centrifugation, 

pellet was suspended in PBS 

and transferred to micro-

centrifuge tube and kept at -

70° until further processing 

Nested PCR MY09/MY11 and 

GP5+/GP6+ 
Not reported 50% (6/12) 
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Table 2: Divergence of the methods, settings and tested subjects among 41 papers analysed 

Urine 

collection 

- 17 papers report using first-void or first catch urine, 3 use midstream, 

21 did not disclose which fraction was analysed  

- volumes analysed range from 200µl to 400-600 ml  

- urine is collected at the clinic, at home, or send by mail to the 

laboratory  

- one study asked not to wash genitials, another study washed genitials 

with ethanol before urination (28,66) (1, 2) 

Storage - urine was processed immediately , stored at RT, at 4°C, - 20°C or -70°C  

- storage times varied from a few hours to weeks  

- urine was stored undiluted, diluted, or after centrifugation and removal 

of the supernatant. Pellets were frozen as such or suspended in 

phosphate-buffered saline, an in-house or commercial buffer. 

Centrifugation - all but one paper indicate centrifugation as one of the initial processing 

steps 

- centrifugation speeds range from 500 x g to 100,000 x g,  

- centrifugation times from 5 min to 1 h 

- if reported, centrifugation was done at RT or at 4°C 

- a number of papers uses Amicon Ultrafiltration filters (Milllipore) to 

concentrate urine and remove potential PCR inhibitors 

- 20 papers did not mention the centrifugation conditions 

DNA 

extraction 

- applied extraction methods ranged from crude proteinase K digestion, 

ethanol-chloroform extraction, to guanidium isothiocyanate/silica-based 

extraction (Boom extraction), commercially available kits and automated 

extraction methods.  

- a number of authors washed the pellet several times to remove 

potential PCR inhibitors 
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Detection of 

HPV DNA 

- 27 publications used conventional PCR, 6 nested PCR, 6 real-time PCR 

and 2 HC2 

- due to large time frame in which these studies were performed (1993- 

2009) a wide range of primers was used: GP5/GP6, GP5+/GP6+, 

MY09/MY11, MY09/MY11/HMB01, PGMY09/PGMY11, SPF10, SPF10 

modified, in-house consensus primers, as well as combinations of type-

specific primers 

- detection of amplified product ranged from gel electrophoresis up to 

real time PCR 

Detection of 

human DNA 

- testing the urine for presence of human DNA was performed in 25 

studies 

- in 22 papers beta-globin gene was targeted, although different primers 

were used generating amplicons from 506 bp to 110 bp, in 11 papers the 

GH20/PC04 primers, generating a 268 bp long amplicon were used; in the 

other studies glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 

human cytokine, beta-actin or thymidine kinase genes were targeted  

- only 19 of the 25 studies reported the detection rates 

- a number of studies only tested the presence of human DNA if a sample 

was negative for HPV DNA; majority of the studies only performed HPV 

DNA testing if human DNA was detectable 

Subjects 

studied 

- various groups of subjects were tested:  pre-adolescent children, 

students, military recruits, healthy controls, women attending a genito-

urinary clinic, HIV-infected persons, persons with genital warts, males 

attending a STI clinic, male partners from women with HPV cervical 

infection, women with HPV cervical cancer and partners of women with 

HPV cancers.   
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DETECTION OF HUMAN DNA 

Lack of detection of human DNA in urine by a validated amplification and detection method 

could be a good indicator of poor storage, and/or mediocre extraction conditions. Table 1 

shows that some authors systematically found all urine samples to be positive for human 

DNA, even from male subjects, while others detected human DNA in less than 50% of the 

samples. Interestingly, poor human DNA detection is also linked to very low HPV DNA 

detection rates,(22,27,28)(1, 3, 4) indicating that the ability to detect human DNA in urine could 

have been affected by poor sample storage and/or extraction. The majority of the studies 

used human DNA as an internal control for sample validity. In a number of public health STD 

screening programs manipulation of urine specimens, e.g. providing water instead of urine, 

has been reported (61)(5). Human DNA detection could help to identify falsified samples. 

However, detection of cell-free HPV viral particles, even in absence of human DNA, is 

equally relevant in certain settings.  

It is unclear to which extent shedding and exfoliation of cells are influenced by the viral type 

and stage of HPV infection. Payan et al. did not find any correlation between HPV viral loads 

and cell levels in urine or cervical samples(43). (6).  

EXTRACTION, AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION OF HPV DNA 

The analytical sensitivity of HPV DNA detection in urine depends on a cascade of factors that 

all influence the outcome: type of urine, storage conditions, quality of DNA extraction, 

amplification method and detection of amplified DNA. A poorly performed step can to a 

certain extent be compensated for by a well–performed, step downstream, e.g. a very 

sensitive DNA amplification (short PCR fragments in a real-time PCR setting) may overcome 

mediocre extraction conditions or the fact that DNA has been partly degraded due to poor 

storage conditions.   

The possible impact of different steps can be inferred from the results of the different 

studies. Vossler et al. described that further processing the ethanol-chloroform-extracted 

samples using GeneClean (BIO 101, Inc., La Jolla, US)  increased beta-globin positivity from 

45% to 95% (51).(7). Forslund et al. reported that crude sample preparation, i.e., simple 

proteinase K treatment resulted in 18 (male) and 56 (female) inadequate urine samples, of 

which 13 and 23, respectively, became beta-globin-positive after simple phenol-free DNA 

extraction (26).(8). Also Lazcano et al. initially detected beta-globin positivity in only 14.1% of 

the male urine samples, whereas all 12 initially beta-globin-negative samples became 

positive after extraction with a High Pure PCR template (Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany) 

assay; using nested PCR, Strauss et al improved the detection of HPV DNA in urine from 15% 
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to 65% (50). (9). Daponte et al., finally, showed that HPV detection in urine was more sensitive 

by real-time PCR than by conventional PCR (21). (10).  

Methods in which the cellular fraction of urine is concentrated, do not necessarily improve 

sensitivity. Brinkman et al. compared three extraction and concentration methods (QIAmp 

DNA Mini kit, Amicon ultrafiltration followed by QIAamp DNA Mini Kit and 1/3 PBS dilution, 

Amicon ultrafiltration followed by QIAamp DNA Mini Kit), and detected 50%, 33% and 63% 

human DNA, respectively, in 30 previously frozen urine samples (18).(11) The analysed 

volumes were 200µl, 15 ml and 5 ml. Strauss et al. detected HPV DNA only in the 

supernatant and not in the pellet/sediment in 7.8%  of  89 HPV DNA-positive urine samples. 

This is an unexpected finding as the pellet was resuspended in 500µl of the urine 

supernatant (50).(9). Both studies show that concentrating the urine can even increase 

inhibition and/or DNA degradation by possible concentration of PCR inhibitors and/or DNA-

degrading proteins.  

Further research is required to determine the optimal extraction method.  

DIFFERENT FORMS OF VIRAL DNA CAN BE DETECTED IN URINE.  

The amount of viral DNA in infected cells correlates to the life cycle and stage of infection. 

The basal layer contains only low-copy numbers of viral episomes. In a productive cycle, 

viral episomes are multiplied and eventually packaged in viral particles, while the cells 

differentiate and migrate to the epithelial surface. Cells and infectious virions are shed from 

the epithelial surface during desquamation. In cancer cells viral DNA is nearly always 

integrated and the productive cycle is arrested. Middleton et al. showed with surrogate 

markers that LSIL or CIN1 lesions are linked to the productive life cycle of the virus, while 

HSIL or CIN2 and CIN3 are indicative of abortive infection, during which very limited viral 

DNA and almost no L1, the major viral particle protein, are produced (62). (12).   

Considering the different stages of infection and possible cell disintegration, HPV DNA can 

appear in urine as being integrated in the cellular genome (cell-associated or cell-free), as 

intracellular episomal DNA, as cell-associated viral DNA-containing particles, as free viral 

DNA-containing particles or as free viral DNA.  

Some authors justified the use of low speed centrifugation, which theoretically only 

concentrates the cellular fraction of the urine, by arguing that the virus is largely cell-

associated. One study combined high speed and low speed centrifugation to investigate 

urine of men with condylomata acuminata in the urethrae. No additional positive samples 

were found by high speed centrifugation, indicating only that all samples did contain cell-

associated HPV (41). (13). Strauss et al. were the only group investigating the presence of HPV 
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DNA in the supernatant. Of 89 HPV DNA-positive urine samples, 58.4% had detectable HPV 

DNA in the supernatant and sediment, 34.8% only in the pellet and 7.8%, as discussed 

earlier, only in the supernatant (50). (9). These results demonstrate inhibition or DNA 

degradation in the sediment but also clearly indicate that non-cell-associated HPV DNA can 

be found in urine.  

Then again, it may be that sensitive methods do pick up cell-free HPV DNA or cell-free HPV 

virions. Smits et al., who did not concentrate the cellular fraction by centrifugation, analysed 

200µl of urine, a volume that easily remains on the pellet when removing the supernatant 

after centrifugation. They found that all samples were adequate, hence positive for human 

DNA, and detected 39.4% and 9.6% HPV DNA in 104 HIV-positive men and 115 male 

controls, respectively (48).(14). 

Washing the pellet several times with PBS to remove potential inhibitors, as reported in a 

number of studies, might reduce possible inhibitors and DNA degradation but equally so the 

amount of detectable cell-free HPV DNA.   

Finally, the possibility of detecting transrenal cell-free DNA also needs further attention. 

Transrenal tumor DNA has been reported in urine from patients with colorectal cancers and 

fetal DNA was detected in maternal urine (58-60,63).(15-18). Transrenal DNA molecules are 

relatively short, i.e., less than 250 nucleotides, and unstable in urine. With improved storage 

conditions and the use of PCR primer sets generating short amplicons, detection of 

transrenal human DNA and HPV DNA  cannot be excluded. 

The methods applied in the studies may have detected different or additional forms of viral 

DNA, which should be taken into account when optimising and standardising the 

methodology. 

RELEVANCE HPV DNA DETECTION IN URINE. 

The studies are highly heterogeneous with respect to methods used, specific settings and 

tested subjects, which may impact on the prevalence of HPV DNA in urine. It is not possible 

to statistically correct for this diversity, for instance by using a random effects meta-

regression analysis, because the number of factors that may explain the differences, is too 

high compared to the number of studies. A meta-analysis of the collected data, without 

correcting for these factors, is not justifiable either, because the diversity may have a non-

random impact on variations between studies.  

However, the following trends could be observed from the bubble plots. Graph 1 shows the 

HPV DNA prevalence of the male cohorts classified according to either predefined increased 

(n=15) or regular risk (n=11) of being infected. There is a clear trend towards a higher 
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prevalence of HPV DNA in the urine of men with risk behaviour, increased exposure, or 

increased susceptibility as compared to men without reported risk factors. Eight studies 

considered as substandard, also reported a HPV DNA prevalence of less than 20% (27,28,32-

34,39,41,42,64).(1, 4, 13, 19-24). 

 

Graph 1 HPV in urine of male subjects according to estimated risk of being infected. The size 

of the bubbles is proportional to the number of subjects tested in each group, with the 

largest bubble representing 313 subjects and the smallest bubble three subjects. Bubbles 

with a dotted outline represent data from substandard studies with anticipated lower 

detection rates, i.e., low rates of human DNA detected or HPV PCR using less sensitive 

primers  

Graph 2 shows the female cohorts according to predefined risk of being HPV DNA-positive, 

increased (n=8), normal (n=5), mixed (n=1) and low (n=2). Although limited data points are 

available, there is a trend that HPV DNA prevalence in urine is correlated with increased 

exposure or risk of having an HPV infection. Two studies were considered as substandard 

(17,18).(11, 25). 
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Graph 2 HPV in urine of female subjects according to estimated risk of being infected. The 

size of the bubbles is proportional to the number of subjects tested in each group, with the 

largest bubble representing 3,262 subjects and the smallest bubble 12 subjects. Bubbles 

with a dotted outline represent data from substandard studies with anticipated lower 

detection rates, i.e., low rates of human DNA detected or HPV PCR using less sensitive 

primers 

 

Graph 3 shows the HPV DNA prevalence in 35 cohorts categorised according to the reported 

cervical lesions. There is a trend that cohorts with high grade lesions or cancer have a higher 

prevalence of HPV DNA in urine, while the prevalence is more scattered among the different 

studies in cohorts with no or low grade lesions. Detection rates and concordance among 

paired urine and cervical samples was described by Sehgal et al., who showed that 

symptomatic patients attending gynaecology outpatient departments/ cancer clinics or 

those attending colposcopy clinics had a high degree of concordance with the same type of 

HPV in paired samples, indicative of “contamination” of urine with infected exfoliated cells 

(65).(26). 
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Graph. 3 HPV DNA detection in urine of women according to diagnosed lesions of the cervix. 

The size of the bubbles is proportional to the number of subjects tested in each group, with 

the largest bubble representing 315 subjects and the smallest bubbles two subjects 

 

To date, in most cases the prevalence or viral load of HPV DNA in urine has been reported to 

be lower than in corresponding cervical samples. Only Jong et al. found in HIV-positive 

women that the HPV DNA prevalence in urine and cervical smear samples was 81.5% and 

51.9%, respectively (37).(27). Improving analytical sensitivity may reduce the concordance 

with clinical sensitivity in cervical cancer screening. 

Alternative sampling can be instrumental in improving a cervical cancer screening 

programme. A pilot study in France showed that the response rate of women having been 

invited for a cervical smear examination substantially increased when they were asked to 

provide a self-sampled urine specimen via mail (44). (28). Urine samples have been successfully 

used in post-treatment follow-up of cervical cancer (22).(29). Furthermore, HPV DNA testing of 

urine samples can also be a convenient tool in vaccine trials to compare pre- and post-

vaccination prevalence, to detect and follow-up incident infections, to determine the 

circulation of the virus and to study possible herd immunity. Two interesting studies with 

women with low risk of infection (and a high threshold for cervical sampling) surprisingly 
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showed that 24% (7/29) of the group of preadolescent girls and 6% (6/100) of the sexually 

inexperienced girls produced HPV DNA-positive urine (45,46).(30, 31). 

Conclusion 
The available studies dealing with HPV DNA prevalence in urine were found to be highly 

diverse in set-up and applied methodology. Many studies did not properly report on 

sampling, storage, sample preparation and DNA extraction; however, detection of HPV DNA 

in urine is not as straightforward as assumed by many authors. The standards used for HPV 

DNA detection in cervical smears may not lead to satisfactory results when applied to urine.  

The need to improve and standardise urine sampling methods, storage conditions, sample 

preparation, DNA extraction and DNA amplification is a prerequisite for  combining data and 

performing meta-analyses since all these factors may have an important impact on the HPV 

DNA detection rates and probably also on the form of viral DNA that is detected. Papers 

need to provide in-depth information on the applied methods and further elaborate on 

uniform testing conditions.  

It is clear that HPV DNA detection in urine is a feasible practice and a useful tool in future 

research but further optimisation and standardisation is required. Different settings may 

require different methodologies.  

Many unresolved issues remain in the field of HPV. Since urine samples can be easily 

obtained by a non-invasive self-sampling method, testing urine for HPV DNA will definitely 

become a valuable approach for further investigations in the HPV field. 
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Abstract 
 

The benefits of using urine for the detection of human papillomavirus (HPV) DNA have been 

evaluated in disease surveillance, epidemiological studies, and screening for cervical cancers 

in specific subgroups. HPV DNA testing in urine is being considered for important purposes, 

notably the monitoring of HPV vaccination in adolescent girls and young women who do not 

wish to have a vaginal examination .The need to optimize and standardize sampling, storage, 

and processing has been reported. 

In this paper, we examined the impact of a DNA-conservation buffer, the extraction method, 

and urine sampling on the detection of HPV DNA and human DNA in urine provided by 44 

women with a cytologically normal but HPV DNA-positive cervical sample. Ten women 

provided first-void and midstream urine samples. DNA analysis was performed using real-

time PCR to allow quantification of HPV and human DNA. 

The results showed that an optimized method for HPV DNA detection in urine should a) 

prevent DNA degradation during extraction and storage; b) recover cell-free HPV DNA in 

addition to cell-associated DNA; c) process a sufficient volume of urine; and d) use a first-

void sample. 

In addition, we found that detectable human DNA in urine may not be a good internal 

control for sample validity. HPV prevalence data that are based on urine samples collected, 

stored, and/or processed under suboptimal conditions may underestimate infection rates. 
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Introduction 
 

A bivalent vaccine that targets HPV 16/18 and a quadrivalent vaccine that targets HPV 

6/11/16/18 show excellent efficacy and safety (1). HPV vaccination induces a high 

concentration of antibodies that lead to a sterilizing protection against infection (2). Recent 

data confirm that the vaccines not only protect the vaccinated individual against high-grade 

lesions but also reduce HPV infection in a non-vaccinated subpopulation, indicating 

decreased circulation of HPV (3, 4). To control a disease at the population level, good 

surveillance, including sensitive and affordable testing and practical sampling, is required to 

monitor the infection. Detection of HPV DNA in urine, a specimen that can easily be 

obtained by non-invasive self-sampling and (if necessary) mailed to a laboratory, has been 

suggested  for surveillance and impact studies (5, 6). Indeed, several countries are beginning 

to use urine samples collected in Chlamydia surveillance programs to determine baseline 

HPV epidemiological status and monitor the impact of HPV vaccination programs. However, 

the detection of HPV DNA in urine is not as straightforward as many authors assume (5). 

Methods used for HPV detection in cervical smears or for Chlamydia detection in urine may 

be less sensitive when applied to HPV DNA detection in urine. The impact of the assay used 

to detect HPV DNA is well known and has recently been reconfirmed (7). A full 

understanding of how and in what form HPV DNA enters the urine remains lacking. The most 

realistic scenario is that secreted mucus containing debris of desquamated infected cells 

from the outer layers of the mucosa (in women, this material includes debris of 

desquamated cells from the cervix) contaminates the first-void urine. This proposed scenario 

implies that depending on the life cycle of the virus and the stage of the infection, HPV 

particles, free HPV DNA, free HPV episomal DNA, and/or cell-associated HPV DNA may be 

present in the urine. In addition, more HPV DNA would be present in the first fraction of a 

void than in the remaining void.  

Spiking experiments with HPV plasmid DNA in urine have shown major reductions in 

detection rates compared to spiking in water or in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (5, 8). 

Research has reported that the detection of HPV DNA from HPV DNA-containing cell lines 

such as HeLa is less hampered by DNA degradation (5, 9, 10). According to research on the 

detection of free DNA in urine, the rapid disappearance of detectable free DNA is attributed 
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to nuclease activity (11-13). To our knowledge, only one study has examined the presence of 

cell-free HPV DNA in urine (14).  

Objectives of the study 
The objectives of this study are to evaluate the effects of storage, sample preparation, 

extraction, and sampling on the detection of HPV DNA in the urine of HPV-positive women 

by a) comparing 5 extraction methods and analyzing the impact of a urine-conservation 

medium (UCM1) that was developed in-house based on quantitation of HPV DNA and 

human DNA; b) comparing the effect of untreated urine stored at room temperature for 7 

days, urine mixed with an in-house conservation medium, and urine mixed with a 

commercially available preservation buffer; and  

c) investigating the impact of testing first-void versus midstream urine on the detection of 

HPV DNA and human DNA.  

Materials and Methods 

URINE SAMPLES 

Women who were recruited for a phase-one HPV therapeutic vaccine trial were enrolled in 

the current study. In line with the inclusion criteria of the vaccine trial, the participants had a 

cervical sample with normal cytology that tested positive for HPV 16 or 18 DNA. The study 

was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University Hospital in Antwerp, and all 

women provided informed consent to participate in the study.  

Three separate experiments were designed. In the first two experiments, during 

consultation, the study doctor asked the participants  (25 women in the first experiment and 

13 women in the second experiment)  to deliver a first-void urine sample of approximately 

50 ml in a standard receptacle for urine collection (100 ml). The urine sample was processed 

immediately after collection, as depicted in Figures 1a and 1b. In brief, in the first 

experiment comparing the different extraction methods, one fraction was stored untreated 

and one fraction was mixed (two parts urine and one part UCM1). UCM1 is based on a 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution with the addition of a chelating agent, a  
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a

b 

 

Fig. 1 a: Sample flow to examine the impact of a urine-conservation medium and five 
extraction methods. b: Sample flow to study the effect of storage for 7 days at room 
temperature without preservation buffer, an in-house buffer, and a commercial 
conservation medium.  

 

microbicide, a fungicide, and bovine serum albumin. Samples were stored at room 

temperature for 72 +/- 4 hours. Subsequently, the samples were mixed and aliquots of 1.4 

ml and 1 ml were subtracted. All material was then frozen for 7-90 days at -20°C until further 

processing.  
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Figure 1b shows the sample flow for the second experiment, in which the in-house buffer 

was compared with no treatment and a commercial preservation medium (BD ProbeTecTM, 

BD Benelux N.V. Erembodegem). The samples were aliquoted into 3 vials, as follows: one vial 

without conservation medium (UCM0), one with an in-house medium (UCM1), and one 

containing a commercial preservation medium (BD ProbeTecTM). Urine samples were stored 

at room temperature for 7 days and frozen at -20°C until further processing. 

In the third experiment, 10 participants were asked to provide an approximately 50-ml first-

void urine sample and the subsequent fraction in two separate containers. The urine was 

treated with UCM1 as described for the above experiments.  Samples were immediately 

frozen at -20°C.  

In total 48 urine samples originating from 44 different women were collected over the three 

experiments.  

 

DNA EXTRACTIONS 

Figure 2 shows the 5 extraction methods and extracted volumes for the first experiment. The 

QIAamp DNA mini kit (Qiagen GmbH, Germany) blood and body-fluid spin protocol and 

reagents were used for all four manual DNA extractions, as follows: a) 200 µl of urine was 

used directly in the QIAamp DNA mini kit protocol; b) a modified protocol was used for the 

Amicon Ultra-4 50K centrifugal filter devices (Merck Millipore, Belgium). After a 20-min 

centrifugation at 4000 g, the filter was rinsed with 180 µl PBS to maximize recovery. 

Subsequently, 20 µl of proteinase K and 200 µl of lysis buffer were added and the solution 

was mixed thoroughly. After a 10-min incubation at 56°C, the lysate was transferred to a 1.5-

ml microcentrifuge tube, and the standard protocol was followed.  

One ml was centrifuged for 1 hour at 23000 g; c) 200 µl of the supernatant (SN) was directly 

extracted using the Qiagen DNA mini kit; d) after removal of the remaining supernatant, the 

pellet was suspended in 180 µl PBS before proteinase K and lysis buffer were added. 

Extraction proceeded using the Qiagen DNA mini kit; and e) 1 ml was extracted using the 

Nuclisens easyMAGTM automate (BioMérieux, Benelux), following the standard protocol with 

off-board lysis. The elution volumes for the manual extractions and the easyMAG extraction 
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were 50 µl and 55 µl, respectively. All extractions from a given sample were completed 

within 48 hours of each other. 

 

Fig. 2: Overview of the sample flow and DNA extraction methods performed in the first 

experiment.  

 

In the second experiment, 4 ml of urine (UCM0 arm), 4 ml of urine/UCM1 mixture (UCM1 

arm), and 3.2 ml of urine (BD arm) were concentrated using the Amicon filters, as described 

above. Following filtration, the filter was rinsed with 2 ml of NucliSENS Lysis Buffer 

(BioMérieux, Benelux) and incubated for 10 min. Subsequently, DNA extraction was 

performed using the generic easyMAG off-board lysis protocol. The elution volume was 100 

µl. This adapted lysis on the filter allows to combine EasyMag extraction and Amicion 

filtration.  

In the third experiment, the urine was treated with UCM1 and extraction was performed as 

described for the second experiment.  
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REAL-TIME PCR: QUANTIFICATION OF HPV 16, HPV 18, AND HUMAN DNA 

The quantitative PCRs (qPCRs) for HPV 16, HPV 18, and human DNA (hDNA) were based on 

Taqman technology and performed with the LightCycler® 480 (Roche Applied Science) in 20-µl 

volumes containing 1x LightCycler® 480 Probes Master (Roche Applied Science), 0.5 µM of each 

primer, 0.1 µM of the probe, and 5 µl of template DNA. The amplification conditions were 10 

min at 95°C for FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase activation, followed by 45 cycles of 10 s at 95°C 

and 15 s at 60°C. Table 1 provides an overview of the sequences of the primers and probes 

(15-17).  

Table 1: HPV 16, HPV 18, and GAPDH primer and probe sequences in the real-time PCR assays 

 

 

To perform absolute quantification of the amount of HPV and human DNA present in an 

unknown sample, standard curves and calibrators were made to correlate DNA quantity and 

Ct value. External standard curves were generated for each HPV type based on 10-fold serial 

dilutions of DNA plasmids containing full-length HPV 16 and HPV 18 (Clonit, Milan, Italy; range: 

5x106 to 50 copies, 3 reactions per concentration). The glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) standard curve was obtained through the amplification of 10-fold 

serial dilutions of female human DNA (261 µg hDNA/mL, Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA; range: 

1.31x105 to 1.31 ng, 3 reactions per concentration). The HPV copy number (copies/µl) and 

DNA concentration (ng/µl) were determined based on the standard curves. The amount of 
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genomic DNA (ng) present in each sample was divided by the weight of 1 genome equivalent 

(6.6 pg/cell) to obtain the human DNA copy number. 

STATISTICS 

For the statistical analysis, we used IBM SPSS Statistics Version 20 software. Based on the 

quantitative data, significant differences between the different treatments and extraction 

methods were examined using a Friedman Test for multiple extractions or a related-samples 

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for two-by-two comparisons. Differences in the second and third 

experiments were analyzed using a related-samples Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test. Statistical 

significance was defined as p< 0.05. 

Results 

EFFECT OF A URINE-CONSERVATION MEDIUM AND DIFFERENT EXTRACTION 
METHODS.  

Table 2 shows the number of samples in which HPV DNA and hDNA were detected. For one 

urine sample, the results of the real-time HPV PCR could not be interpreted due to a very 

low fluorescence signal with several extraction methods. This participant was excluded from 

further analysis. Without a preservation buffer, the number of samples that were positive 

for HPV DNA varied from 7 out of 24 for the supernatant to 19 out of 24 for the pellet. 

Dilution of the urine with 1/3 volume conservation medium increased the number of 

positive samples. For the supernatant, Qiagen direct, and Amicon plus Qiagen, 9, 5, and 4 

additional samples, respectively, were positive in the UCM1 arm. For the detection of hDNA 

without a conservation buffer, the samples that were positive for hDNA varied from 5 out of 

24 for the supernatant to 23 out of 24 for the pellet. Remarkably, all samples for all 

extractions, including the supernatant, were positive for hDNA when the urine was mixed 

with UCM1.  

Figures 3a and 3b show the boxplots of the quantitated copies of HPV DNA and hDNA. 

Please note that the different extraction methods used different starting volumes of urine. 

In the UCM1 arm, we did not correct for the dilution of the urine with UCM1 (one part UCM 

and two parts urine). The difference between the untreated and treated urine was highly 

significant (P < 0.001 for the HPV DNA copies and the hDNA copies).  
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Table 2 Impact of extraction method and urine-conservation medium (UCM0, no medium 
added; UCM1, in-house urine conservation medium) on the detection of HPV and human 
DNA (hDNA) in urine, shown as the number of positive/number of tested samples. 

 

 

Table 3 shows the ranking of the different extraction methods according to the different 

treatments and extractions. Without treatment, the greatest number of copies of HPV and 

human DNA was recovered using the method described by Payan et al. (17), i.e., 

centrifugation and analysis of the pellet. The use of a DNA-conservation medium had a 

significant impact for all 5 extraction methods used. If urine was diluted with UCM1, the best 

extraction was obtained using an Amicon filtration. After correcting for volume, the best 

results for human DNA were obtained using the Qiagen kit. For HPV DNA, Amicon filtration 

provided the best results.  
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a 

 
b 

 
Fig 3 a Boxplot of quantitated copies of HPV DNA in urine after various extraction methods. 

b Boxplot of the quantitated copies of hDNA detected after various extraction methods.  
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Table 3 shows the ranking (using a Friedman Test) of the different extraction methods 
according to the different treatments (without urine-conservation medium (UCM0) or with 
UCM (UCM1)). Columns headed with “hDNA” are ranked based on the number of copies of 
hDNA detected by real-time PCR in the DNA extract. Columns headed with “HPV DNA” show 
the ranking based on the number of copies of HPV DNA. The right side of the table shows 
the results after correcting for volume. 

 

 

COMPARISON OF AN IN-HOUSE AND A COMMERCIAL CONSERVATION BUFFER.  

Table 4 shows the results of the second experiment. HPV DNA was detected in the urine 

samples of 5/13, 12/13, and 11/13 women using the no-treatment, in-house, and 

commercial-buffer treatments, respectively. A significant difference in detection of HPV DNA 

between the untreated and treated urine was observed (p ≤ 0.003, after correcting for 

volume). In-house buffer and commercial buffer allowed comparable recoveries of HPV 

DNA.  

Human DNA was detected in all but one untreated urine sample. The median number of 

copies of hDNA was 30 in the no-treatment, 3730 in the in-house-buffer, and 1200 in the 

commercial-buffer arm. Significant differences were observed between the untreated and 

treated urine (p ≤ 0.001, after correcting for volume). The in-house and commercial buffer 

performed similarly regarding the conservation of hDNA. 
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Table 4 HPV and hDNA copies found in urine urine using no (UCM0), and in-house (UCM1) 
and a commercial conservation medium (BD Probe TecTM) 

 

IMPACT OF THE URINE FRACTION ON HPV DNA DETECTION. 

As shown in Figure 4, the differences between first-void and midstream urine samples were 

observed visually. Specific visual observations were made for 8 pairs of urine samples. In 6 

cases, the first void fraction was more turbid than the midstream fraction. Two of the 8 

participants were menstruating, and their first fractions were redder than their midstream 

fractions.  
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Fig. 4: Selected examples of differences between first-void and midstream urine samples. 

 

 

Table 5 shows the detailed results of HPV and human DNA quantification. One first-void 

urine sample was HPV negative, and 3 midstream samples were HPV negative. If HPV was 

detected in the midstream fraction, 4.8 to 160 times more HPV DNA copies were detected in 

the first-void fraction. The difference was highly significant (P = 0.008). Human DNA was 

detected in all samples, but significantly more copies (P=0.007) were observed in the first 

fraction. In only one participant (sample 6), more hDNA was found in the second fraction. 

This participant provided a small total volume of urine, and the number of hDNA copies was 

low in both fractions. For all other pairs, between 1.4 and 21.4 times more copies of hDNA 

were detected in the first part of the urine void compared to the midstream fraction. 
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Table 5 Quantification of HPV DNA and human DNA in the first-void (FV) and the midstream 
urine fraction (MID) 

 

Discussion 

LIMITED AMOUNT OF DNA AVAILABLE.  

The amounts of HPV DNA we found in urine were variable. In many cases, the amounts were 

around or below the required limit of detection for cervical samples. The WHO HPV LabNet 

DNA proficiency panel (International HPV reference Centre, Sweden) requires assays to 

detect 50 International Units (IU) per 5 µl of DNA extract for HPV 16 and HPV 18 and 500 

genome equivalents per 5 µl DNA extract for other high-risk HPV genotypes. In the current 

study, the number of HPV DNA copies that could be retrieved from urine was often below 

the WHO HPV LabNet proficiency threshold. When detecting HPV DNA in urine, it is essential 

to use sensitive extraction and PCR assays. Furthermore, the DNA elution volume should be 

carefully selected to avoid over-diluting the DNA.  

IMPACT OF CONSERVATION MEDIUM 

The use of a chelating agent to avoid degradation of cell-free DNA by nucleases was 

previously reported(5). The current study is the first to demonstrate that the detection of 

HPV DNA and human DNA in urine samples is significantly improved by a DNA-conservation 

medium. The conservation medium also changed the ranking of the extraction methods. The 

Amicon filtration step especially benefitted from the nuclease inhibitor. One possible 

hypothesis is that nucleases are also concentrated by the filter, which may lead to enhanced 

DNA degradation in the residue on the filter if no nuclease inhibitor is used. Strauss et al. 

reported DNA degradation or PCR inhibition by the sediment. Specifically, in several samples, 
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they found HPV DNA only in the supernatant and not in the sediment that was resuspended 

in 500 µl of the urine supernatant (14). Without using UCM1, there was no benefit to 

processing the extra volume in the Amicon arm and similar numbers of copies were detected 

by analyzing the pellet or using the easyMAG extraction of 1 ml of urine. As shown in Figure 

3a, the Amicon-extraction arm performed significantly better than all other extractions when 

the urine was mixed with UCM1. Even after correcting for volume, Amicon filtration of urine 

mixed with UCM1 provided the highest yield of HPV DNA, as shown in Table 3. Interestingly, 

in some samples, no degradation or reduced yield of HPV DNA was observed. Patient n° 3 in 

table 4 showed a similar number of HPV copies in the UCM0 arm as in the UCM1 or BD 

probe TecTM arm. As the hDNA was degraded in the UCM0 arm, it is unlikely that there was 

an absence of nuclease activity. The HPV DNA in this urine sample was likely encapsulated in 

the viral particle and was thereby resistant to degradation.  

LIMITED VALUE OF HDNA TESTING FOR SAMPLE VALIDITY 

The second experiment, which confirms the impact of a conservation buffer in 13 samples, 

shows that hDNA positivity is not a good internal control for sample validity. Of the 12 HPV 

DNA positive urine samples in the UCM1 arm, all positive for hDNA, 6 tested negative for 

HPV DNA in the untreated arm (UCM0) but remained positive for hDNA.  

PELLET VERSUS WHOLE URINE 

 As previously reported, many studies analyze only the urine pellet obtained after 

centrifugation based on the assumption that the virus is largely cell-associated. To further 

investigate this hypothesis, in the first experiment, we tested the supernatant after a 1-h 

centrifugation at 23000 g to determine the amount of cell-free HPV DNA in urine.  

Figures 4 and 5 and Tables 2 and 3 confirm that if no DNA-conservation medium is used, the 

highest DNA yield for HPV and hDNA is obtained by centrifugation and DNA extraction of the 

pellet. The relative superiority is even more pronounced when we correct for volume. 

However, centrifugation is laborious, time-consuming, and challenging. Even after 

centrifugation at 23000 g for 1 hour, the pellet may be unstable and barely visible.  

The impact of UCM1 on the detection of cell-free DNA in the supernatant was remarkable. 

Indeed, without a nuclease inhibitor, the majority of samples were DNA-negative. Such 

results give rise to the erroneous hypothesis that there is no or very little cell-free DNA 
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present. Without buffer, only 5 of 24 and 7 of 24 samples had detectable human DNA and 

HPV DNA, respectively. However, after dilution of the urine with UCM1, the remaining 19 

samples became hDNA-positive and an additional 9 samples became HPV DNA-positive. 

Proof of a substantial amount of non-cell-associated DNA was obtained when we examined 

the supernatant arm and corrected for volume. The pellet was obtained through 

centrifugation of 1 ml of urine, whereas only 200 µl of supernatant was used for the Qiagen 

extraction. After correcting for volume, we no longer observed a significant difference 

between the number of HPV and hDNA copies found in the pellet and in the supernatant. 

Furthermore, in 7 of the 20 UCM1-treated urine samples, relatively fewer HPV DNA copies 

were detected in the pellet than in the corresponding supernatant. This result clearly 

confirms that a substantial amount of cell-free HPV DNA can be recovered if nucleases are 

inhibited. The added value of washing the pellet multiple times is debatable (18-21), as 

washing the pellet removes cell-free HPV DNA.  

IN-HOUSE BUFFER VERSUS COMMERCIAL BUFFER.  

The in-house and commercial buffers showed comparable protection of HPV DNA and hDNA, 

and both were significantly better than no treatment. The BD Probe TecTM was used off-label 

in this setting. The urine sampling tube was not designed to conserve urine prior to HPV DNA 

testing. However, because the active component is EDTA, a chelating agent, similar results 

were expected. These findings support the hypothesis that DNA degradation is caused by 

nuclease activity. The untreated arm performed poorly; however, we could have enhanced 

DNA degradation by combining untreated urine with Amicon filtration, as discussed above.  

FIRST-VOID VERSUS MIDSTREAM URINE. 

Sampling methods/kits for the detection of Chlamydia trachomatis recommend the 

collection of first-void urine and an interval of at least 1.5 h from the previous void. To our 

knowledge, the impact of the urine fraction on the detection of HPV DNA has not yet been 

described. Of the 41 studies that we reviewed, only 17 reported that the first void was used. 

Three studies used the midstream fraction, and 21 studies did not report which fraction was 

used (5). As visually observed in most cases in the present study, the first void contains more 

debris and impurities, including mucus and debris of exfoliated cells, than does the 

subsequent fraction. This difference was visibly demonstrated in two subjects, as the first 

fraction was clearly contaminated by menstrual blood but the midstream fraction was nearly 
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clear. Additionally, the significantly greater number of HPV DNA and hDNA copies confirm 

that the first void should be used to detect HPV in urine. These results are in line with the 

hypothesis that accumulated mucus around the external urethral orifice is washed away by 

the first urine that passes. Therefore, washing the genitals with ethanol, as described by 

Song et al., may not enhance detection (22). It remains to be determined whether the first-

void urine of the first urine void of the day should be used instead of the first void fraction of 

a later void.  

PARTICIPANTS.  

Of note, the women who participated this study had a distinctive profile. Prior to 

enrollment, they had provided a HPV DNA-positive cervical sample, but no abnormal cells 

were detected in the cervical sample. Most of the urine samples were provided 1-3 months 

after the women had provided a cytologically normal sample. One should be careful when 

extrapolating these results to women with cytological lesions. In women with  severe lesions, 

HPV DNA may be integrated into the cellular genome and fewer cell-free HPV DNA or HPV 

particles may be present in the urine.(23) Indeed, Seghal et al. found a greater correlation of 

HPV DNA positivity between urine and cervical samples from women with pronounced 

severe cervical lesions (24). For these women, the added value of recovering cell-free HPV 

DNA may be lower. However, in settings where pre-vaccination status or the impact of HPV 

vaccination is under study, all participants with an HPV infection should be identified.  

Conclusions 
An optimized method for HPV DNA detection in urine should a) avoid DNA degradation, not 

only during storage but also during extraction; b) recover cell-free HPV DNA in addition to 

cell-associated DNA; c) process a sufficient volume of urine, as the concentration of HPV 

DNA may be limited; and d) use the first part of a urine void, i.e., first-void urine. 

Further research is required to optimize and study the detection of HPV DNA in men’s urine.  

HPV prevalence data based on urine samples that are not optimally collected, stored, or 

extracted may lead to the underestimation of infection rates. 
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CHAPTER TWO B: URINE TESTING FOR HPV: RATIONALE 
FOR USING FIRST VOID. 
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Letter to the Editor 
 

Dear Editor, 

It is with great interest that we have read the paper: Accuracy of urinary human 

papillomavirus testing for presence of cervical HPV and the linked Editorial: Urine testing for 

HPV.(1, 2) 

We agree with Kitchener and Owens’ editorial that before possible implementation of urine 

HPV testing in cervical cancer screening programs further evaluation is needed. However, 

before launching major prospective studies comparing urine sampling with vaginal self-

sampling, the heterogeneity of urine sampling and testing protocols, as reported by the 

authors, should be resolved. In addition to preventing sample degradation, such protocols 

should take into account the rationale and evidence for using first void urine for HPV testing. 

The hypothesis for finding HPV DNA in urine of women with a cervical HPV infection is that, 

during urination, urine gets contaminated by debris and impurities lining the urethra 

opening, including mucus and debris of exfoliated cells from the vagina, cervix and uterus. It 

hence follows that the initial flow of urine collects most of this debris, which explains why 

the first collected part of a urine void contains more HPV DNA than subsequent parts, as 

concluded by the authors of the meta-analysis.(1) Indeed, our recently published research 

also confirms these findings: results of quantitative PCR showed significantly more HPV (as 

well as human) DNA in the first void than in subsequent urine fractions.(3) 

Researchers, as well as women providing samples, should be made aware of how HPV enters 

in the first void urine. One of the papers examined in the published meta-analysis describes 

cleaning the external genital area twice with alcohol swab before urine was collected.(4) 

Although first void urine was used, cleaning the genitals may have had an important impact 

on the amount of HPV DNA recovered. 

There is also some remaining confusion regarding the definition of first void urine, which 

should refer to the initial flush of urine, but is sometimes mis-referred to as the first urine of 

the day. Definitions aside, however, the timing of collection may indeed impact the amount 
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of viral DNA in the urine. In an ongoing trial, women had more HPV DNA detected in their 

first void urine collected in the morning than in their first void urine samples collected later 

in the day (Vorsters, unpublished data). This finding strengthens the concept that more HPV 

DNA is present when the interval between two urinations increases, as more excreted 

mucus and debris has the time to accumulate. 

The volume of collected first void urine is an additional source of variation. There is no 

defined optimal volume to provide the most concentrated sample, but it can be challenging 

to interrupt the urine flow immediately after starting urination. 

Convinced of the importance of the first void urine for HPV detection, a collection device has 

been developed that ensures immediately mixing of the first void urine with a preservation 

medium, whilst allowing the rest of the urine to exit the device unhindered (avoiding the 

need to interrupt the flow). This device is currently being used in studies of early impact of 

national HPV vaccination programmes in Bhutan and Rwanda, co-ordinated by the 

International Agency for Research on Cancer, and has been shown to have excellent 

acceptability in 1,000 young women in each of the two settings (Gary Clifford, unpublished 

data). 

In summary, as emphasized in the editorial by Kitchener and Owens, standard criteria for 

volume, collection, storage and extraction are essential to maximise HPV detection from 

urine, and the collection of the first void is a key step. [2] 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE USE OF URINE IN THE FOLLOW-UP 
OF HPV VACCINE TRIALS 
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Abstract 
 

Prevention and treatment of human papillomavirus related cervical cancer through 

vaccination is a relative new field with many scientific, technological and implementational 

challenges requiring numerous new clinical trials. The initial prophylactic HPV vaccine trials 

allowed to set new end-points based on persistent infection in order to determine vaccine 

efficacy for prevention of cervical cancer. Major progress has been made regarding 

detection of HPV DNA in urine and high correlations between urinary HPV DNA and cervical 

infections have been established. Urine sampling has a number of assets such as its non-

invasive character, and allowing for self-collection at home creating options to simplify 

follow-up of HPV in women participating in HPV vaccine efficacy trials. The current reported 

variability in urinary HPV sampling and detection can be overcome through relative simple 

sampling and testing guidelines. Determining persistent infection or lack of therapy response 

by urinary HPV detection may be an interesting approach to assess a viral end-point in HPV 

prophylactic and therapeutic vaccine efficacy trials for women.   
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The use of urine in the follow-up of HPV vaccine trials 
 

Only three decades ago the link between infection with high risk human papillomavirus 

(HPV) types and cancer of the cervix was established.(1) As for viral hepatitis B this created 

an opportunity of preventing infectious disease-related cancer through vaccination. Two 

commercially available prophylactic vaccines, a bivalent and quadrivalent vaccine, have been 

tested on large cohorts and are licensed in the US, Europe and many other countries. Data 

from the clinical trials show that both vaccines have very high efficacy for prevention of 

vaccine type-related cervical precancers.(2-4) In December 2012 more than 40 countries had 

introduced HPV vaccine in their national immunization programmes.  

Both licensed prophylactic HPV L1-based vaccines provide high antibody concentration and 

there are strong indications that these HPV vaccines induce an antibody mediated sterilizing 

protection, important in the prevention of infectious disease-related cancer. This 

assumption has been confirmed in animal studies where passive immunization of naïve 

recipients with immunoglobulin purified from immunized animals protected against high-

dose viral challenge.(5) However, since only a small number of vaccine breakthroughs have 

been reported, which can be explained by undetected prevalent infections, no immune 

correlates of protection have been defined so far (6). In addition to the currently available 

bi- and quadrivalent vaccines, a next generation HPV nonavalent vaccine has recently been 

developed, which has been shown effective in preventing persistent infection and 

precancerous lesions associated with HPV types 16/18/31/33/45/52/58 and genital warts 

caused by HPV types 6 and 11.(7) 

Prophylactic HPV vaccines are relatively new and major progress at a scientific, technological 

and implementation level is ongoing, requiring additional clinical trials. A non-exhaustive list 

of pending vaccine-related questions would comprise the following topics: 1) one or two 

doses versus three doses; 2) infant or children vaccination versus adolescent or adult 

vaccination; 3) bivalent and quadrivalent versus nonavalent or x-valent vaccines; 4) use of 

none-VLP vaccines based on viral capsomeres or polypetides versus VLP vaccines; 5) 

alternative administration routes, e.g. intradermal; 6) L2 vaccines containing cross-

neutralization peptides; 7) use of HPV vaccines in already infected or treated patients; 8) 
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documentation of long-term protection; 9) sustainability of the immunization programmes; 

etc.   

The World Health Organization and International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 

organised in 2013 an expert meeting to discuss primary end-points for prophylactic HPV 

vaccine trials.(8) As viral infection with a high risk HPV type has proven essential for the 

development of nearly 100% of cervical cancer cases, preventing viral infections should also 

prevent development of premalignant and malignant disease. The working group agreed 

that persistent infection of 6 months or longer is very likely to act with high fidelity as a 

surrogate for advanced disease/cancer. The value of persistent infection (6 months or 12 

months) as viral end-point compared to CIN2+ as end-point was confirmed in the efficacy 

trials that have been performed.(9-14) For cervical cancer prevention, vaccine efficacy as 

determined by the viral end-point was similar to the CIN2+ end-point for vaccine types and 

similar or lower for non-vaccine types, the latter due to partial cross-protection of the 

vaccine. Furthermore, additional benefits for using type persistent infection instead of CIN2+ 

as end-point in trials were reported by the IARC working group: 1) more than 10-fold 

reduction of the sample size, 2) follow-up phase after final dose shortened by 2-3 years, and 

3) substantially reduced complexity of study management.(8) 

The currently available prophylactic vaccines exhibit no therapeutic effects. Since the time 

between HPV infection and tumour development is 10-20 years, a large number of people 

worldwide already have a persistent HPV infection and, as a consequence, will not benefit 

from these prophylactic vaccines. Furthermore, current therapeutic interventions in women 

with high-grade cytological abnormalities are surgical and can cause unwanted side-

effects.(15) Thus, non-invasive effective treatment strategies such as therapeutic vaccines 

are a desirable option. A comprehensive overview of completed and ongoing clinical trials in 

therapeutic studies is provided in the review of Khallouf et al.(16) Interestingly, virological 

end-points have not yet been introduced in the majority of these studies. Only for the 

PC10VAC01 study, the clinical response is reported as high viral clearance. The patient 

population of this trial included HPV 16 and/or 18 positive women with normal cervical 

cytology. Therefore, efficacy could not be based on cytological or histological response.(17) 

It is also important to notice that the current therapeutic vaccine trials are phase I or II 

studies with limited number of participants, whereas future larger studies may need less 
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burdensome monitoring and would gain from very feasible virological end-points. It is 

obvious that alternative sampling, including urine sampling, then becomes attractive. 

Furthermore, urine samples have been successfully used in the post-treatment follow-up of 

cervical cancer.(18) 

An essential part of any trial is the end-point related sampling. The sample should be of good 

quality, stable until processing, reproducible, feasible and user-friendly for the participants 

of the trial. From the cervical cancer screening field we learned that HPV DNA PCR testing on 

self-collected versus clinician collected samples showed similar sensitivity.(19) This denotes 

that a viral end-point on self-collected samples can also be considered in vaccine efficacy 

trials.  

The potential advantages of using urine for HPV DNA testing as end-point in a vaccine trial 

have been reported earlier.(20, 21) Urine sampling is non-invasive, and by consequence not 

interfering with the natural history of the infection. Conversely cytological, vaginal or 

cervical samples obtained by scraping the epithelium creates micro-lesions, and possibly 

induces an inflammatory reaction. In addition, urine samples can be obtained according to a 

self-sampling protocol, permitting at-home and if required more frequent sampling.(21, 22) 

Urine and/or self-sampling is furthermore expected to increase participation in cervical 

cancer screening programs.(23) If used in clinical trials it may also increase participation, 

reduce operational burden and allow for repeated sampling required for defining persistent 

infection. 

Urine HPV testing could also play a role to asses prevalent infection in potential vaccine trial 

participants prior to inclusion. A recent meta-analysis concluded that testing urine for HPV 

DNA seems to have good accuracy for the detection of cervical HPV.(24) However, the 

authors also launched a call for further investigation and standardisation. We showed 

already that urine testing for HPV DNA is feasible but a number of precautions need to be 

implemented: 1) HPV DNA may be rapidly broken down by DNA nucleases, therefore a 

preservative buffer is required; 2) the concentration of HPV DNA found in urine may be 

limited so performant DNA extraction and detection is essential; 3) finally, as confirmed by 

the meta-analysis of Patah et al., we demonstrated that first-void urine contains more HPV 

DNA than the subsequent fraction.(25)  
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The hypothesis for finding HPV DNA in urine of women with a cervical HPV infection is that, 

at the start of the void, urine gets contaminated by debris and impurities lining the urethra 

opening, including mucus and debris of exfoliated cells from the vagina, cervix and uterus. It 

hence follows that the initial flow of urine collects most of this debris, which explains why 

the first collected part of a urine void contains more HPV DNA than subsequent parts. This 

knowledge should avoid that women clean the genital area before taking a urine sample. A 

subsequent variable is the time of urine collection. Preliminary data show that the first void 

from the first urine of the day provides more HPV DNA copies. This finding strengthens the 

concept that more HPV DNA is present when the interval between two urinations increases, 

as more excreted mucus and debris have the time to accumulate (26). 

Convinced that standardisation of urine collection is a key step for obtaining high quality and 

reproducible results, a collection device was developed at the Antwerp University (dept. of 

product development) and further redesigned/refined at Novosanis, spin off company of the 

Antwerp University. Major advantage of using such a device is that the first 15 ml of the 

initial urine flow (i.e. first void) is guided to a collection tube were it is immediately mixed 

with a preservation buffer. Without the need to interrupt the urine flow, the remaining void 

can exit the device directly in the toilet without diluting the first void sample. This device is 

currently being used in studies of early impact of national HPV vaccination programmes in 

Bhutan and Rwanda, co-ordinated by the IARC, and has been shown to have excellent 

acceptability in approximately 1,000 young women in each of the two settings (Gary Clifford, 

unpublished data). 

An important aspect regarding the use of urine sampling for follow-up of vaccination is the 

fact that it is it much less performant in males. Indeed, the rationale for finding HPV DNA in 

urine of women is not transferable to males. The amount of HPV (if any) and human DNA in 

male first void urine is much lower compared to women.(22) In line with this observation, 

the use of urine in pre-menstruating young girls needs also further attention.  

In summary, the use of HPV urine testing for monitoring the impact of HPV vaccination 

programmes or demonstrating the efficacy of prophylactic or therapeutic HPV vaccines in 

women looks promising. However, standard criteria for type of urine, volume, collection, 

storage, extraction, and testing are essential to maximise HPV DNA detection.  
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Abstract 
 

Bhutan (2010) and Rwanda (2011) were the first countries in Asia and Africa to introduce 

national, primarily school-based, human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination programmes.  

These target 12 year-old girls and initially included catch-up campaigns (13–18 year-olds in 

Bhutan and ninth school grade in Rwanda). In 2013, to obtain the earliest indicators of 

vaccine effectiveness, we performed two school-based HPV urine surveys; 973 female 

students (median age: 19 years, 5th-95th percentile: 18-22) were recruited in Bhutan and 

912 (19 years, 17-20) in Rwanda. Participants self-collected a first-void urine sample using a 

validated protocol. HPV prevalence was obtained using two PCR assays that differ in 

sensitivity and type spectrum, namely GP5+/GP6+ and E7-MPG. 92% students in Bhutan and 

43% in Rwanda reported to have been vaccinated (median vaccination age=16, 5th-95th: 14-

18). HPV positivity in urine was significantly associated with sexual activity measures. In 

Rwanda, HPV6/11/16/18 prevalence was lower in vaccinated than in unvaccinated students 

(prevalence ratio, PR=0.12, 95% confidence interval, CI: 0.03-0.51 by GP5+/GP6+, and 0.45, 

CI: 0.23-0.90 by E7-MPG). For E7-MPG, cross-protection against 10 high-risk types 

phylogenetically related to HPV16 or 18 was of borderline significance (PR=0.68; 95% CI: 

0.45-1.01). In Bhutan, HPV6/11/16/18 prevalence by GP5+/GP6+ was lower in vaccinated 

than in unvaccinated students but CIs were broad. In conclusion, our study supports the 

feasibility of urine surveys to monitor HPV vaccination and quantifies the effectiveness of 

the quadrivalent vaccine in women vaccinated after pre-adolescence. Future similar surveys 

should detect increases in vaccine effectiveness if vaccination of 12 year-olds continues. 
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Introduction 
National, primarily school-based, HPV vaccination programmes were started in Bhutan in 

2010 (1) and in Rwanda in 2011 (2). HPV6/11/16/18 vaccine coverage was reported as >90% 

in the target groups of both countries. In Bhutan, this target was 12 year-old girls, with a 

one-round catch-up campaign in 2010 for 13-18 year-old girls. In Rwanda, the target was 

girls attending primary school grade 6 (aged >12 years) in 2011, with three-rounds of catch-

up vaccination in 2011, 2012 and 2013 for secondary school grade 3 (aged >15 years). Efforts 

were also made to reach out-of-school girls in health centres in both countries.(1, 2)  

These two early-introducing countries provide the first opportunity to evaluate the impact of 

HPV vaccination in low/medium income countries (LMIC), of which the most feasible and 

informative measure in the medium-term (5–15 years) is type-specific HPV infection in 

sentinel populations of adolescent girls and young women.  To this end, the International 

Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has developed long-term monitoring studies with the 

ministries of health of the two countries, beginning with two cervical cell surveys in the 

country capitals (Thimphu and Kigali) to establish robust baseline estimates of HPV 

prevalence among unvaccinated sexually active women aged 18-69. These studies have 

revealed a relatively high burden of HPV infection both in Bhutan (3) and Rwanda (4). 

However, to obtain earliest indicators of vaccine effectiveness, i.e., how well it works in 

routine circumstances rather than in a randomized clinical trial, HPV prevalence should be 

measured in age groups of young women who may have initiated sexual activity but are 

often still reluctant to accept a gynaecological examination for the collection of cervical 

cells.(5) HPV testing from urine is therefore a possible solution to obtaining representative 

information in these women. A meta-analysis (6) showed that the sensitivity and specificity 

of HPV detection in urine compared to the cervix were, respectively, 87% and 94% for any 

HPV type and 73% and 98% for HPV 16 and 18. Sensitivity is substantially improved by using 

first-void urine rather than random or mid-stream samples (6) and by taking some 

precautions in sample collection and DNA retrieval.(7) 

On account of the relatively high rates of secondary school attendance in Bhutan and 

Rwanda, (8) we initiated a series of repeated HPV urine surveys among female high-school 

students to monitor changes in the prevalence of HPV types. The present report describes 
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HPV prevalence in the first of these urine surveys in each country, and most notably, 

according to history of HPV vaccination. These surveys targeted mainly 18 to 20 year-old 

female students, a large fraction of whom had already been reached by the catch-up HPV 

vaccination programme, especially in Bhutan.  

Methods 

STUDY POPULATION 

We aimed to recruit approximately 1000 18-20 year-old female students in each country. In 

Bhutan, all secondary schools in Thimphu (five), and one in the nearby town of Paro, were 

included, of which two were public and four private. In Rwanda (where average school size 

was much smaller) 22 secondary schools in Nyarugenge district, Kigali, had to be included (8 

public and 14 private). Most private schools in Rwanda, but none in Bhutan, had a religious 

affiliation. Participation was never refused by school authorities or teachers and both gave 

full support to study logistics. 

The survey was undertaken over one month in Bhutan (September 2013) and 14 months 

(April 2013 to May 2014) in Rwanda. Students in the targeted age groups were invited by 

school staff to attend study recruitment meetings held during or after school hours. 

Potential participants were informed about and could raise questions on the study. All 

students who signed an informed consent form received a device for self-collection of urine 

(see below). The importance of collecting first-void urine from the first urination of the day, 

as well as returning the urine sample on same day as collection, was stressed. The large 

majority of students present at recruitment meetings signed the informed consent form, but 

exact denominators of students by year of age in each school were not available. A few 

students younger than 18 or older than 20 years also attended recruitment meetings and 

were allowed to join the study. 

On the day following the recruitment meeting, urine samples were recovered at school entry 

(see below), and a short questionnaire was filled in directly by the student (Bhutan) or via a 

study interviewer (Rwanda) using an ad hoc created portable electronic device. The 

questionnaire included information on places of birth and living, history of sexual 

intercourse and HPV vaccination. Urine samples and questionnaires could only be matched 

through an anonymised identification number.  
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URINE COLLECTION AND DNA EXTRACTION 

Participants self-collected a urine sample using a device (Colli PeeTM , Novosanis) designed to 

collect the first 14ml of first-void urine immediately into 7ml of a urine-conservation 

medium to avoid DNA degradation,7 and to allow subsequent urine volume to exit the 

device into the toilet. Upon arrival at school on the morning of sample taking, urine samples 

were promptly cooled, transported to the central laboratory and stored at -20° C until 

shipment to IARC in cold boxes with ice packs. Subsequently, samples were shipped on dry 

ice to the Centre for the Evaluation of Vaccination, University of Antwerp, Belgium, where 

DNA extraction was performed as described elsewhere (7). Briefly, in order to concentrate 

all DNA, including cell free DNA fragments, 4ml of urine sample was centrifuged at 4000g for 

20 mins in an Amicon Ultra-4 50 K filter device (Merck Millipore, Belgium). Centrifugation 

was repeated for 10 min if remaining volume on the filter was more than 1ml. After 

filtration, 2 ml of NucliSENS Lysis Buffer (BioMérieux, Benelux) was added to the concentrate 

retained on the filter and incubated for 10 min at room temperature. All material was 

subsequently transferred to the NucliSENS Lysis Buffer vial and DNA extraction was 

performed using the generic easyMAG off-board lysis protocol. DNA was eluted in 55µl of 

elution buffer and DNA extracts were shipped back to IARC on dry ice. 

HPV TESTING AND GENOTYPING 

Two different testing methods of different analytical sensitivity were used for HPV testing to 

try to allow us to compare possibly different estimates of HPV vaccine effectiveness by assay 

and overcome the problem of the relative lack of sensitivity of HPV detection in urine.  

In the Department of Pathology at the VU University Medical Centre, Amsterdam, β-globin 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis was conducted to confirm the presence of human 

DNA in all specimens (9) and a general primer GP5+/6+ -mediated PCR was used to amplify 

HPV DNA.(10) HPV positivity was assessed by hybridization of PCR products in an enzyme 

immunoassay with two oligoprobe cocktails that, together, detect the following 44 mucosal 

HPV types: HPV6, 11, 16, 18, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 53, 54, 

55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 64, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 89, and 90. 

Subsequent HPV genotyping was conducted by reverse-line blot hybridization of GP5+/6+ 

PCR products as described before (11). Nine HPV types detectable by GP5+/6+ were never 
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found and a few infections were classified as low or high risk  of uncharacterized type 

(Appendix Tables 1 and 2).  

A second type specific E7 PCR bead-based multiplex genotyping assay (henceforth referred 

to as E7-MPG) was performed in the Infections Section laboratory at IARC, Lyon using a 

Luminex bead-based platform (12, 13). The assay detects DNA from 21 HPV types (6, 11, 16, 

18, 26, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 53, 56, 58, 59, 66, 68, 70, 73 and 82) (Appendix Tables 1 

and 2) and from Chlamydia trachomatis.(14) Two β-globin primers are included to control 

DNA quality. The assay has been validated, (15) and is known to be more sensitive than 

GP5+/6+ in detecting low viral copy numbers and, in particular, in detecting individual HPV 

types in multiple-type infections (12).  

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (CI) for HPV prevalence were computed assuming a 

binomial distribution. All prevalence ratios (PR) for HPV detection and corresponding 95% 

CIs were computed using binomial regression models with a log link and adjusted for age 

group (≤18, 19, and ≥20 years) and sexual intercourse (never or ever). In particular, we 

assessed PRs for any HPV type; the combinations of vaccine types (HPV6/ 11/16/18); the 

combination of 10 HPV types that were detectable by both assays and belong, like HPV16 

and 18, to α9- or α7-species (16) (HPV31/33/35/39/ 45/52/58/59/68/70); and other types 

detectable by either test. The heterogeneity of PRs for HPV positivity among vaccinated and 

unvaccinated women was evaluated using the Wald chi-square test, but results are not 

reported on account of the lack of significant or meaningful differences. HPV vaccine 

effectiveness was computed as 1-PR and the corresponding 95% CIs. 

ETHICAL APPROVAL 

The present studies had the approval of both the Research Ethical Board of the Ministries of 

Health of Bhutan and Rwanda and the IARC Ethics Committee. 
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Results   
 

A total of 1148 students in Bhutan and 1130 in Rwanda signed a consent form, but for 84 

and 132 students, respectively, a urine sample was not returned, and in 24 and 73 students, 

β-globin was undetectable by either one or both HPV assays (Figure 1). A few additional 

exclusions were due to insufficient urine volume for the second test (E7-MPG), lack of 

questionnaire or students’ uncertainty about HPV vaccination history. Hence a total of 973 

and 912 students were included from Bhutan (median age: 19 years, 5-95 percentile: 18-22) 

and Rwanda (median age 19 years, 5-95 percentile: 17-20), respectively.  
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Figure 1. Study flow-chart, Bhutan and Rwanda, 2013-14  

 

Ninety-two percent of students in Bhutan and 43.1% in Rwanda reported to have been 

vaccinated against HPV and median age at vaccination was 16 (5-95 percentile= 14-18) in 

both countries. The distribution of students by age group, and selected characteristics, is 

shown in Table 1, separately by vaccination history. In both countries, vaccinated students 

were significantly younger than unvaccinated students (p<0.001). Being born in the capital 

was positively associated with HPV vaccination in Bhutan (p=0.031) but negatively associated 

in Rwanda (p=0.030). Vaccination status was unrelated to place of living, to history of sexual 

intercourse (10.3% in Bhutan and 19.3% in Rwanda), and to detection of Chlamydia 

trachomatis. Chlamydia trachomatis detection differed substantially by sexual history: 

prevalence was 8.8% in Bhutan and 6.3% in Rwanda among women who reported sexual 

intercourse and 2.8% and 1.1%, respectively, among those reported no intercourse (data not 

shown). 
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Table 1. Comparison of human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccinated and unvaccinated female students 

by selected characteristics. Bhutan and Rwanda, 2013-2014   

 
 Bhutan  Rwanda  
 Vaccinated Unvaccinated   Vaccinated Unvaccinated   
 N (%) N (%)  N (%) N (%)  

All 896 77  393 519  
       
Age-group (years)       
<17 14 (1.6) 1 (1.3)  47 (12.0) 16 (3.1)  
18 261 (29.1) 9 (11.7)  164 (41.7) 147 (28.3)  
19 319 (35.6) 18 (23.4)  82 (20.9) 192 (37.0)  
20 180 (20.1) 14 (18.2)  99 (25.2) 147 (28.3)  
≥21 122 (13.6) 35 (45.5)  1 (0.3) 17 (3.3)  

2
4 p<0.001  p<0.001  

       
Place of birth       
Thimphu/Kigali 293 (32.7) 16 (20.8)  198 (50.4) 299 (57.6)  
Outside Thimphu/Kigali 602 (67.3) 61 (79.2)  195 (49.6) 220 (42.4)  

2
1 p=0.031  p=0.030  

       
Place of living       
With family/relative1 733 (81.8) 65 (84.4)  336 (85.5) 427 (82.3)  
Boarding school 163 (18.2) 12 (15.6)  57 (14.5) 92 (17.7)  

2
1  p=0.568  p=0.192  

       
History of sexual intercourse       
Never 804 (89.7) 67 (87.0)  317 (80.7) 403 (77.7)  
Ever/ Prefer not to answer2 92 (10.3) 10 (13.0)  76 (19.3) 116 (22.4)  

2
1 p=0.455  p=0.269  

       
Chlamydia trachomatis3       
Negative 866 (96.7) 74 (96.1)  387 (98.5) 505 (97.3)  
Positive 30 (3.4) 3 (3.9)  6 (1.5) 14 (2.7)  

2
1  p=0.799  p=0.232  

       
1Includes 20 girls in Bhutan and 11 in Rwanda who reported living “Alone/with friends”. 
2Includes 43 (Bhutan) and 4 (Rwanda) students who preferred not to answer this question. 
3Detected by E7-MPG. 

 

 

  

Table 2 shows the prevalence of HPV (any type) according to selected characteristics in 

Bhutan, separately by HPV assay. Overall HPV prevalence was 9.0% (95% CI: 7.3-11.0) by 

GP5+/GP6+ and 11.1% (95% CI: 9.2-13.2) by E7-MPG, that included however much fewer 

types than GP5+/GP6+. Associations with HPV positivity were similar, irrespective of HPV 

test, namely strong associations with history of sexual intercourse (PR= 4.19; 95% CI: 2.81-

6.25 by GP5+/GP6+ and 3.51; 95% CI: 2.43-5.07, by E7-MPG), and Chlamydia trachomatis 

detection (PR> 6 according to both HPV assays). No significant differences were found by 

vaccination history (PR=0.88; 95% CI: 0.47-1.65 by GP5+/GP6+ and 0.78; 95% CI: 0.44-1.37 by 

E7-MPG), age, nor place of birth or living (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Prevalence ratios (PR) for human papillomavirus (HPV) positivity and corresponding 95% 

confidence intervals (CI) according to selected characteristics among 973 female students. Bhutan, 

2013 

 
  GP5+/6+1   E7-MPG2                                  
Characteristic N  HPV-positive  

N (%) 
Adjusted PR 

(95% CI)3 
  HPV-positive  

N (%) 
Adjusted PR  

(95% CI)3 
 

All 973 88 (9.0)    108 (11.1)   

         
Age-group (years)         
<18 285 19 (6.7) 1   27 (9.5) 1  
19 337 32 (9.5) 1.50 (0.88-2.55)   40 (11.9) 1.34 (0.85-2.10)  
≥20 351 37 (10.5) 1.37 (0.82-2.31)   41 (11.7) 1.14 (0.73-1.78)  
2

2  for trend   p=0.284    p=0.654  

         
Place of birth         
Thimphu 309 28 (9.1) 1   36 (11.7) 1  
Outside Thimphu 663 60 (9.1) 1.04 (0.68-1.59)   72 (10.9) 1.01 (0.70-1.48)  

         
Place of living         
With family/relative 798 72 (9.0) 1   84 (10.5) 1  
Boarding school 175 16 (9.1) 0.96 (0.58-1.59)   24 (13.7) 1.21 (0.80-1.82)  

         
History of sexual 
intercourse         

Never 871 59 (6.8) 1   77 (8.8) 1  
Ever /Prefer not to answer 102 29 (28.4) 4.19 (2.81-6.25)   31 (30.4) 3.51 (2.43-5.07)  

         
Chlamydia trachomatis4,5         
Negative 940 69 (7.3) 1   89 (9.5) 1  
Positive 33 19 (57.6) 7.65 (5.21-11.2)    19 (57.6) 6.05 (4.22-8.67)   

         
HPV vaccination         
No 77 9 (11.7) 1   11 (14.3) 1  
Yes 896 79 (8.8) 0.88 (0.47-1.65)   97 (10.8) 0.78 (0.44-1.37)  

144 HPV types are detectable by GP5+/GP6+ (see Methods). 
221 HPV types are detectable by E7-MPG (see Methods). 
3Adjusted for age and history of sexual intercourse as appropriate. 
4Detected by E7-MPG. 
5Adjusted for age only due to lack of convergence when history of sexual intercourse was included. 

 

Table 3 shows corresponding findings for Rwanda. Overall HPV prevalence was 12.2 % (95% 

CI: 10.1-14.5) by GP5+/GP6+ and 17.1% (95% CI: 14.7-19.7) by E7-MPG.  Associations with 

HPV positivity were found for history of sexual intercourse (PR=4.40; 95% CI: 3.11-6.23, by 

GP5+/GP6+ and 2.46; 95% CI: 1.85-3.27 by E7-MPG) and Chlamydia trachomatis (PR=3.02; 

95% CI: 2.12-4.30 by GP5+/GP6+ and 2.23; 95% CI: 1.49-3.36 by E7-MPG), whilst age and 

place of birth or living were unrelated. Overall, HPV prevalence in Rwanda was significantly 

lower in vaccinated than in unvaccinated students by E7-MPG (PR=0.68; 95% CI: 0.50-0.92), 
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but was not significantly different by GP5+/GP6+ (Table 3). In both countries, vaccination 

preceded sexual intercourse in the majority of students for whom the relevant information 

was self-reported (data not shown). 

Table 3. Prevalence ratios (PR) for human papillomavirus (HPV) positivity and corresponding 95% 
confidence intervals (CI) according to selected characteristics among 912 female students. Rwanda 
2013-14 

 
  GP5+/6+1   E7-MPG2                                   
Characteristic N  HPV-positive N 

(%) 
Adjusted PR 

(95% CI)3 
  HPV-positive N 

(%) 
Adjusted PR 

(95% CI)3 
 

All 912 111 (12.2)    156 (17.1)   

         
Age-group (years)         
<18 374 37 (9.9) 1   53 (14.2) 1  
19 274 37 (13.5) 1.07 (0.71-1.61)   49 (17.9) 1.12 (0.79-1.59)  
≥20 264 37 (14.0) 0.99 (0.65-1.50)   54 (20.5) 1.19 (0.84-1.68)  
2

2  for trend   p=0.942    p=0.324  

         
Place of birth         
Kigali 497 63 (12.7) 1   91 (18.3) 1  
Outside Kigali 415 48 (11.6) 1.01 (0.72-1.41)   65 (15.7) 0.88 (0.66-1.18)  

         
Place of living         
With family/relative 763 97 (12.7) 1   135 (17.7) 1  
Boarding school 149 14 (9.4) 0.94 (0.56-1.58)   21 (14.1) 0.89 (0.58-1.36)  

         
History of sexual 
intercourse         

Never 720 51 (7.1) 1   93 (12.9) 1  
Ever /Prefer not to answer 192 60 (31.3) 4.40 (3.11-6.23)   63 (32.8) 2.46 (1.85-3.27)  

         
Chlamydia trachomatis4         
Negative 892 98 (11.0) 1   145 (16.3) 1  
Positive 20 13 (65.0) 3.02 (2.12-4.30)   11 (55.0) 2.23 (1.49-3.36)  

         
HPV vaccination         
No 519 69 (13.3) 1   105 (20.2) 1  
Yes 393 42 (10.7) 0.87 (0.61-1.24)   51 (13.0) 0.68 (0.50-0.92)  

144 HPV types are detectable by GP5+/GP6+ (see Methods).; 221 HPV types are detectable by E7-MPG (see Methods).; 
3Adjusted for age and history of sexual intercourse as appropriate.; 4Detected by E7-MPG. 

 

Table 4 shows prevalence and PRs for the combination of HPV6/11/16/18, 

HPV31/33/35/39/45/52/58 /59/ 67/ 68/70, and other types by vaccination history. In 

Bhutan, vaccine type prevalence was lower in vaccinated (0.7%) than unvaccinated women 

(2.6%) by GP5+/GP6+, but the difference did not reach statistical significance (PR=0.32; 95% 

CI: 0.06-1.64). This difference was even less clear for E7-MPG (PR=0.86; 0.11-6.77). PRs for 
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the other two combinations of HPV types were all close to unity and 95% CIs were broad, 

irrespective of the test.  

Table 4. Prevalence ratios (PR) for positivity for human papillomavirus (HPV) 6/11/16/18 or 
31/33/35/39/45/52/58/59/ 68/70 or other types and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) 
according to HPV vaccination history. Bhutan and Rwanda, 2013-14 

 

HPV Vaccination  
History 

 
N HPV6/11/ 

16/18-pos 
Adjusted PR 

(95% CI)1 

HPV- 
31/33/35/39/45/52/ 

58/59/68/70 
pos2 

Adjusted PR 
(95% CI)1 

 
HPV-
other  
pos 

Adjusted 
PR 

(95% CI)1 

         
Bhutan GP5+/6+3 973        

No 77 2 (2.6) 1 4 (5.2) 1  5 (6.5) 1 

Yes 896 6 (0.7) 0.32 
(0.06-1.64) 

45 (5.0) 1.09 
(0.41-2.91) 

 53 (5.9) 0.98 
(0.40-2.37) 

         

Bhutan E7-MPG4 973        

No 77 1 (1.3) 1 5 (6.5) 1  6 (7.8) 1 

Yes 896 11 (1.2) 0.86 
(0.11-6.77) 

60 (6.7) 1.13 
(0.47-2.69) 

 49 (5.5) 0.73 
(0.32-1.66) 

         

Rwanda GP5+/6+3 912        

No 519 21 (4.1) 1 28 (5.4) 1  43 (8.3) 1 

Yes 393 2 (0.5) 0.12 
(0.03-0.51) 

15 (3.8) 0.70 
(0.38-1.30) 

 30 (7.6) 1.07 
(0.69-1.67) 

         

Rwanda E7-MPG4 912        

No 519 33 (6.4) 1 64 (12.3) 1  48 (9.3) 1 

Yes 393 11 (2.8) 0.45 
(0.23-0.90) 

32 (8.1) 0.68 
(0.45-1.01) 

 26 (6.6) 0.72 
(0.45-1.14) 

1Adjusted for age and ever had sexual intercourse.  
2HPV types belonging to the same species as HPV16 or 18. 
344 HPV types are detectable by GP5+/GP6+ (see Methods). 
421 HPV types are detectable by E7-MPG (see Methods) 

 

In Rwanda, HPV6/11/16/18 prevalence was significantly lower in vaccinated than in 

unvaccinated women (PR=0.12, 95%CI: 0.03-0.51 by GP5+/6+ and 0.45; 95% CI: 0.23-0.90 by 

E7-MPG).  For HPV31/33/35/39/45/52/58/59/67/68/70 and other types, no statistically 

significant differences were observed for either GP5+/6+ or E7-MPG. However, for E7-MPG, 

we observed a decrease of borderline statistical significance in the prevalence of types 

related to HPV16 or 18 among vaccinated students (PR=0.68; 95% CI: 0.45-1.01) (Table 4). 

Analyses in Table 4 were repeated for HPV16/18 reaching findings similar to those for the 

four vaccine types. PRs for HPV16/18 were 0.32 (0.06-1.64) for GP5+/6+ and 0.64 (0.08-5.20) 

for E7-MPG in Bhutan, and 0.17 (0.04-0.74) for GP5+/6+ and 0.54 (0.25-1.18) for E7-MPG in 

Rwanda (data not shown). 
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Prevalence of individual HPV types in Bhutan and Rwanda according to GP5+/GP6+ and E7-

MPG are shown in detail in Appendix Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Most HPV types were 

more frequently detected in Rwanda than in Bhutan and by E7-MPG than GP5+/GP6+.  

Discussion 
The present school-based study is the first evaluation of the feasibility and outcome of urine 

surveys to monitor HPV prevalence in LMICs successfully initiating national HPV vaccination 

programmes. It clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the quadrivalent vaccine against 

HPV6/11/16/18 in Rwanda, and possibly some weak cross-protection against HPV types that 

are phylogenetically close to HPV16 or 18. Findings from Bhutan are compatible with those 

from Rwanda but not statistically significant due to the small number of unvaccinated 

students. 

The effectiveness of catch-up HPV vaccination against HPV6/11/16/18 infection in Rwanda is 

estimated as 88% (95% CI: 49-97) according to a clinically validated HPV assay (GP5+/6+), 

and 55% (95% CI: 10-77) according to an assay with a higher analytical sensitivity (E7-MPG). 

Our findings are similar to those that have been reported in by-intention-to treat analyses 

from the community-based Costa Rican trial of the bivalent vaccine, i.e., 69% (95% CI: 53-

80%) efficacy against HPV16/18 among 18-19 year-old women (17). The favourable effect of 

catch-up HPV vaccination against vaccine types in our study is also consistent with the 

findings of a recent meta-analysis on nine high-resource countries in which national HPV 

vaccination programmes have included catch-up campaigns (18). Two studies in the meta-

analysis were based in total (19) or in part (20) on urine samples.  The pooled population-

based PR for HPV16/18 infection in post- versus pre-vaccination period was 0.36 (95% CI: 

0.25-0.53) in girls aged 13-19 and 0.69 (95% CI: 0.47-1.01) in women aged 20-25.(18) In 

countries with high-coverage, there was also evidence for herd immunity in the post-

vaccination period.(18) Indeed, herd immunity may have already reduced HPV6/11/16/18 

among unvaccinated women in the current surveys, especially in Bhutan, and would have 

the effect of under-estimating vaccine effectiveness. 

In Rwanda, we found some clues that the quadrivalent vaccine may also provide some cross-

protection against a combination of types (HPV31/33/35/39/45/52/58 /59/ 67/ 68/70) that 

were chosen a priori because they belong to the same species as HPV16 and 18. Our 
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estimates of cross-protection (approximately 30% by both HPV assay) are consistent with 

the findings in FUTURE I and FUTURE II trials among 16-26 year-old women, in whom the 

efficacy of the quadrivalent vaccine against 6-month persistent infection from 

HPV31/33/45/52/58 was 25% (95% CI: 5-41) in initially HPV-negative women (21) and 18% 

(95% CI: 5-29) in an intention-to-treat analysis.(22) For overall HPV prevalence and 

prevalence of types other than HPV16, 18, and related types, GP5+/6+ showed PRs closer to 

unity than E7-MPG probably because the assay included more types that are not expected to 

be affected by the quadrivalent vaccine. 

Ideally, urine HPV surveys should have been put in place before the implementation of HPV 

vaccination but the very rapid initiation of catch-up campaigns in both countries prohibited 

such an approach. Our surveys allow, however, an estimation of the effectiveness of HPV 

vaccination after pre-adolescence by self-reported vaccination history. Surveys were 

performed three years (Bhutan) and one year (Rwanda) after the end of high-coverage 

catch-up campaigns. This means that women up to age 21 in Bhutan(1) had a high 

probability of having been vaccinated, and the percentage of vaccinated students in our 

urine survey is consistent with the reported 90% coverage.(6) In Rwanda, where a school 

grade-based approach was used,2 substantial age variation within school grades, as a result 

of the reconstruction of the education system during the last decades,(23) is the likeliest 

explanation for the relatively high level of vaccination coverage among women aged 18 

years or older, notably those who were not born in the capital. Unfortunately, students 

could not accurately report the number of vaccine doses they had received but national data 

suggest excellent adherence to the 3-dose regimen once vaccination was initiated.(1, 2)  

Confidence in using urine samples to detect HPV is relatively recent. Systematic reviews have 

shown a fairly good concordance with cervical cells for HPV positivity in women (6, 24-26) 

and concluded that urine may be a useful alternative to cervical samples to monitor HPV 

changes in the post-HPV vaccination era (6, 24-26). Theories of the existence of PCR 

inhibitors in urine have been dispelled, with the need to avoid rapid DNA degradation and 

improve HPV DNA yield proven to be more important.(7) Essential steps were therefore 

made in our surveys to standardize and improve the sensitivity of HPV detection in urine.(7, 

27) These include:  1) collection of first-void urine; 2) avoidance of DNA degradation through 

the use of urine-conservation medium and buffer in both urine collection and processing; 3) 
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sufficient volume of urine to allow subsequent sample concentration; and 4) recovery of cell-

free HPV DNA in addition to cell-associated DNA.(7) Few samples had to be excluded 

because of β-globin-negativity and the meaningfulness of urine samples for HPV is 

supported by consistent associations with history of sexual intercourse and Chlamydia 

trachomatis detection in our study, irrespective of HPV assay or country.  

Comparisons with previous HPV urine surveys in asymptomatic adolescents and young 

women are hampered by variations in inclusion criteria and HPV testing protocols, notably 

use of mid-stream instead of first-void urine and lack of preservative.(28) An overall HPV 

prevalence in urine of 9-17% (depending upon the country and HPV test) in our study can be 

compared with 15% in 15-18 year-old female students in Scotland, (29) 4% in 15-18 year-old 

girls recruited in schools and sports centres in Italy,(30) or 11% and 19% among young 

women aged 13-17 and 18-25 years, respectively, in tribal populations in India.(28)  

The mean age at first intercourse for young women in national surveys was reportedly  18 

years  in Bhutan (31) and 19 in Rwanda(32), but  a substantial fraction of female students in 

our urine surveys (median age=19 years) declared not to have had sexual intercourse. 

Among them HPV prevalence in urine was 7-13%, depending upon country and HPV test. 

Under-reporting of sexual intercourse in this group cannot be excluded but the strong 

correlation with Chlamydia trachomatis is reassuring. In addition, only cervical HPV 

infections are probably transmitted exclusively sexually. As urine samples will detect HPV 

infections of the vulva and vagina it seems plausible that these infections may derive from 

intimate contacts other than penetrative intercourse or from non-sexual transmission 

through fingertips or fomites. 

 

 An important strength of our present study is represented by the excellent compliance, in 

both countries, of health and education authorities, female students and their families. This 

strong societal commitment to HPV vaccination allowed us to have almost comprehensive 

participation of female students in the targeted study areas. Selection bias should have been 

attenuated by the good access to secondary education in Bhutan (79% of females in 2011) 

(8) and steady improvements in Rwanda, (33) and also by the concentration of secondary 

education establishments in the two capitals. The presence of a well-developed primary care 
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network in both countries is known to overcome to a large extent differences in the access 

to vaccination by social class.(1, 2)  

 

In addition, we have been able to put into place recent improvements in the management of 

urine samples (7) and to compare findings from two high-quality HPV assays that differ in 

respect to sensitivity and number of detectable HPV types. Whether a high analytical 

sensitivity of HPV testing in urine surveys is an advantage or a danger for monitoring the 

impact of HPV vaccine remains unclear. The use of a highly sensitive assay such as E7-MPG 

may attenuate the problem of “unmasking”, i.e., the possibility that the elimination by 

vaccination of targeted HPV types may increase the apparent prevalence of other types that 

would have otherwise been undetectable by less sensitive assays such as GP5+/GP6+.(34)  

Better sensitivity for multiple infections may also improve the statistical power to assess 

cross-protection against non-vaccine types. On the other hand, estimates of vaccine 

effectiveness against HPV6/11/16/18 were lower using the more sensitive assay, possibly 

due to increased detection of low-level HPV DNA that may have no clinical significance. In 

the long-term, highly sensitive testing of urine may show HPV vaccination programmes with 

high coverage to eliminate infections from vaccine types all over the anogenital tract. 

In conclusion, our present findings, in combination with abundant data on cervical infection 

in sexually active women,(3, 4) mark the beginning of the monitoring of HPV infection after 

the introduction of vaccination in Bhutan and Rwanda and support the feasibility of urine 

HPV surveys for this purpose. In the future, as vaccinated cohorts of women will 

predominantly represent those vaccinated in pre-adolescence, similar repeat urine assays 

can be expected to detect greater increases in HPV vaccine effectiveness than in our present 

study.  
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Appendix Table 1. Prevalence of individual human papillomavirus (HPV) types, groups of types, and 
all types in urine among 973 female students. Bhutan, 2013 

 GP5+/6+1  E7-MPG2 

  Single Multiple Total %  Single Multiple Total % 

All - - 973 -  - - 973 - 

HPV- - - 885 91.0  - - 865 88.9 

HPV+ - - 88 9.0  - - 108 11.1 

Single 55 - 55 5.7  78 - 78 8.0 

Multiple - 33 33 3.4  - 30 30 3.1 

High-risk HPV 31 26 57 5.9  55 30 85 8.7 

Low-risk HPV+ 24 27 51 5.2  23 10 33 3.4 

HPV6/11/16/18 2 6 8 0.8  8 4 12 1.2 

          

High-risk types          

HPV16 1 5 6 0.6  5 1 6 0.6 

HPV18 1 1 2 0.2  2 2 4 0.4 

HPV31 2 1 3 0.3  1 3 4 0.4 

HPV33 2 3 5 0.5  2 6 8 0.8 

HPV35 1 0 1 0.1  0 1 1 0.1 

HPV39 3 1 4 0.4  8 7 15 1.5 

HPV45 2 1 3 0.3  1 0 1 0.1 

HPV51 1 1 2 0.2  3 7 10 1.0 

HPV52 6 4 10 1.0  4 7 11 1.1 

HPV56 4 4 8 0.8  11 7 18 1.8 

HPV58 4 4 8 0.8  7 7 14 1.4 

HPV59 4 15 19 2.0  8 12 20 2.1 

HPV68 0 0 0 0.0  3 4 7 0.7 

          

Low risk types          

HPV6 0 0 0 0.0  1 1 2 0.2 

HPV11 0 0 0 0.0  0 1 1 0.1 

HPV26 0 0 0 0.0  0 0 0 0.0 

HPV30 0 2 2 0.2  - - - - 

HPV40 1 2 3 0.3  - - - - 

HPV42 2 7 9 0.9  - - - - 

HPV43 0 6 6 0.6  - - - - 

HPV53 2 0 2 0.2  6 6 12 1.2 

HPV54 0 1 1 0.1  - - - - 

HPV55 1 0 1 0.1  - - - - 

HPV66 1 5 6 0.6  6 3 9 0.9 

HPV67 0 2 2 0.2  - - - - 

HPV70 0 1 1 0.1  1 0 1 0.1 

HPV73 2 1 3 0.3  6 1 7 0.7 

HPV81 3 1 4 0.4  - - - - 

HPV82 0 0 0 0.0  3 0 3 0.3 

HPV83 0 1 1 0.1  - - - - 

HPV84 1 3 4 0.4  - - - - 

CP6108 1 1 2 0.2  - - - - 

JC9710 8 6 14 1.4  - - - - 

HPV LRx  2 0 2 0.2  - - - - 
144 HPV types are detectable by GP5+/6+. HPV types 32, 34, 44, 57, 61, 64, 69, 71, 72, 85, 86 and HRx were found in zero 
samples. 
221 HPV types are detectable by E7-MPG. 
LRx, uncharacterized low risk.   
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Appendix Table 2. Prevalence of individual human papillomavirus (HPV) types, groups of types, and 
all types in urine among 912 female students. Rwanda, 2013-2014 

 GP5+/6+1  E7-MPG2 

  Single Multiple Total %  Single Multiple Total % 

All - - 912 -  - - 912 - 

HPV- - - 801 87.8  - - 756 82.9 

HPV+ - - 111 12.2  - - 156 17.1 

Single 69 - 69 7.6  94 - 94 10.3 

Multiple - 42 42 4.6  - 62 62 6.8 

High-risk HPV 39 31 70 7.7  68 61 129 14.1 

Low-risk HPV+ 30 38 68 7.5  26 36 62 6.8 

HPV6/11/16/18 9 14 23 2.5  20 24 44 4.8 

          

High-risk types          

HPV16 5 9 14 1.5  11 17 28 3.1 

HPV18 2 2 4 0.4  3 3 6 0.7 

HPV31 1 4 5 0.5  1 15 16 1.8 

HPV33 0 3 3 0.3  0 6 6 0.7 

HPV35 4 3 7 0.8  7 14 21 2.3 

HPV39 2 3 5 0.5  6 12 18 2.0 

HPV45 7 1 8 0.9  3 6 9 1.0 

HPV51 3 3 6 0.7  9 12 21 2.3 

HPV52 4 4 8 0.9  10 13 23 2.5 

HPV56 3 3 6 0.7  4 10 14 1.5 

HPV58 3 3 6 0.7  6 9 15 1.6 

HPV59 3 3 6 0.7  4 7 11 1.2 

HPV68 0 0 0 0.0  4 7 11 1.2 

HPV HRx  2 2 4 0.4  - - - - 

          

Low risk types          

HPV6 1 4 5 0.5  3 6 9 1.0 

HPV11 1 1 2 0.2  3 2 5 0.5 

HPV26 1 0 1 0.1  1 3 4 0.4 

HPV30 1 0 1 0.1  - - - - 

HPV40 0 3 3 0.3  - - - - 

HPV42 4 5 9 1.0  - - - - 

HPV43 3 4 7 0.8  - - - - 

HPV53 0 2 2 0.2  4 8 12 1.3 

HPV54 1 1 2 0.2  - - - - 

HPV55 0 2 2 0.2  - - - - 

HPV66 2 6 8 0.9  7 11 18 2.0 

HPV67 2 7 9 1.0  - - - - 

HPV70 0 1 1 0.1  0 1 1 0.1 

HPV72 1 1 2 0.2  - - - - 

HPV73 0 5 5 0.5  3 7 10 1.1 

HPV82 1 0 1 0.1  5 7 12 1.3 

HPV83 1 5 6 0.7  - - - - 

HPV84 1 1 2 0.2  - - - - 

HPV86 1 5 6 0.7  - - - - 

CP6108 2 3 5 0.5  - - - - 

JC9710 1 6 7 0.8  - - - - 

HPV LRx  6 1 7 0.8  - - - - 
144 HPV types are detectable by GP5+/6+. HPV types 32, 34, 44, 57, 61, 64, 69, 71, 81 and 85 were found in zero samples. 
221 HPV types are detectable by E7-MPG. HRx, uncharacterized high risk; LRx, uncharacterized low risk.
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Abstract 
 Background: The link between infection with high-risk human papillomavirus (hr-HPV) and 

cervical cancer has been clearly demonstrated. Virological end-points showing the absence 

of persistent HPV infection are now accepted as a way of monitoring the impact of 

prophylactic vaccination programmes and therapeutic vaccine trials. This study investigated 

the use of urine samples, which can be collected by self-sampling at home, instead of 

cervical samples for follow-up of an HPV intervention trial. Methods: Eighteen initially HPV 

DNA-positive women participating in an HPV therapeutic vaccine trial were monitored 

during a 3-year follow-up period. A total of 172 urine samples and 85 cervical samples were 

collected. We obtained a paired urine sample for each of the 85 cervical samples by 

recovering urine samples from 6 monthly gynaecological examinations. We performed a 

small pilot study in which the participating women used a urine collection device at home 

and returned their urine sample to the laboratory by mail. All samples were analysed using 

quantitative real-time HPV DNA PCR. Results: A good association (Kappa value of 0.65) was 

found between the presence of HPV DNA in urine and a subsequent cervical sample. 

Comparisons of the number of HPV DNA copies in urine and paired cervical samples 

revealed a significant Spearman rho of 0.676. This correlation was superior in women with 

severe lesions. The HPV DNA results of the small pilot study based on self-collected urine 

samples at home are consistent with previous and subsequent urine and/or cervical results. 

Conclusion: We demonstrated that urine sampling may be a valid alternative to cervical 

samples for the follow-up of HPV intervention trials or programmes. The potential clinical 

value of urine viral load monitoring should further be investigated.  
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Introduction 
A link between infection with high-risk human papillomavirus (hrHPV) types and cervical 

cancer was suggested in 1977, and the presence of hrHPV as the necessary cause of invasive 

cervical cancer was confirmed in 1999 (1, 2). Bi- and quadrivalent vaccines were introduced 

in the past 10 years. A nonavalent vaccine was developed recently, and it is registered in the 

US and EU. These vaccines effectively prevent persistent infection and precancerous lesions 

(3-6).  

The potential role of viral end-points in facilitating the follow-up of HPV prophylactic vaccine 

trials has received much attention in the last several years. The International Agency for 

Research on Cancer (IARC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) reported that 

persistent infection of 6 months or longer likely acts with high fidelity as a surrogate for 

advanced disease/cancer (7). hrHPV viral infection is essential in nearly 100% of cervical 

cancer cases. Therefore, the prevention of HPV infection should also prevent the 

development of premalignant and malignant disease. Vaccine efficacy using the viral end-

point was similar to vaccine efficacy obtained by the CIN2+ end-point for HPV vaccine types. 

A similar or lower temporary vaccine efficacy was observed for non-vaccine types because 

of partial cross-protection (8-13). The IARC working group reported three major benefits of 

the use of type-persistent infection instead of CIN2+ as the end-point in trials. First, it 

permitted a 10-fold reduction in sample size. Second, the follow-up phase after the final 

dose could be shortened by 2-3 years. Finally, the complexity and management of the study 

could be substantially reduced (7).  

Viral end-points for HPV therapeutic vaccine trials have been less extensively discussed and 

studied in long-term follow-up settings. However, the efficacy of an HPV therapeutic vaccine 

may be demonstrated using the clearance rate of a vaccinated cohort compared with the 

clearance rate of an unvaccinated control cohort. Clearance is defined as the sustained (6-12 

months) absence of viral infection, which is consistent with the use of the viral end-point in 

prophylactic vaccine trials.  

The use of viral end–points provides another major advantage. The field of cervical cancer 

screening demonstrated that HPV DNA PCR testing of self-collected versus clinically 

collected samples exhibited a similar sensitivity (14), which offers opportunities to further 

reduce the complexity of these studies and increases the likelihood of participation in 

follow-up programmes.  

This study demonstrated the performance of HPV DNA urine testing (including viral load) 

during a 3-year follow-up of a cohort of 18 HPV16- and/or HPV18-infected women and 
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compared the quantitative HPV DNA urine results to quantitative HPV DNA results obtained 

using paired cervical samples. This study investigated whether viral end-point information 

derived from self-collected urine samples corresponded to the viral end-point information 

derived from cervical samples. In a small pilot study, we also investigated the use of a first 

void urine collection device (Colli-PeeTM) for home sampling.   

Results 

HPV DNA RESULTS FROM URINE AND CERVICAL SAMPLES.  

Table 1 provides a summary of the qPCR results. A total of 172 urine samples and 85 cervical 

samples were collected and tested in this cohort. The volumes of the collected first-void 

urine samples were very diverse. The collected urine volume was 7-86 ml depending on the 

participant and visit (Figure S1). The urine volume of Colli-PeeTM-collected first-void urine 

samples was 8 to 18 ml. We detected more copies of human DNA in urine samples than 

cervical samples (Table 1). We detect significantly fewer copies of HPV DNA in urine 

compared with cervical samples (P<0.001). We also detected fewer HPV18 DNA copies in 

urine and cervical samples compared with HPV16 DNA. 

Table 1: Overview of the quantitative PCR results for each of the analysed parameters, i.e., 

HPV16, HPV18 and human DNA (hDNA) in urine and cervical samples (Cervix).  

Case Summaries 

Sample type and  

DNA tested 

Urine 

HPV16 

Cervix 

HPV16 

Urine  

HPV18 

Cervix 

HPV18 

Urine 

hDNA 

Cervix 

hDNA 

N (number of samples)*  124 60 66 32 172 85 

Mean (copies/µl)** 7474 43566170 43 27670 10983 3081 

Median (copies/µl)** 140 74826 0 364 5300 2018 

Minimum (copies/µl)** 0 0 0 0 15 44 

Maximum (copies/µl)** 267000 75282940

9 

989 394818 59800 19559 

Note: * All samples were tested for hDNA. The sum of the HPV16 plus HPV18 tests was 

higher than the total number of samples collected because of the co-infections observed in 

numerous participants. The urine samples from the pilot study are also included. **The 

amount of detected DNA is expressed as copies/µl DNA extract.   
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Table 2a and 2b show a two-by-two table of the agreement of HPV16 and HPV18, 

respectively, at M0, M6, M12, M18, and M24. The Kappa value for HPV16 was higher than 

HPV18 (twice the statistical significance). Fewer false-negative HPV16 results were observed 

compared with false-negative HPV18 results when HPV DNA was used in the cervical sample 

as a reference.  

Table 2a: Urine HPV16 versus Cervical HPV16 positivity 

 

Cervical 

HPV16 Total 

Neg Pos 

Urine 

HPV16 

Neg 11 5 16 

Pos 2 42 44 

Total 13 47 60 

Kappa: 0.683  P< 0.001 

 

 

Table 2b: Urine HPV18 versus Cervical HPV18 positivity 

 

Cervical 

HPV18 Total 

Neg Pos 

Urine 

HPV18 

Neg 10 7 17 

Pos 1 14 15 

Total 11 21 32 

 Kappa: 0.510  P=0.002 

Figure 1 shows a complete overview of HPV DNA status in a cohort of 18 women over the 3-

year follow-up. Participant 172 exhibited HPV16 and HPV18 co-infection at the start of the 

study. Participant 142 became positive for HPV18 at M18. All available urine samples were 

tested for HPV16 and HPV18 for both of these women. These women explain the 20 HPV 

DNA results at the start of the study (at M0).  
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of HPV DNA results over the 3-year follow-up period. The 

results obtained for home-collected samples are not included, but these results are 

provided in Figure S4 The sample ID of the participants is shown in the left column, and the 

HPV DNA results are provided for each participant; red: positive, green: negative. The top 

row also indicates the time-point of sampling during follow-up. M0 (month 0, start of the 

trial), W: week, D: days, Y: years. The right column indicates the HPV genotype, 16 or 18. If a 

participant had HPV16 and HPV18 co-infection, the results for both genotypes are provided 

(e.g., 172a and 172b). The cytological results are provided for each collected cervical 

sample: NILM (Negative for Intraepithelial Lesion or Malignancy), ASC-US (Atypical 

Squamous Cells of Unknown Significance), ASC-H (Atypical Squamous Cells of Undermined 

Significance cannot exclude high-grade intraepithelial lesions), LSIL (Low-grade Squamous 

Intraepithelial Lesions) or HSIL (High-grade Intraepithelial Lesions). 

 

   

 

 

ID Sample M0 2W 2W+5D 4W 6W 6M 12M 18M 24M 3Y Genotype

Urine

Cervix NILM ASC-US NILM ASC-US LSIL

Urine

Cervix NILM NILM NILM NILM NILM

Urine

Cervix NILM NILM NILM NILM NILM

Urine

Cervix NILM ASC-US NILM NILM NILM

Urine
Cervix NILM NILM NILM NILM ASC-US

Urine
Cervix NILM NILM NILM NILM NILM

Urine
Cervix NILM ASC-US NILM NILM ASC-US

Urine
Cervix NILM LSIL LSIL LSIL HSIL

Urine

Cervix ASC-US NILM NILM ASC-US

Urine
Cervix ASC-US LSIL ASC-H

Urine
Cervix ASC-US LSIL ASC-H

Urine
Cervix NILM NILM NILM NILM LSIL

Urine
Cervix NILM NILM NILM NILM NILM

Urine
Cervix NILM LSIL LSIL ASC-US NILM

Urine
Cervix NILM NILM NILM NILM NILM

Urine
Cervix NILM NILM HSIL HSIL HSIL

Urine
Cervix NILM ASC-US ASC-US ASC-US LSIL

Urine
Cervix NILM ASC-US ASC-US ASC-US LSIL

Urine
Cervix NILM LSIL ASC-US

Urine
Cervix NILM NILM ASC-US NILM ASC-US

HPV DNA positive HPV DNA negative No sample or not tested

18 16

160 18

162 16

147 16

150 18

152 16

128 16

142a 16

46 16

93 16

172b 18

172a 16

142b 18

100 18

110 16

119 16

94 16

133 18

181 18

178 16
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CORRELATION OF HPV DNA LEVELS IN URINE AND CERVICAL SAMPLES. 

The obtained viral cop numbers for each of the participants at all data points are provided 

as supplementary information in Figure S2a-t. Figure 2 shows a dot plot of all quantitative 

data obtained for HPV16 (Figure 2a) and HPV18 (Figure 2b) at M0, M6, M12, M18, and M24 

using urine and paired cervical samples. The data were not normally distributed (not 

shown), but we did find a significant (P<0.001) Spearman’s rho correlation between HPV 

copies detected in urine and subsequent cervical samples of 0.676 and 0.695 for HPV16 and 

HPV18, respectively 

Figure 2: HPV copies in urine samples versus cervical samples 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   (a)       (b) 

 

IMPACT OF CYTOLOGY ON THE CORRELATION OF URINE VERSUS CERVICAL.  

The cytological results were also available for each cervical sample (Figure 1). NILM or ACS-

US was detected in most samples. However, 8 participants had one or more cervical 

samples that exhibited LSIL or HSIL (e.g., 18, 128, 142, 147, 152, 162, 172, or 178). LSIL was 

detected in the cervical sample of participants 18 (at M24) and 178 (at M18), but no HPV16 

was detected in cervical or urine samples. However, hrHPV DNA other than HPV16 and 

HPV18 was present in the cervical samples from both cases. In the present study, urine 

samples were not tested for hrHPV DNA other than the HPV16 and HPV18 types. Urine 

samples were also HPV16- or HPV18-positive for all other LSIL or HSIL cervical samples. A 

high number of viral HPV copies of ID128 was detected in cervical and urine samples (Figure 

2Sh). Examination of the concordance for LSIL and HSIL samples specific for HPV16 DNA 
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revealed a stronger correlation between urine HPV16 copies/µl DNA extracts and cervical 

HPV DNA copies/per cell than between urine HPV16 copies/µl DNA extract and cervical HPV 

DNA copies/µl of DNA extract (Spearman rho of 0.892 and 0.842, respectively, P<0.001). A 

Pearson correlation of R = 0.793 (P=0.004) was achieved after logarithm to base 10 

transformation of urine HPV16 copies/µl and cervical HPV16 copies/cell (see also Figure S3).  

 

RESULTS FOR HOME-COLLECTED URINE SAMPLES.   

Ten women also agreed to participate in a small pilot study in which they received a first-

void urine collection device (Colli-PeeTM) for use at home. Figure S4 shows that the results 

of the Colli-PeeTM were concordant with previous and subsequent urine and cervical 

samples collected at the clinic. The HPV copy number in the Colli-PeeTM-collected urine 

samples were also in the range of the copy numbers found in previous and subsequent urine 

samples (Figure S2a, b, d, e, f, h, j, l, o, p).  

 

Discussion 
This study is, to our knowledge, the first longitudinal follow-up study utilizing type-specific 

quantitative PCR to compare HPV DNA in cervical and urine samples in HPV16- and/or 

HPV18-positive women.  

HUMAN DNA DETECTION IN URINE. 

Notably, all 172 urine samples contained detectable human DNA, compared with previous 

studies of HPV DNA in urine. Human DNA is not an ideal confirmation of good sample 

storage or sample processing because HPV DNA may decay faster than human DNA (15). 

However, human DNA-negative urine samples may indicate suboptimal sample collection, 

handling or extraction methods and result in a lower HPV prevalence (16).  

Our results were compared with the PapU studies from Payan et al. and Ducanelle et al. (17, 

18). These investigators also examined paired urine and cervical samples in a cohort of 

women consulting a gynaecologist at three university hospitals. The impact of the DNA 

extraction method on HPV DNA recovery and lack of preservative has been reported 

previously (19). We demonstrated that the 1 ml centrifugation step without preservative 

that is used by the French authors yielded more copies of human DNA than the other 

methods. However, an additional amount of DNA, including so-called cell-free DNA, was 

recovered when a DNA preservative was used. If we convert our results, which were 

expressed as DNA copies per µl DNA extract, to DNA copies per ml of urine, we find that the 
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use of our method yielded 470 to 1.8 x 106 copies of human DNA per ml of urine, providing 

a higher concentration than the reported 0 to 3 X 105 cells reported in the French PapU 

study. We also found more copies of human DNA in urine samples than cervical samples, 

which may be due to the enhanced processing of the samples. Urine samples were 

transferred to a BD vial within 30 minutes and concentrated via Amicon filtration prior to 

Nuclisense Easy Mag extraction. This process, in combination with the presence of a 

nuclease inhibitor in the BD vial, ensures the recovery of all DNA present, including cell-free 

DNA. The amount of human DNA in cervical samples is linked to the number of cells 

collected by a cytobrush and the subsequent recovery for liquid-based cytology (LBS). All 

non-cell associated DNA is removed in the process of LBS preparation, which contributes to 

the detection of less human DNA in cervical samples.  

DETECTION OF HPV DNA IN URINE. 

We used a relatively sensitive urine DNA recovery/detection method, as demonstrated by 

the recovery of human DNA in all urine samples. However, numerous enhancements may 

increase the analytical sensitivity of HPV DNA detection in urine. Table 2a and 2b show that 

the Kappa agreement for HPV16 and HPV18 positivity in urine and paired cervical samples 

was, respectively, good (Kappa = 0.683) and fair (Kappa = 0.510). The mean and average 

copies/µl DNA extract of HPV16 in cervical and urine samples was much higher than that of 

HPV18. Ducancelle et al. reported, and this study confirmed, that the most discrepant 

results between cervical and urine samples are observed when low HPV copy numbers in 

urine and/or cervical samples are reported, which indicates that the amount of HPV DNA is 

near the limit of detection. The French study also reported that copy numbers were higher 

in women with HSIL (18). This result is consistent with our findings. We also found more HPV 

DNA copies in paired urine and cervical samples provided by women with an LSIL or HSIL 

lesion, and the observed Spearman rho between urine HPV DNA copies/µl DNA extract and 

cervical HPV DNA copies/µl DNA extract was 0.842 for this subset of samples, indicating a 

very strong correlation. 

Urine collection could still be improved by reducing the volume of the first void (20), but we 

found concordant positive HPV16 or HPV18 DNA results in all urine and paired cervical 

samples from women with HSIL and LSIL lesions induced by HPV16 or HPV18. A discrepant 

result for HPV16 was observed for participant 172 at M24. However, a low copy number 

was also reported in the cervical sample, and we do not know which HPV genotype was 

responsible for the LSIL lesions. Notably, the cervical sample was also HPV16 negative at 

M18. This participant had a HPV16- and HPV18-positive urine sample at the 3-year follow-

up.  
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The required clinical sensitivity of hrHPV detection in urine must still be determined for 

cervical cancer screening purposes. However, the higher copy numbers found in HSIL and 

LSIL lesions suggests that the highest analytical sensitivity will not be required. Nonetheless, 

among the 25 HSIL-diagnosed women in the French PapU study, 6 apparently had HPV 

negative urine. However, there are indications that the collection, preservation and or 

processing of the samples did not result in a high analytical sensitivity in this study. Payan et 

al. reported that 15% of the urine samples lacked detectable human DNA and had an 8% 

lower prevalence of HPV DNA in urine compared with cervical samples (17). This lower HPV 

DNA prevalence contradicts several recent studies that reported an increased number of 

urine samples that were positive for HPV DNA compared with cervical samples. We 

demonstrated that the use of our in-house DNA preservative and DNA extraction method 

yielded a greater amount of HPV DNA-positive urine samples compared with the paired 

cervical samples in a previous study of 540 young Colombian women (21). A higher HPV 

DNA prevalence was also observed in the collected urine samples compared with the HPV 

DNA results obtained from paired cervical samples in women in the UK (22). 

The need for further clarification of the application of a highly sensitive method for HPV 

urine testing was also addressed in the setting of HPV vaccination impact monitoring (23). 

We may detect low levels of HPV DNA using a very analytical and sensitive method, which 

may not have clinical significance. However, if urine is used to establish a virological 

endpoint, then the assessment of the total absence of HPV DNA may justify the use of a 

highly sensitive detection method.  

 

DETERMINATION OF THE HPV DNA VIRAL LOAD IN URINE. 

The potential clinical or prognostic role of viral load assessment during the follow-up of an 

HPV infection remains a challenging topic (24, 25). A discussion of the value of viral load is 

beyond the scope of this study, but we discuss the observed correlation between HPV DNA 

levels in urine and paired cervical samples and issues that may be encountered with the use 

of HPV DNA levels in urine.  

Very few studies have investigated viral load or HPV DNA levels in urine. To our knowledge, 

no other studies have elaborated on the results of Payan et al., who reported in 2007 that 

the levels of viral load in cervical samples were significantly correlated to the levels of HPV 

DNA in urine (17). We also found a correlation between the amount of HPV DNA detected in 

a cervical sample and the amount of HPV DNA detected in a paired first-void urine sample. 
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Our results provided a strong Spearman rho correlation of >0.67 between the HPV16 and 

HPV18 copies detected in urine and paired cervical samples (Figure 2 a, b).  

Further standardization is required to use urine HPV viral load as a potential parameter in 

future studies. Viral load may be expressed as copies of HPV DNA per ml of urine, copies of 

HPV DNA per µl of DNA extract, copies of HPV DNA per copies of human DNA or copies of 

HPV DNA per number of cells. The latter expression is used frequently to report viral load in 

cervical samples. The expression of urinary HPV viral load in urine as copies per ml of urine 

incorporates variation induced by the volume of collected first-void urine. Figure S1 shows 

that the collected volumes ranged from 7 ml to 86 ml without a collection device, which 

indicates that a urine collection device may be a valid option to standardise the volume of 

first-void collected urine. Calculation of viral load by dividing the copies HPV DNA by the 

copies of human DNA detected in urine is somewhat artificial because it also measures 

trans-renal DNA and captures exfoliated cell debris from the complete genital track in first-

void urine. However, we should not exclude this option to account for the amount of human 

DNA detected in a urine sample to normalise the amount of detected HPV DNA. We asked 

HPV-infected women to collect 8 urine samples at two different time points using two 

different methods over a 4-day period in a separate study. A correlation between the 

amount of HPV16 DNA and the copies of human DNA in urine was observed in 4 women in 

the cohort infected with HPV16 (20) (see also Figure S5). These results confirm that the 

amount of HPV DNA is linked to the amount of human DNA, which is influenced by the 

amount of debris from exfoliated cells that contaminates the first-void urine.  

The level of cervical sampling reproducibility may also be hindered by the number of cells or 

human DNA sampled. The type of brush, pressure on the brush, the number of rounds, and 

the removal of cells from the brush likely influence the type and number of cells that are 

collected. Differences between physicians are also expected. Two (female) study doctors 

collected all cervical samples in our study, thus limiting the variability.  

Theoretically, knowledge of HPV copies per ‘infected’ cell may be relevant to determining 

the status of infection (e.g., productive versus abortive infection) (26). However, we cannot 

differentiate an infected cell from a healthy cell in urine or cervical samples.  

The concept of viral load in urine or cervical samples is further hindered by the lack of 

knowledge of the form of HPV DNA that is detected. HPV DNA can be cell-associated or cell-

free and packed or unpacked in viral capsid proteins.  

HPV lesions may influence the presence of cellular material, which further adds to the 

complexity of the viral load concept. Cells in CIN2 or CIN3 lesions express less intercellular 
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adhesion molecules and may be collected more readily using a cytobrush (27). First-void 

urine likely also contains more exfoliated cell debris from these lesions, but this hypothesis 

requires confirmation in future studies.  

The value of HPV viral load monitoring requires further investigation. However, we 

demonstrated that urine samples may have a potential role in this research. A workable 

definition of viral load likely requires more comprehensive tools to identify the form of HPV 

DNA (e.g., DNA from viral particles, free HPV DNA, HPV episomes, integrated HPV DNA) 

before HPV viral load becomes useful for monitoring HPV infections. 

ADVANTAGES OF URINE SAMPLING OVER CERVICAL SAMPLING.  

We have previously reported the potential advantages of HPV DNA testing using urine (15, 

16, 19, 28). Urine is a non-invasive sample that may be collected at home and sent by mail 

to the laboratory for analysis. This methodology provides an important benefit for 

organizations conducting vaccine and therapeutic trials because of its feasibility. The results 

of this pilot study using a urine collection device are very promising and provide HPV DNA 

results that are consistent with previous and subsequent gynaecological samples obtained 

during a follow-up visit at the clinic.  

We recently published the results of urine testing to monitor the impact of HPV vaccination 

in Bhutan and Rwanda and confirmed the implementability, feasibility and acceptably of 

urine sampling and testing for monitoring the impact of HPV vaccination (23).  

The preference of providing a urine sample over a vaginal self-sample has been reported 

previously (29, 30).  

Urine sampling is non-invasive and does not interfere with the natural history of the 

infection. In contrast, cervical samples obtained by scraping the epithelium create micro-

lesions that allow for new infections if infectious virus particles are present or potentially 

induces an inflammatory reaction.  

Urine samples can be collected at home and sent by mail. Therefore, more frequent 

sampling may be considered.  

 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY. 

In this study, urine collection and processing was initiated in July 2012, and we were still 

optimising the analytical sensitivity of HPV DNA detection using urine. Several 

improvements that are now recognized were not applied in this study to avoid sampling or 

processing bias. The volumes of first-void urine collected ranged from 7 ml to 86 ml 
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(average of 35 ml and median of 31 ml of urine), which may have diluted some of the 

samples. Figure S1 clearly shows that the volume of the Colli-Pee-collected first-void urine 

was smaller and provided a more concentrated sample. The extracted DNA was eluted in 

100 µl, which is an unnecessary dilution because 55 µl provided a sufficient volume to 

perform all required PCRs. A potential additional drawback may be that the women came 

for a gynaecological examination, which may have led to thorough washing of the genital 

area and removal of mucus and exfoliated cell debris around the urethral orifice, which was 

washed away by the first voided urine. We did not take into account the stratified DNA 

extraction in the function of the cellularity of the samples for the calculation of the cervical 

HPV DNA copies per µl of DNA extract. We also did not take into account the volume of 

provided urine for the calculation of the urinary HPV DNA copies per µl of DNA extract. 

However, the variation in both cases was limited to less than 1 logarithm to base 10 

changes. Therefore, the variation exerted only a minor impact on the substantial inter- and 

intra-participant changes in HPV DNA copies detected. We only optimised an in-house qPCR 

for HPV16 or HPV18, and we did not test for other HPV genotypes in the urine samples. 

However, previous studies have confirmed the good correlation between HPV genotypes 

detected in urine and subsequent cervical samples.  

 

 

Materials and Methods  

PARTICIPANTS. 

Eighteen women who were recruited for a phase-one HPV therapeutic vaccine trial were 

enrolled in the study. The inclusion criteria of the vaccine trial were consistent with our trial. 

The participants were 22-44 years of age, (average 32.2 years) and had a cervical sample 

with normal cytology that tested positive for HPV16 and or 18 DNA prior to the start of the 

vaccine trial. However, the women participating in this study were already in a booster or 

high-dose arm. Therefore, some women did have ASC-US or were HPV DNA-negative at M0. 

The vaccine study and the urine collection study were approved by the Ethical Committee of 

the University Hospital in Antwerp, and all women provided informed consent to 

participate. Information on the therapeutic trial (vaccine, placebo and or treatment) was 

blinded to the researchers who examined the urine samples (31).  

COLLECTION OF URINE SAMPLES. 

Two different urine collection methods were used. First, the investigator asked the 

participants to provide a first void (i.e., initial stream) urine sample of approximately 50 ml 
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in a standard receptacle for urine collection (100 ml) during the different consultations at 

our centre at specific time points (M0, 2W, 2W+5D, 4W, 6W, 6M, 12M, 18M, and 24M 

(Figure 1). The volume was recorded. The urine sample was divided into two aliquots 

containing a commercial preservation medium (BD ProbeTec™) within 30 minutes after 

collection (Figure 6Sa). The samples were stored at −80°C until further processing. 

A small pilot study was performed in which a urine collection test package (Figure 6Sb) was 

taken home for the second urine collection method (results shown in Figure S4). The 

participants self-collected a urine sample at home using the Colli-PeeTM device (Novosanis, 

Wijnegem, Belgium), which is designed to collect first-void urine. The collection tube was 

prefilled with 7 ml of a urine-conservation medium. The urine samples were returned by 

mail to the University of Antwerp. Returned samples were stored at -80°C until further 

processing.  

Urine sampling at 3 years (Figure 1, 3Y time point) was performed using an improved Colli-

PeeTM device. The participants were invited for a follow-up visit at the University of 

Antwerp, where they self-collected a 17-20-ml first-void urine sample without urine-

conservation medium. Urine samples were placed on ice immediately after collection. 

Samples were divided into aliquots containing the urine-conservation medium within one 

hour, mixed and stored at -80°C until further processing.  

COLLECTION OF CERVICAL SAMPLES. 

The time of collection of cervical samples was M0, 6M, 12M, 18M, and 24M, as shown in 

Figure 1. Gynaecological examinations were performed after the collection of urine samples. 

Cervical cells were collected into BD-SurePath (BD Diagnostics – Tripath, Burlington, NC, 

USA) using a Cervex-Brush Combi (Rovers Medical Devices B.V., KV Oss, The Netherlands). 

Cytology was assessed in thin-layer cell preparations of cervical cells collected from brush 

scrapings. Thin-layer cell preparations were stained for cytological analysis and generated 

using the BD PrepStain slide processor using 200 µl of cervical cell-enriched fraction. Thin-

layer cytology slides were read without knowledge of the HPV results. Cytological results 

were classified according to the 2001 version of the Bethesda System (32): atypical 

squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US), atypical squamous cells of 

undetermined significance - cannot exclude high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion 

(ASC-H), low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL), high-grade squamous 

intraepithelial lesion (HSIL), squamous cell carcinoma, and atypical glandular cells (AGC). 
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DNA EXTRACTION FROM URINE SAMPLES. 

DNA extraction was preceded by an ultra-Amicon filtration step to concentrate all DNA. The 

entire amount in the BD vial (BD ProbeTec™) (3.2 ml of urine or 4 ml of the urine sample 

plus buffer) that was collected with the Colli-PeeTM device was poured or pipetted onto an 

Amicon Ultra-4 50 K filter (Merck Millipore, Belgium). The filters were centrifuged at 4,000 g 

for 20 minutes. NucliSENS Lysis Buffer (2 ml) (Biomérieux, Benelux) was added to the 

concentrate retained on the filter and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. All 

material was subsequently transferred to the NucliSENS Lysis buffer vial, and DNA extraction 

was performed on the NuclSENS® easyMag® (Biomérieux) using the off-board lysis protocol. 

DNA was eluted in 100 µl of elution buffer. Our results are presented as copies/µl DNA 

extract. A volume of 3.2 ml of urine was first concentrated, and the DNA was subsequently 

eluted in 100 µl samples. Thus, the DNA copies should be multiplied by a factor of 31.25 or 

1.49 logarithm-to-base 10 should be added to the log10 copies to determine the copies/ml 

of urine. 

TYPE-SPECIFIC REAL-TIME QUANTITATIVE PCR OF DNA EXTRACTED FROM 
URINE. 

The DNA extracts obtained from urine were processed using quantitative amplification and 

detection of HPV DNA and human DNA with the LightCycler480 Real-Time PCR instrument 

(Roche). The details of the quantitative PCRs for HPV16 (E6), HPV18 (E7) and human DNA 

(GAPDH) are described elsewhere (19). 

DNA EXTRACTION AND PCR OF CERVICAL SAMPLES.  

Processing of the cervical samples has been described in detail elsewhere. Briefly, 8 ml of 

the 10-ml SurePath vial was converted to 1 ml of liquid-based preparation for cervical 

sample preparation. A volume of 200 µl of this 1,000 µl was used for the liquid-based 

preparation. Either 400 µl or all 800 µl of the remaining sample was used for DNA 

extraction, depending on the cellularity (measured by OD). The volume of the crude DNA 

extract ranged from 80 µl to 250 µl, in which the samples containing more cells were more 

diluted (33, 34).  

DNA was isolated from the cell pellet remainder using a JANUS Automated Solution 

Handling System (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA). TaqMan-based multiplex qPCR (Life 

Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was performed to detect HPV genotypes, including HPV16 

(E6) and HPV18 (E7), and β-globin was used as a control (34, 35). 

We transformed the laboratory-reported HPV copies per cervical cell to the number of HPV 

DNA copies per µl of DNA extract of the cervical sample to compare the urine HPV results 
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with the cervical HPV results. Therefore, we multiplied the copies per cell by the total 

number of cells present in the sample. This calculation does not account for the stratified 

dilution according to the cellularity during the DNA extraction of the LBC sample, but it does 

provide an order of magnitude.  

STATISTICS AND SOFTWARE.  

All statistical analyses (Kappa agreement, Spearman rho) and graphics were performed 

using SPSS22. 

Conclusions  
We demonstrated that standardised urine sampling may be a valid option for the follow-up 

of persistent infections or persistent clearance in a therapeutic HPV vaccine trial. Non-

invasive and at-home sampling may substantially simplify the operational management of 

an HPV vaccination trial and may increase the sampling frequency if required.  

The natural history of an HPV infection may impact the amount of viral HPV DNA detected, 

but the potential clinical value of urine viral load monitoring should be further investigated.  
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Supplementary Materials 
 

Figure S1: Variation of collected urine volumes in ml. Urine samples at visits labelled ‘Bird’ 

and ‘FU3’ were collected using the urine collection device (Colli-PeeTM). 

Figure 2Sa-t: Individual plots of HPV copies found in urine and cervical samples over 2-3 

years.  

Figure S3: Correlation between HPV16 copies found in urine versus HPV16 copies found in 

cervical material. 

Figure S4: Results from home-collected urine sample compared to the cervical and clinic-

collected urine samples. 

Figure S5: Dot plot of HPV DNA copies versus human DNA copies from 8 urine samples 

provided by 4 women on 4 consecutive days. 

Figure S6: Picture of the different urine collection methods. Standard urine recipient and 

Colli-PeeTM 
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Figure S1: Variation of collected urine volumes in ml. Urine samples at visits labelled ‘Bird’ 

and ‘FU3’ were collected using the first void urine collection device (Colli-PeeTM). 
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Figure 2S: Individual plots of HPV copies found in urine and cervical samples over 2-3 years. Time points on the X-axis are dates of the different visits (M0 to 

24M or 3Y).  X, O, * labels indicate different sample types, X: cervix, O: urine, *: home collected urine (Colli-PeeTM). Left Y-asix copies HPV/µl in urine sample, 

Right Y-axis copies HPV/µl in cervical sample. 
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Figure S3: Correlation between HPV16 copies found in urine versus HPV 16 copies found in 

cervical material.  
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Figure S4: Results from home collected urine samples compared to the cervical and at the 

clinic collected urine samples. 

 

  

ID Sample M0 2W 2W+5D 4W 6W 6M Colli-Pee 12M 18M 24M 3Y Genotype
Urine

Cervix

Urine

Cervix

Urine

Cervix

Urine
Cervix

Urine
Cervix

Urine
Cervix

Urine
Cervix

ID Sample M0 2W 2W+5D 4W 6W Colli-Pee 6M 12M 18M 24M 3Y Genotype
Urine

Cervix

Urine
Cervix

Urine
Cervix

Urine
Cervix

HPV DNA positive HPV DNA negative No sample or not tested

94 16

16

100 18

110 16

133 18

46 16

172b 18

18 16

172a 16

147 16

152 16
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Figure S5: Dot plot of HPV DNA copies versus human DNA copies from 8 urine samples 

provided by 4 women on 4 consecutive days. (Presented at the IPV conference at Lisbon 

2015) (25) 
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Figure S6: Picture of the different urine collections methods. Standard urine recipient and 

Colli-PeeTM 
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SUMMARY:  
HPV infections are very common and persistent infections are a major burden. The link 

between infection with high risk human papillomavirus (hr-HPV) and cancer of the cervix 

has been clearly demonstrated.(1, 2) Without intervention programmes HPV induced 

cancers would be in the top three of cancer deaths in women, as still is the case in many low 

and middle income countries that have no cervical cancer screening programme. Cervical 

cancer screening as well as HPV vaccination programmes can substantially reduce this 

burden. Indeed, countries that introduced an effective cervical cancer screening program 

report a reduction of Invasive Cervical Cancers (ICC) (3). HPV prophylactic vaccines to 

prevent infections with hr-HPV have been widely introduced since they became available 10 

years ago. End of 2015, of the 196 WHO Member States  already 72 countries had a national 

HPV vaccination programme and an additional 39 introduced pilot programmes(4). Also 

candidate therapeutic vaccines to cure women with a persistent infection are being 

developed and tested. Monitoring the impact of these programs/interventions by 

cytological or histological endpoints has a number of limitations(5, 6). Virological end-points 

showing absence of persistent infection are now being accepted as an alternative.(7) 

However, gynaecological examination or even vaginal self-sampling appears to be a barrier 

that restrains diagnosis and follow-up of cervical (pre)-cancers in women (8-10). Obviously, 

such techniques, if applied for sampling young girls to follow up the impact of vaccination 

will also hamper the participation rate. The fact that urine is non-invasive may overcome 

this hurdle. Recently it was shown that even in a cohort of adult women attending a 

colposcopy clinic urine sampling was preferred over cervico-vaginal self-sampling with a 

brush (11). An additional advantage of a urine sample is that it can be obtained without 

invasive procedures, therefore not altering natural history of infection. And finally, the fact 

that the sample can be obtained at home and mailed to the lab creates additional 

opportunities to monitor impact of preventive but also curative measures.  

Introduction of HPV DNA testing turns the option of self-sampling into a valid alternative to 

clinician collected samples. Benefits of using urine for the detection of human 

papillomavirus (HPV) DNA have been evaluated in disease surveillance, epidemiological 

studies, and screening for cervical cancers in specific subgroups.(12-16)  

The aim of this PhD thesis is to investigate, first, if HPV DNA testing in urine is feasible and, 

second, if it could be an option to monitor the impact of preventative and curative HPV 

vaccination programmes.  

In chapter one we provide an overview of 41 published studies testing HPV DNA in urine; 

assess how different methods and settings may contribute to the sometimes contradictory 
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outcomes; and discuss the potential relevance of using urine samples in vaccine trials, 

disease surveillance, epidemiological studies, and specific settings of cervical cancer 

screening.(16) Urine sampling, storage conditions, sample preparation, DNA extraction and 

DNA amplification may all have an important impact on HPV DNA detection and the form of 

viral DNA that is detected. We show that possible trends in HPV DNA prevalence in urine 

could be inferred from the presence of risk factors or diagnosis of cervical lesions. This 

chapter concludes that HPV DNA detection in urine is feasible and may become a useful tool 

but necessitates further improvement and, above all, standardisation. 

In chapter two A we report on the impact of a DNA-conservation buffer, the extraction 

method, and urine sampling on the detection of HPV DNA and human DNA in urine provided 

by 44 women with a cytological normal but HPV DNA-positive cervical sample.(17) First-void 

and midstream urine samples of ten women were analysed. DNA analysis was performed 

using real-time PCR to allow quantification of HPV and human DNA. 

The results clearly show that an optimized method for HPV DNA detection in urine should a) 

prevent DNA degradation during extraction and storage; b) recover cell-free HPV DNA in 

addition to cell-associated DNA; c) process a sufficient volume of urine; and d) use a first-

void sample. 

In addition, we demonstrate that detectable human DNA in urine may not be a good 

internal control for sample validity and addition of an internal nucleic acid control should be 

considered. HPV prevalence data that are based on urine samples collected, stored, and/or 

processed under suboptimal conditions may, due to false negative results, underestimate 

prevalence of the virus.  

Part B of chapter two we comment on a meta-analysis of 16 papers looking at HPV DNA 

detection in urine which showed that the fraction of the collected void, i.e. the first void, 

does play a role for detection of HPV DNA in urine (10,11). In our letter to the Editor we 

highlighted that unfortunately the authors did not mention or discuss the rational, i.e. the 

biological, anatomical explanation of their observation. Indeed, even if the overall outcome 

confirmed our results, the authors included in the subgroup of studies using first void urine 

a study were genitals had to be thoroughly cleaned before capturing first void urine.(18) 

Knowing that the rationale of finding more HPV is that first void urine gets contaminated by 

mucus and debris lining around the urethra opening, allows to assume that cleaning of 

genitals may have an undesirable effect for the detection of HPV. This clearly illustrates the 

growing need for improvement and standardisation of the sampling as mentioned earlier. 
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In Chapter three we discuss the use of urine in follow-up of HPV vaccine trials. Indeed, 

prevention and treatment of human papillomavirus related cervical cancer through 

vaccination is a relative new field with many scientific, technological and implementational 

challenges requiring numerous new clinical trials. Initial prophylactic HPV vaccine trials 

allowed to set new end-points based on persistent infection to determine vaccine efficacy 

for prevention of cervical cancer. Major progress has been made regarding detection of HPV 

DNA in urine and high correlations between urinary HPV DNA and cervical infections have 

been established (5). Current reported variability in urinary HPV sampling and detection can 

be overcome through relative simple sampling and testing guidelines. We conclude that 

urinary HPV detection may be an interesting approach to assess viral end-point in HPV 

prophylactic and therapeutic vaccine efficacy trials for women.  Also success of chirurgical 

interventions may in the future be possibly monitored by urine sampling.  

In chapter four we report results of urine testing to monitor impact of preventative HPV 

vaccination in Bhutan and Rwanda (5).  Bhutan (2010) and Rwanda (2011) were the first 

countries in Asia and Africa to introduce national, primarily school-based, human 

papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination programmes.  These programmes target 12 year-old girls 

and initially included catch-up campaigns (13–18 year-olds in Bhutan and ninth school grade 

in Rwanda). In 2013, to obtain the earliest indicators of vaccine effectiveness, we performed 

two school-based HPV urine surveys; 973 female students (median age: 19 years, 5th-95th 

percentile: 18-22) were recruited in Bhutan and 912 (19 years, 17-20) in Rwanda. 

Participants self-collected a first-void urine sample using a validated protocol. HPV 

prevalence was obtained using two PCR assays that differ in sensitivity and type spectrum, 

namely GP5+/GP6+ and E7-MPG. 92% students in Bhutan and 43% in Rwanda reported to 

have been vaccinated (median vaccination age=16, 5th-95th: 14-18). HPV positivity in urine 

was significantly associated with sexual activity. In Rwanda, HPV6/11/16/18 prevalence was 

lower in vaccinated than in unvaccinated students (prevalence ratio, PR=0.12, 95% 

confidence interval, CI: 0.03-0.51 by GP5+/GP6+, and 0.45, CI: 0.23-0.90 by E7-MPG). For E7-

MPG, cross-protection against 10 high-risk types phylogenetically related to HPV16 or 18 

was of borderline significance (PR=0.68; 95% CI: 0.45-1.01). In Bhutan, HPV6/11/16/18 

prevalence by GP5+/GP6+ was lower in vaccinated than in unvaccinated students but CIs 

were broad as most of the students were vaccinated and the number of positive HPV 

infections were limited. In conclusion, our study supports the feasibility of urine surveys to 

monitor the impact of HPV vaccination and quantifies the effectiveness of the quadrivalent 

vaccine in women vaccinated after pre-adolescence. Future similar surveys should be able 

to detect potentially increased vaccine effectiveness if vaccination of 12 year-olds 

continues. 
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In Chapter five we report on long-term follow-up of HPV infection using urine and cervical 

quantitative HPV DNA testing. This study investigated the use of first-void urine samples 

instead of cervical samples for follow-up of an HPV intervention trial. Eighteen initially HPV 

DNA-positive women participating in an HPV therapeutic vaccine trial were monitored 

during a 3-year follow-up period. A total of 172 urine samples and 85 cervical samples were 

collected. We obtained a paired urine sample for each of the 85 cervical samples by 

recovering urine samples from 6 monthly gynaecological examinations. We performed a 

small pilot study in which the participating women used a urine collection device at home 

and returned their urine sample to the laboratory by mail. All samples were analysed using 

quantitative real-time HPV DNA PCR. A substantial association (Kappa value of 0.65) was 

found between the presence of HPV DNA in urine and a subsequent cervical sample. 

Comparisons of the number of HPV DNA copies in urine and paired cervical samples 

revealed a significant Spearman rho of 0.676. This correlation was superior in women with 

severe lesions. The HPV DNA results of the small pilot study based on self-collected urine 

samples at home are consistent with previous and subsequent urine and/or cervical results. 

We demonstrated that urine sampling may be a valid alternative to cervical sampling or 

allow for additional sampling time-points during follow-up of HPV vaccine trials or 

vaccination programmes. The potential clinical value of HPV viral load monitoring in the 

urine should further be investigated.  

 

REFLECTIONS:  
Before concluding this work I would like to raise a number of issues that are very pertinent 

to this topic but were not or only briefly addressed in the bundled papers or may be topics 

for future research.  

What do we test/measure? Is viral load useful? 
We do raise in the first chapter the fact that urine most probably does contain different 

forms of HPV DNA, from captured in a viral particle to cell free. In addition, HPV DNA itself 

can be present disintegrated in short fragments, in its episomal form or integrated in human 

DNA (19). We did show in chapter two that If a preservative is used a number of samples 

present a substantial amount of detectable non-cell associated DNA. It is obvious that it will 

be very interesting to take a number of samples to be looked at via electron microscope to 

really observe if certain urine samples indeed contain real HPV virions. As discussed in 

chapter five, the clinical value of viral load determination based on cervical samples still is 

under debate and multiple sampling has been proposed as a potential option to identify 
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CIN2+ lesions requiring colposcopy and clinical follow-up.(20, 21)  Knowing the type of HPV 

DNA detected in addition to establishing viral load may help to differentiate a productive 

infection from an abortive infection.  

How important is high analytical sensitivity? Can urine be used 
in cervical screening programmes?   
The amount of HPV DNA in urine samples is in general limited. We have shown in chapter 

four that tests with high analytical sensitivity lead to a larger sample size of HPV-positive 

women, reducing the total number of women to be enrolled. Also detection of possible 

clinical irrelevant infections may be of interest as it is expected that in the long-term, HPV 

vaccination programs with high coverage will virtually eliminate transmission even of these 

low-level infections caused by HPV vaccine types. 

We also demonstrated the limited value of human DNA as sample validity control in urine. A 

internal nucleic acid control to confirm absence of inhibition, good sample storage 

conditions and processing may help to improve the quality of HPV urine testing.  

Although not the focus of this work, the use of urine samples in a cervical screening 

programme remains a very interesting topic. Indeed, the advantages of urine sampling in 

follow-up of participants in vaccination trials can readily be applied in the field of cervical 

sampling. Self-sampling, non-invasive sampling, and option to perform home sampling, are 

definitely characteristics that may lead to ease participation in cervical screening 

programmes and lead to increased coverage.  One of the key questions in this area is the 

analytical versus clinical sensitivity. It is obvious that no clinical relevant pre-cancer stadium 

requiring intervention should be missed. On the other hand detection of insignificant 

temporary infections may lead to unnecessary psychological discomfort of the patients and 

potential overtreatment. As raised in chapter two and chapter five we will not need the 

highest analytical sensitivity which will also detect these non-clinical relevant infections. 

However, the use of additional biomarkers, discriminating a temporary, productive infection 

from a persistent, possibly malignant infection could make urine sampling straightaway a 

fully valid alternative to cervical sampling. We did already discuss in chapter five and above 

the potential role of viral load and identification of type of HPV DNA detected for this 

discrimination. Of course the use of additional biomarkers is also valid for other self-samples 

such as vaginal smears. Even without the availability of these additional biomarkers HPV 

detection in urine remains useful as first line screening test to reach women otherwise not 

participating or when hr-HPV prevalence is reduced, e.g. in a post vaccination era, or in 

women over 30 years. 
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Unmasking of HPV genotypes.  
In chapter four we showed that urine HPV testing can be used to monitor impact of HPV 

vaccination programmes. These urine-based data were combined with results from other 

IARC coordinated exfoliated cell based studies in Bhutan, Rwanda, and Mongolia, using two 

different PCR based HPV detection assays (i.e. GP5+/GP6+RLB, and E7-MPG), described in 

chapter four.(22)  Interestingly, not only was in all studies the type-specific positivity for E7-

MPG higher than for GP5+/6+RLB, also the type-specific positivity ratios E7-

MPG:GP5+/6+RLB were very reproducible in all studies justifying the pooling of all urine and 

cell-based results. Among the 1,342 GP5+/6+RLB positive samples 690 (51.8%) had at least 

one additional HPV type identified by E7-MPG, whereas of the 3,320 GP5+/6+ negative 

samples only 492 (14.8%) gave an E7-MPG positive result (p<0.001). This difference 

remained highly significant even after adjustment for the lifetime number of sexual partners 

which eliminates the clustering of HPV types attracted by common sexual exposure in high 

risk women. This strongly suggests that at least in part the increased detection of multiple 

infections by E7-MPG is due to overcoming the masking effects of competition for the 

consensus primers GP5+/6+, which was reported previously by using other HPV broad 

spectrum primers (23). This confirms that reduction of HPV vaccine types due to HPV 

vaccination programmes, may lead, depending of the testing algorithm, to an increased 

prevalence of non-vaccine types in the post vaccination era. This unmasking should not be 

confused with type replacement.   

Effect of sampling premenarchal girls and post-menopause 
women.   
Given the rationale for using first void, i.e. mucus from the genital track contaminating the 

first void urine, it is evident that further research is required to study the potential impact of 

sampling premenarchal girls and post-menopause women.  

Urine sampling of men for HPV detection 
It has been shown that the HPV infection in men is not limited to the urethra and preferably, 

besides urine, samples from different areas of the genital tract should be collected to have a 

higher prevalence.(24) We also confirmed that detection of HPV DNA in males was lower 

than in women. Also the amount of human DNA detected in male urine is much less 

compared to female urine (25).  
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Effect of invasive sampling versus non-invasive sampling 
An additional interesting route to further explore is determining to what extend the non-

invasive character of urine sampling brings added value in monitoring natural history of an 

HPV infection. Urine sampling does not interfere with the natural history of the infection. In 

contrast, cellular samples obtained by scraping the epithelium with a cyto-brush creates 

micro-lesions that allow for new infections - if infectious virus particles are present - or 

potentially induce an inflammatory reaction possibly clearing the infection.(26)  
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CONCLUSION:  
 

This work contributes to a better understanding of the origin of HPV DNA in urine and how 

to optimize its detection. We demonstrated that lack of knowledge and lack of 

standardisation lead to very contrasting results when reporting HPV DNA prevalence in 

urine. By taking a number of precautions such as ensuring DNA stability and guaranteeing 

collection of first void urine, lower levels of HPV DNA will become detectable and reported 

HPV DNA positivity in urine will increase.  Availability of a urine collection device, 

guaranteeing first void urine sampling and immediate mixing of urine with a preservative, 

provided the required standardisation for the large scale sampling presented in the second 

part of this work. Urine sampling was well accepted by adolescent girls participating in a 

preventive vaccine impact study as well as by women enrolled in the follow-up of an HPV 

therapeutic vaccination trial. In addition, we were able to confirm the validity of urine HPV 

DNA testing in both settings. Indeed, significant differences in HPV positivity were observed 

between vaccinated and non-vaccinated girls in the HPV preventive vaccine trial. Also 

validity of urinary HPV DNA results during follow-up of therapeutic HPV vaccination trial was 

confirmed by substantial kappa correlation between paired urine and cervical samples. The 

role of HPV DNA urine testing in HPV cervical cancer screening programmes clearly needs 

further research. Nonetheless, based on the correlation between numbers of HPV copies in 

paired urine and cervical samples, we can conclude that the application to cervical cancer 

screening is very encouraging.   
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING EN BESLUIT 

Samenvatting 
HPV-infecties komen zeer vaak voor en persisterende, hardnekkige infecties zorgen voor 

een zware ziektelast. Het verband tussen een infectie met hoog risico humaan 

papillomavirus (hr-HPV) en kanker van de baarmoederhals is duidelijk aangetoond. Zonder 

tussenkomst van opsporingsprogramma’s zouden HPV veroorzaakte kankers in de top drie 

staan van kankersterfgevallen in vrouwen, zoals nog steeds het geval is in vele landen met 

een laag of gemiddeld inkomen die geen baarmoederhalskanker-screeningprogramma 

hebben. Baarmoederhalskankerscreening alsmede HPV vaccinatie programma's kunnen 

deze ziektelast aanzienlijk verminderen. Inderdaad, landen die een goed werkend 

baarmoederhalskanker-opsporingsprogramma hebben geïntroduceerd melden een 

vermindering van invasieve cervicale kanker (ICC) gevallen. HPV profylactische vaccins ter 

voorkoming van infecties met bepaalde hr-HPV zijn, sinds ze 10 jaar geleden beschikbaar 

werden, wereldwijd geïntroduceerd. Eind 2015 waren er van de 196 lidstaten van de Wereld 

Gezondheids Organisatie reeds 72 landen die een nationaal HPV vaccinatieprogramma 

hadden geïntroduceerd; 39 landen hadden een proefprogramma lopen. Behalve 

preventieve vaccines worden er ook therapeutische vaccins ontwikkeld en getest met als 

doel patiënten met een persistente infectie te genezen. Opvolging van het effect van deze 

programma’s door cytologische (op basis van het bekijken cellen in een uitstrijkje) of 

histologische (op basis van bekijken van cellen in een biopsie) eindpunten heeft een aantal 

beperkingen. Virologische eindpunten, ttz enkel de aan of afwezigheid van het virus 

aantonen worden nu aanvaard als alternatief. Maar ook een gynaecologisch onderzoek of 

een vaginale zelfafname is mogelijks een drempel die diagnose en opvolging van cervicale 

(pre-) kankers bij vrouwen bemoeilijkt. Het spreekt voor zich dat dit soort van onderzoeken 

voor jonge meisjes een reden kan zijn om niet deel te nemen aan een vaccinatie studie. 

Doordat urine een niet-invasief staal is zou dit kunnen helpen om deze hindernis te 

overwinnen. Onlangs werd aangetoond dat ook in een groep van volwassen vrouwen urine 

bemonstering de voorkeur droeg boven een vaginale zelfafname met wisser of borsteltje.  

Een bijkomend voordeel van een urinestaal is dat het kan worden verkregen zonder 

invasieve procedures. Deze staalname heeft dus ook geen impact op het natuurlijk verloop 

van de infectie. En ten slotte, het feit dat het monster door zelfafname thuis kan worden 

verzameld en daarna met de post naar het laboratorium kan worden gestuurd creëert extra 

mogelijkheden om het effect van preventieve maar ook curatieve maatregelen op te volgen.  

Invoering van HPV DNA testen maakt de optie van zelfafname tot een geldig alternatief in 

plaats van de door de arts afgenomen cervicale stalen. Voordelen van het gebruik van urine 
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voor de opsporing van DNA van het humaan papillomavirus (HPV) zijn geëvalueerd in 

ziektesurveillance, epidemiologisch onderzoek en screening voor cervicale kanker in 

specifieke subgroepen.  

Het doel van dit proefschrift is, ten eerste, te onderzoeken of HPV DNA bepaling in urine 

haalbaar is, en ten tweede, of dit dan zou kunnen gebruikt worden om de impact van 

preventieve en curatieve HPV vaccinatie-programma’s te meten.  

In hoofdstuk één bieden we een overzicht van 41 gepubliceerde studies over HPV DNA 

testen in urine; beoordelen we hoe verschillende methoden en studieopzetten bijdragen tot 

de soms tegenstrijdige resultaten; bespreken we mogelijke relevantie van het gebruik van 

urine stalen in vaccinstudies, ziektesurveillance, epidemiologische studies en specifieke 

doelgroepen van baarmoederhalskanker-screening. Urinestaalname, bewaarcondities, 

voorbereiding van de monsters, DNA-extractie en manieren van DNA analyse kunnen 

allemaal een belangrijke impact hebben op HPV DNA detectie en de vorm van het virale 

DNA dat wordt gedetecteerd. We laten zien dat mogelijke trends in prevalentie van HPV 

DNA in urine kunnen worden afgeleid uit de aanwezigheid van risicofactoren of van 

cervicale letsels. In dit hoofdstuk besluiten we dat HPV DNA detectie in urine haalbaar is en 

een nuttig instrument kan worden maar dat er eerst verdere verbetering en, vooral, 

standaardisatie vereist is.  

 

In hoofdstuk twee A rapporteren wij over de gevolgen van een DNA-bewaarbuffer, de 

extractiemethode en urinestaalname voor de opsporing van HPV DNA en menselijk DNA in 

urine. Deze studie werd uitgevoerd op urine van 44 vrouwen met een cytologische normaal 

maar HPV DNA-positief cervicaal monster. Bij tien vrouwen werd de eerste fractie urine en 

de vervolgfractie van de plas geanalyseerd. DNA-analyse werd uitgevoerd met behulp van 

real time qPCR zodat we de hoeveelheid HPV en menselijk DNA konden bepalen.  

De resultaten tonen duidelijk aan dat een geoptimaliseerde methode voor de detectie van 

de HPV DNA in urine moet a) voorkomen dat het aanwezige DNA wordt afgebroken tijdens 

de extractie of bewaring; b) zowel de cel-vrije HPV DNA naast cel-geassocieerde DNA moet 

worden geanalyseerd; c) een voldoende hoeveelheid urine moet onderzocht worden; en d) 

het eerste fractie staal moet gebruikt worden. Bovendien tonen we aan dat het menselijk 

DNA in urine mogelijks niet een goede interne controle is voor kwaliteitscontrole van staal-

bewaring of -verwerking en het gebruik van een interne nucleïne zuur controle moet 

overwogen worden. HPV-prevalentiegegevens die zijn gebaseerd op urine monsters 
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verzameld, opgeslagen en/of verwerkt onder suboptimale voorwaarden kunnen door vals 

negatieve resultaten het voorkomen van het virus onderschatten. 

  

In deel B van hoofdstuk twee becommentariëren we een meta-analyse van 16 artikels die 

HPV DNA detectie in urine beschrijven. De meta-analyse besloot dat de eerste fractie of het 

eerste deel van de plas een rol speelt voor de opsporing van HPV. In onze brief aan de Editor 

vermelden we dat de auteurs van de meta-analyse helaas niet de rationale, dat wil zeggen 

de biologische, of anatomische verklaring van hun waarneming bespreken. Inderdaad, zelfs 

al bevestigt de uitkomst onze resultaten en hypothese, de auteurs hebben ook een studie 

toegevoegd waarbij eerst de geslachtsdelen grondig moesten worden gereinigd voordat 

eerst fractie urine kon gecollecteerd worden. Wetende dat de verklaring voor het vinden 

van meer HPV DNA in de eerste fractie urine is dat bij het begin van een plas de eerste urine 

besmet wordt door slijmen en mucus die zich opgehoopt hebben rond de urinebuis 

opening, laat toe te veronderstellen dat de reiniging van de geslachtsdelen zeer 

waarschijnlijk een ongewenst effect heeft voor de detectie van HPV DNA. Dit illustreert 

duidelijk de groeiende behoefte aan verbetering en standaardisatie van de bemonstering 

zoals eerder vermeld. 

In hoofdstuk drie bespreken we het gebruik van urine in follow-up van HPV vaccin studies. 

Inderdaad, preventie en behandeling van humaan papillomavirus gerelateerde cervicale 

kanker door middel van vaccinatie is een relatief nieuw gebied met vele wetenschappelijke, 

technologische en implementationele uitdagingen wat leidt tot opzetten van nieuwe 

klinische proeven. De initiële profylactische HPV vaccinstudies hebben toegelaten om aan te 

tonen dat de werkzaamheid van het vaccin voor de preventie van baarmoederhalskanker 

ook kan geëvalueerd worden op basis van bepaling van persistente HPV infecties als eind-

punt. Er is grote vooruitgang geboekt met betrekking tot de opsporing van DNA HPV in urine 

en overeenkomsten tussen urine HPV DNA en cervicale infecties zijn vastgesteld. De huidige 

variabiliteit gerapporteerd ivm urinestaalname en HPV detectiemethoden kan voorkomen 

worden door middel van relatieve eenvoudige aanpassingen in staalname en analyse. We 

besluiten dat HPV detectie in urine een interessant eindpunt kan zijn bij onderzoek naar 

HPV-vaccin preventieve en therapeutische werkzaamheid voor vrouwen. Ook succes van 

een chirurgische ingreep zou mogelijks via urine staalname kunnen worden opgevolgd.  

 

In hoofdstuk 4 stellen we de resultaten van urine HPV bepaling voor om de impact van 

preventieve HPV-vaccinatie in Bhutan en Rwanda te monitoren. Bhutan (2010) en Rwanda 
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(2011) waren de eerste landen in Azië en Afrika om een nationaal HPV vaccinatieprogramma 

in te voeren. Deze voornamelijk schoolgerichte programma’s zijn gericht op 12-jarige 

meisjes en maar aanvankelijk werden ook oudere meisjes, zogezegde catch-up campagnes 

(13-18 jaar in Bhutan en negende klas in Rwanda), gevaccineerd. In 2013, om de vroegst 

mogelijke indicatoren voor de effectiviteit van het vaccin te kunnen bepalen werden twee 

schoolgerichte HPV urine onderzoeken uitgevoerd. 973 vrouwelijke studenten (gemiddelde 

leeftijd: 19 jaar, 5de-95st percentiel: 18-22 jaar) werden gerekruteerd in Bhutan en 912 (19 

jaar, 17-20 jaar) in Rwanda. Deelneemsters verzamelden zelf hun eerste-fractie urine met 

behulp van een gevalideerde protocol. HPV prevalentie werd verkregen met behulp van 

twee PCR-tests die verschillen in gevoeligheid en type spectrum, namelijk GP5 +/ GP6 + en 

E7-MPG. 92% studenten in Bhutan en 43% in Rwanda rapporteerden te zijn ingeënt 

(mediane leeftijd vaccinatie = 16 jaar, 5de-95st percentiel: 14-18j). HPV positiviteit in urine 

was significant geassocieerd met de seksuele activiteit. In Rwanda was HPV6/11/16/18 

prevalentie lager in ingeënte studenten dan in niet-gevaccineerde studenten (prevalentie 

ratio, PR = 0.12 95%-betrouwbaarheidsinterval, CI: 0.03-0.51 voor GP5 +/ GP6 + positiviteit 

en PR = 0.45, 95%CI: 0.23-0.90 voor E7-MPG positiviteit). De resultaten bekomen met de E7-

MPG test toonden aan dat kruisbescherming tegen 10 andere HPV types fylogenetisch 

gerelateerd aan HPV16 of 18 ook bijna significant aantoonbaar was (PR = 0.68; 95% CI: 0.45-

1.01). 

In Bhutan was de HPV6/11/16/18/ prevalentie bepaald door GP5 +/ GP6 + ook lager in 

ingeënte studentes dan in niet-gevaccineerde studentes maar de betrouwbaarheid 

intervallen waren breed doordat de meeste studentes reeds gevaccineerd waren en het 

aantal HPV infecties beperkt was. Kortom, deze studie bevestigt duidelijk de haalbaarheid 

van urine onderzoek om impact van HPV-vaccinatie te bepalen en laat toe om de 

doeltreffendheid van de vierwaardigheid vaccin in vrouwen gevaccineerd na pre-

adolescentie te kwantificeren. Toekomstige soortgelijke studies zouden, als de vaccinatie 

van 12 jarigen stand houdt, een potentieel verhoogde vaccinatie effectiviteit moeten 

kunnen aantonen. 

In hoofdstuk vijf rapporteren we de lange termijn opvolging van een HPV-infectie met 

behulp van kwantitatieve HPV DNA testen in urine en cervicale stalen. Deze studie 

onderzocht het gebruik van eerste-fractie urine stalen in plaats van cervicale stalen voor 

follow-up van een studie met een HPV therapeutisch vaccin. Achttien aanvankelijk HPV 

DNA-positieve vrouwen werden gedurende een follow-up periode van 3 jaar gevolgd. Een 

totaal van 172 urine stalen en 85 cervicale stalen werden verzameld. We verkregen een 

gepaard urine staal voor elk van de 85 cervicale stalen door het systematisch collecteren 

van urine stalen tijdens de 6 maandelijkse gynaecologisch onderzoeken. 
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Wij hebben ook een kleine piloot-studie uitgevoerd waarin de deelnemende vrouwen een 

urine collectie apparaat thuis konden gebruiken en hun urinestaal per post naar het 

laboratorium konden terug sturen. Alle stalen werden geanalyseerd met behulp van 

kwantitatieve PCR in real time HPV DNA. Een substantiële overeenkomst (Kappa waarde van 

0,65) werd gevonden tussen de aanwezigheid van HPV-DNA in urine en een daaropvolgende 

cervicaal staal. Een significante Spearman rho correlatie van 0.676 werd bekomen tussen 

het aantal HPV DNA kopieën in urine en in gepaarde cervicale stalen. Deze correlatie was 

superieur bij vrouwen met ernstige letsels. 

De HPV DNA-resultaten van de kleine piloot-studie rond zelfafname thuis zijn in 

overeenstemming met eerdere en latere urine en/of cervicale resultaten. We toonden aan 

dat urine staalname een geldig alternatief en of aanvulling kan zijn voor de follow-up van 

HPV vaccinproeven of vaccinatieprogramma's. De potentiële klinische waarde van HPV 

virale lading bepaling in urine moet verder worden onderzocht. 
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Besluit 
Dit werk draagt bij tot een beter begrip van de oorsprong van HPV DNA in de urine en het 

optimaliseren van deze detectie. We toonden aan dat gebrek aan inzicht en gebrek aan 

standaardisatie tot zeer contrasterende resultaten leidt bij de rapportage van HPV DNA 

prevalentie in urine. Door middel van een aantal voorzorgsmaatregelen zoals het 

waarborgen van DNA stabiliteit en de verzameling van de eerste fractie urine zullen 

beperkte hoeveelheden HPV DNA detecteerbaar worden en zal de gerapporteerde HPV DNA 

positiviteit in urine toenemen. De beschikbaarheid van een collectie apparaat dat opvang 

van de eerste fractie urine en het toevoegen van een bewaarbuffer garandeert, heeft 

bijgedragen tot de noodzakelijke standaardisatie om op grote schaal urine staalname te 

kunnen uitvoeren. Dit laatste vormde de basis voor het tweede deel van de thesis. Urine 

staalname werd goed aanvaard door adolescente meisjes die deelnamen aan een HPV 

vaccinatie impact studie alsook door vrouwen die deelnamen aan een therapeutische HPV 

vaccinatiestudie. Daarenboven hebben wij in beide toepassingen kunnen bevestigen dat 

HPV DNA analyse in urine waardevolle informatie oplevert. Inderdaad, ook in urine werden 

significante verschillen in HPV positiviteit waargenomen tussen gevaccineerde en niet-

gevaccineerde meisjes. De bruikbaarheid van de urine HPV DNA-resultaten in follow-up van 

een therapeutische HPV vaccinatiestudie werd ook bevestigd door de aanzienlijke kappa 

correlatie tussen gepaarde urine en cervicale stalen. De rol van HPV DNA urine analyse in 

een baarmoederhalskankerscreeningprogramma moet nog verder onderzocht worden. 

Maar, gebaseerd op de correlatie tussen het aantal kopijen HPV DNA in gepaarde urine en 

cervicale stalen kunnen we besluiten dat in het kader van 

baarmoederhalskankerscreeningprogramma’s de toepassing van HPV bepaling in urine zeer 

bemoedigend blijkt. 
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Abbreviations  
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript: 

AGC :   Atypical Glandular Cells 

ASC-H :  Atypical Squamous Cells cannot exclude High-grade Squamous Intraepithelial 

Lesions 

ASCUS :  Atypical Squamous Cells of Undetermined Significance 

CI:  Confidence interval 

CIN:   Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. 

DNA:   DeoxyriboNucleic Acid 

GAPDH:  glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

hDNA:   human DNA 

HPV:   Human Papillomavirus 

hrHPV:  High-Risk Human Papillomavirus 

HSIL :   High-Grade Squamous Intraepithelial Lesions 

IARC:   International Agency for Research on Cancer 

LBC:   Liquid Based Cytology 

LSIL :   Low-Grade Squamous Intraepithelial Lesions 

OD :   Optical Density  

Ori:   Origin of replication 

ORF:   Open reading frame 

PAP:   Papanicolaou 

PR:  Prevalence ratio 

qPCR:   Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction 

qPCR:   quantitative PCR 

STI:   Sexually Transmitted Infections 

URR:  Upstream regulatory region 

WHO:   World Health Organization 
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